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INTRODUCTION 
This report summarizes the results of data collected as part of the 1992 field and 
laboratory evaluations of pavement marking materials for the SASHTO Regional Test 
Facility. The report is divided into two volumes. The first volume presents the field 
evaluations while the laboratory tests results are given in the second volume. The 
purpose of the Regional Test Facility (RTF) is to minimize the amount of field and 
laboratory research testing of specific types of materials. This is accomplished by 
combining efforts in an organized manner to reduce the monetary and man-hour 
requirements of both the states and industry. A RTF for the twelve SASHTO states 
was approved at the 1988 SASHTO convention. The twelve SASHTO states are 
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. 
The SASHTO Regional Test Facility (SRTF) began operation in November 1988 
when informational packets were mailed to all known manufacturers of four types of 
material. One type of material included in the test is classified as striping materials. 
To be included in the test, the manufacturers have until 5:00 p.m. at the end of the 
first working day in January to submit a Product Evaluation Form, a check for the 
testing fee, sample materials, and other pertinent information to the coordinator of 
the SRTF in order 'to have their product considered for inclusion in the testing 
process for that calendar year. A testing fee of $2,000 per sample was originally 
established for the striping materials. This fee covered the cost of performing the 
required field and laboratory tests and reporting the results. This fee was reduced 
to $1,500 per sample starting with the 1991 test. 
Different states were selected to perform the tests for the various materials. For 
the striping materials, Kentucky was selected as the lead state responsible for 
reporting the results. Alabama was selected as the support state. Identical field 
installations were placed in both Kentucky and Alabama in 1989 and 1990. However; 
beginning in 1991, the field tests began operating on an alternating basis. The 
materials submitted for testing in 1991 were placed in Kentucky in 1991 and in 
Alabama in 1992. The materials submitted for testing in 1992 were placed in 
Alabama in 1992 and Kentucky in 1993. The laboratory tests were performed by 
Louisiana.· The Transportation Center at the University of Kentucky performed the 
work in Kentucky for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet. The Alabama Highway 
Department conducted the field tests in Alabama while the Louisiana Department 
of Transportation performed the laboratory tests in Louisiana: 
This report is the fourth summary of field and laboratory evaluations of · 
pavement marking materials at the SASHTO Regional Test Facility. The previous 
summaries dealt with the 1989, 1990 and 1991 evaluations. The data in this report 
are for a one-year period for materials placed in Alabama in 1992 and a two-year 
period for the longer-life materials (such as thermoplastics and nonremovable tape) 
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placed in Kentucky in 1991. The materials placed in Alabama in 1992 were the 
materials placed in Kentucky in 1991 and new materials submitted for 1992. 
PROCEDURE 
The procedure was developed by a task force established by the Standing 
Committee of the SRTF. The evaluation procedures were the standard for the. RTF. 
Following is a description of the testing procedures used. 
SITE LOCATIONS 
Field test decks on both Portland cement concrete (PCC) and bituminous concrete 
(asphalt) surfaces were evaluated. The decks were selected using the guidelines of 
ASTM D 713. Four-lane divided sections were considered desirable with a minimum 
average daily traffic (ADT) for the outside lane of 5,000. The field site had to be free-
rolling with no grades, curves, or intersections or access points near enough to cause 
excessive braking or turning movements and had to have good drainage. The wear 
was to be uniform with full exposure to the sun throughout daylight hours. The 
surfaces had to be representative of the pavements upon which the traffic marking 
materials would be applied in practice. Originally, a requirement was that the test 
deck had to have been open to traffic for at least two years, but this requirement was 
changed to a minimum of one year. 
MATERIALS TESTED 
A total of 106 materials were originally approved for testing with 98 materials 
actually placed in Kentucky in 1991. When divided into specific categories, 77 
materials would be classified as a paint, 10 were thermoplastic, 4 were preformed 
thermoplastic, 5 were a nonremovable tape, and 2 were a re~movable tape. Of the 
paints, two would be classified as a durable paint. Measurements were taken on the 
long-life materials for the second year. There was a total of21 thermoplastics, tapes 
and durable paints. A listing of the long-life materials placed in Kentucky in 1991 
for which data was collected the second year is given in Table Al. Each material is 
assigned a number as shown in Table Al. This reference number is used when 
reporting the results of the evaluations, 
Of the 106 materials originally submitted in 1991, 14 (STR-91-91 through STR-
91-106) were submitted by states. The state paints were not applied in Alabama in 
1992. A total of 77 materials from the 1991 submissions were placed in Alabama in 
1992. There were 99 materials submitted for the 1992 test with 93 of the materials 
placed in Alabama in 1992. A total of 170 materials were placed in Alabama in 1992. 
When divided into specific categories, 128 materials would be classified as a paint, 
18 were thermoplastic, 4 were preformed thermoplastic, 12 were a nonremovable 
tape, and 8 were a removable tape. 
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A listing of the materials placed in Alabama in 1992 is given in Table 1. 
Either a 91 or 92 is contained in the sample number. This number indicates whether 
the material was originally submitted for the 1991 or 1.992 test. If it was originally 
submitted for the 1991 test, it was placed in Kentucky in 1991. If it was submitted 
for the 1992 test, it was placed in Kentucky in June 1993. The sample numbers 
given in Table 1 are used when reporting the results of the evaluations. 
INSTALLATION 
The test installations have been placed in Alabama in May and Kentucky in June. 
Starting with the 1991 tests, the application alternated between the two sites. The 
materials listed in Table 1 were placed in Alabama in May 1992. The installation 
included the materials submitted for testing in 1991 and 1992. The 1991 materials 
were placed in Kentucky in June 1991. The long-life materials placed in Kentucky 
in 1991 are listed in Table Al. The 1992 materials were placed in Kentucky in June 
1993 along with the 1993 materials. There was no installation in Kentucky in 1992 . 
• 
The test sites in Alabama were on Interstate 65 near Greenville. The asphalt 
installation location was in the northbound lanes near milepost 140 and had an ADT 
of about 9,135 northbound. The PCC installation location was in the southbound 
lanes near milepost 123 and had an ADT of about 8,280 southbound. The dates and 
times of the test stripe installations are given in Table 2. The test decks were placed 
during the last week in April and the first week in May of 1992. 
Both the asphalt and PCC installations of the long-life materials in Kentucky 
were placed on Interstate 64 near Frankfort. The asphalt installation was near 
milepoint 52 and had an average daily traffic (ADT) of about 20,000 while the PCC 
installation was near milepoint 60 and had an ADT of approximately 19,000. There 
had been no milling on the PCC surface. The asphalt pavement had been in place 
approximately three years while the PCC surface was about 20 years old. 
All of the striping materials were placed by the manufacturers. One 
manufacturer applied state paints which were submitted for tests. The 
manufacturers supplied all the necessary installation equipment. The state 
supervised the installation and provided traffic control. Various types of striping 
materials were included. Both liquid and preformed marking materials were 
evaluated. Because of the large number of paints that could be submitted for testing, 
a maximum number of 25 paint samples per manufacturer was established. The 
specific quantity limits were three colors (white, lead based yellow, and organic 
yellow), three binder systems (alkyd and/or chlorinated rubber and water base), three 
no-track times (60 seconds, 90 seconds, and 3 minutes), and no more than three 
samples made up of combinations of color, binder system, and no-track time. 
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Each manufacturer supplied one five-gallon container of each type of liquid 
marking material. The manufacturers were required to supply a two-quart sample 
of liquid materials and a 20-foot sample of tapes at the test site. These samples were 
used for laboratory testing. For the paint portion of the study, AASHTO Type 1 
moistureproof glass beads were used and were supplied by the state. Type 1 beads 
were also used on thermoplastic. Primers were also used with some of the 
thermoplastic materials. 
In specific instances, a request could be made to use another glass bead for a 
specific marking material. Samples of any type of glass bead used were obtained. 
Following is a summary of the products applied with glass beads provided by the 
manufacturer rather than with the AASHTO Type I glass beads provided by the 
Alabama Highway Department. 
STR-91-15 Used a specially coated bead. 
STR-91-79 Used an AASHTO bead gradation according to the manufacturer's 
specification. 
STR-91-80 Used an AASHTO bead gradation according to the manufacturer's 
specification. 
STR-91-81 Used an AASHTO bead gradation according to the manufacturer's 
specification. 
STR-91-82 Used a large diameter bead (Potters Visibead) mixed with a 
double-coated bead with an AASHTO gradation. 
STRc91-83 Used a large diameter bead (Potters Vis'ibead) mixed with a 
double-coated bead with an AASHTO gradation. 
STR-91-84 Used anAASHTO bead gradation according to the manufacturer's 
specification. 
STR-92-14 Used a special high -adhesion (Echo lux) bead mixed with AASHTO 
Type II drop-on beads. 
STR-92-97 Used a large-diameter bead. 
STR-92-98 Used a special high-adhesion (Echolux) bead mixed withAASHTO 
Type II drop-on beads. 
STR-92-99 Used a large-diameter bead. 
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With the exception of some of the removable tape lines, the test lines were 
transverse lines approximately 12 feet in length and 4 inches wide placed in the 
shoulder lane. The only exceptions were six longitudinal lane lines 10 feet in length 
which were placed for each removable tape. The transverse lines were placed at 8-
to 12-inch centers. 
For the liquid materials (including the thermoplastic material), four beaded lines 
and one unbeaded line were placed for each sample. For the preformed tape, four 
lines were placed for each sample. For removable tape, six transverse lines and six 
longitudinal lines were installed for each sample. 
Liquid materials were applied at a wet film thickness of 15 plus or minus one mil. 
Glass beads were to be applied at a rate of six plus or minus 0.5 pound per gallon of 
paint, unless specifically designated otherwise. Manufacturers were responsible for 
machine calibration and roofing paper was supplied by the evaluators for calibration 
purposes. Each manufacturer notified the evaluators when they were ready to 
commence installation. An unbeaded check stripe was placed on an aluminum panel 
and weighed for determination of mil thickness. After the mil thickness met the 
established guidelines, a beaded stripe was placed on the aluminum panel and 
weighed to check the bead application rate. After the bead application rate met the 
established guidelines, the test lines were applied. The mil thickness and bead 
application rate of each liquid sample were recorded (Table 3). 
For the thermoplastic material, the manufacturer prepared the material and 
notified the evaluators when they were prepared to install the test lines. No pre-
installation checks of thickness or bead application rate were conducted. The 
minimum mil thickness for thermoplastic material was to be 60 mils. The average 
mil thicknesses measured for the various installed thermoplastic materials are given 
in Table 4. 
The preformed tapes (both removable and non-removable) were placed by the 
manufacturers at the locations indicated by the evaluators. Use of a primer was 
noted. 
Following is a summary of the use of primers, sealers or adhesives for the 
thermoplastic materials, preformed tape and tapes. A concrete primer/sealer was 
































Samples of each of the primers, sealers, and adhesives used were submitted to 
Louisiana for testing. 
The test decks were divided into several sections. One portion of the test deck 
was used for the checking of no-track times. Unbeaded liquid materials and 
unbeaded thermoplastic material have been placed in another section with one 
unbeaded line for each material. The procedure has been modified eliminating the 
unbeaded line. Therefore, no data are included relating to unbeaded lines. The 
beaded liquid material was placed in another section. Two sets of two lines each 
were placed for each material resulting in four beaded lines placed for each material. 
The same procedure was used for the thermoplastic material. Two sets of two lines 
each were placed for the nonremovable preformed tape. Separating the four 
transverse lines into two sets of two lines each was done so that all the lines for one 
manufacturer would not be placed at one location. The removable tapes were placed 
in another section of the test deck. Six transverse and six longitudinal lines were 
placed for each material. 
No-track tests were conducted for the liquid materials using the no-track time 
requested by the manufacturer. These tests were conducted after placement of the 
unbeaded and beaded lines. A vehicle was driven over the test line at the specified 
time after placement at a speed of approximately 10 mph. The no-track 
determination was judged at a distance of 50 feet. The results of the no-track tests 
are given in Table 5. The mil thickness at which each line was placed as well as the 
relative humidity and air temperature at the time of each no-track test are given in 
Table 5. The times at which the no-track tests were conducted for each paint are 
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given. These time should agree with the times given in Table 1. This time noted in 
Table 1 follows the FD code given for the paints for which no-track tests were 
conducted. For paints placed in Kentucky in 1991 and Alabama in 1992, the no-track 
times may differ slightly in a few instances. 
The air and pavement temperatures as well as the relative humidity were 
recorded hourly during times of installation. The application temperature was 
obtained for the liquid material at the time of the no-track time test. The weather 
conditions during the test stripe installations are shown in Table 6. No paint was 
applied to damp or wet pavement surfaces. The paint was also not applied at an air 
temperature below 50 degrees or above 95 degrees Fahrenheit. 
FIELD DATA COLLECTION 
The Field Testing Procedures are based on ASTM D 713, "Conducting Road 
Service Tests on Traffic Paint." Field data collection was initially made within a few 
days of the original installation and then at monthly intervals for an approximate 
one-year period such that 12 sets of data were collected. The objective is to have the 
original data collection within seven days of application. The types of data collected 
.at the field installations in Alabama and Kentucky included subjective ratings of the 
appearance and durability of all the stripes, reflectivity measurements of each stripe 
using a Mirolux 12 portable retroreflectometer, and subjective ratings of the 
removability and discernability of the removable tapes. As for the past evaluations 
in Kentucky, data concerning the brightness of each stripe were obtained using a 
colormeter. Colormeter data are given in Appendix for the long-life materials. A 
Colorgard II Reflectometer was used for the colormeter data. The subjective ratings 
(durability, appearance, removability, and discernability) were made with a team of 
three trained raters for each data collection period with their ratings averaged for the 
final score which was then reported. 
In addition to the monthly data collection for the materials placed on the 1992 
test deck in Alabama, data were collected on four-month intervals for longer-life 
materials (permanent and nonremovable tapes, thermoplastics, and durable paints) 
on the 1991 test decks placed in Kentucky. Data were collected for 21 long-life 
materials placed on the 1991 test decks. The same type of data and same procedure 
were used for the data collection on both test decks. 
The subjective appearance rating is the complete impression conveyed when the 
stripe is viewed at a distance of at least 10 feet before any detailed inspection has 
been made. It includes a comparison of the color of the surface under consideration 
with the original color, taking into account changes due to such factors as yellowing, 
bleeding, darkening, fading, dirt collection, and mold growth. This rating was made 
without preliminary washing or other modification of the surface of the test lines and 
a rating of 0 to 10 was made with 10 being the highest rating. 
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The subjective durability rating was obtained by rating both the left and right 
wheel paths in the transverse line and averaging the ratings. The area covering 9 
inches on each side of the mid-point of the wheel path was viewed and the percentage 
of the stripe remaining (nonexposed substrate) was estimated. Ten percent of this 
number was the rating assigned. For example, a stripe with no wear would receive 
a rating of ~ 0 while a stripe with 60 percent of the stripe remaining would receive a 
rating of a 6. 
The Mirolux 12 measurements were taken in the left wheel path and centerline 
area (center of the lane) of each transverse stripe and in the center of each 
longitudinal stripe. Reference points were marked on the pavement so the data 
would be collected at the same points each month. Data were taken for both the 
beaded and unbeaded paint and thermoplastic lines as well as for the various tapes. 
The Mirolux 12 measurements were reported in units ofmillicandelas per square foot 
per footcandle (or millicandelas). 
The colormeter data were taken in the left wheel path and centerline area of each 
transverse stripe and in the center of each longitudinal stripe. Data were taken for 
both the beaded and unbeaded paint and thermoplastic lines as well as for the 
various tapes. The colormeter data are dimensionless wi~h higher numbers 
representing a brighter line. 
During each of the first six monthly inspections, one lateral and one transverse 
stripe of each removable tape were removed. After six months, all of the removable 
tape had been removed. The removability of each line was subjectively rated each 
month when it was removed using a scale of 0 to 10. A 10 rating would be for a line 
which was easily removable in one complete section while a 0 rating was for a line 
which was removable in only very small pieces. The ability to discern on the 
pavement where the removable tape was removed was subjectively rated for each 
stripe until the point that a particular stripe was removed could not be discerned. 
A discernable marking is any marking, stain, or discoloration that can be detected on 
the pavement surface under any light or weather condition after line removal. A 10 
rating was for a line which left no discernable markings while a 0 rating was for a 
line which was completely discernable. 
Weather information over the evaluation period is given in Table 7. This 
information is summarized by month and includes the average temperature, total 
rainfall, and total snowfall. At the Kentucky test decks, where the long-term 
marking materials were evaluated, there were only a few inches of snow reported 
during the winter of 1991-92 but snowfall increased substantially in the winter of 
1992-93. It was found that there had been only two snowplow passes at each of the 
sites in Kentucky in the winter of 1991-92 with the number increasing to about 100 
snowplow passes in the winter of 1992-93. 
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LABORATORY EVALUATIONS 
The evaluations were divided into four categories based on the material tested. 
These categories were solvent borne traffic paint, water borne traffic paint, 
thermoplastic material and traffic striping tape. 
Certain tests are used for any type of traffic paint. These include tests related 
to viscosity for consistency, drying time to determine no pick-up condition, solids 
content by volatile loss, opacity for hiding power and pigment content by low 
temperature ashing for water borne paint and high speed centrifuge extraction for 
solvent borne paint. Vehicle quality assurance in solvent borne paint can be obta,ined 
by comparing infrared scans on the vehicle portion of the high speed centrifuge 
extraction. Three other tests relative to water-emulsion paints deal with stability 
and accelerated weathering. The water resistance is a standard test for a number 
of weather related failure characteristics. The stability tests are a means of 
determining the stability of water-emulsion paints to cycling of hot and cold 
applications. The tests used for paints include the following (refer to the SASHTO 
testing procedures when a specific ASTM or federal specification is not listed): 
SOLVENT BORNE PAINT 
TEST 
Viscosity 
























Dried Film Scan 















Dried Film Scan 
Testing of the thermoplastic material is designed to evaluate the effects of 
continued and repeated heating of the material as well as its ability to withstand 
temperature changes and still retain its bond to the substrate to which it is applied. 
These tests for thermoplastic material included: 
TEST AASHTO TEST METHODS 
Specific Gravity T 250 
Bond Strength 
Flowability 
Flowability (Extended Heating) 
Softening Point, Ring and Ball 
Low Temperature Stress Resistance 
Bead Content and Grading 
The tapes were tested for internal strength to assure that, when warm, 

















Fed. Test 141 & 6192.1 
The laboratory tests were conducted on samples obtained during the 
installation process. In general, a sample of two quarts and one pint of paint was 
obtained. A block (weighing about 12 pounds) of thermoplastic material was obtained 




The reflectivity data obtained with the Mirolux 12 are presented in Tables 8 and 
9 for the asphalt and PCC pavements, respectively, at the Alabama test sites. The 
data are for all materials except the removable tapes and the unbeaded stripes. For 
each material, the averages of the data taken for the four transverse lines are given. 
The average measurements in the left wheel path and centerline areas are presented 
separately. The materials are grouped into several categories based on the type of 
material and no-track time. 
Reflectivity data for long-life striping materials (thermoplastic, nonremovable 
tape and durable paint) transverse lines placed on the 1991 test deck in Kentucky are 
given in Appendix A Data were obtained as described in Tables 8 and 9. Data are 
given in four-month intervals for a two-year period. 
For the removable tapes, the reflectivity measurements taken on asphalt and PCC 
pavements are presented in Tables 10 and 11, respectively. Data are given for the 
time period to six months after installation. At this point, all lines were removed. 
The data for each month represents the stripes remaining that month. The average 
measurements in the left wheel path and centerline areas of the transverse stripes 
and the center of the longitudinal stripes are presented separately. 
DURABILITY 
The durability data for the beaded paint and thermoplastic lines and 
nonremovable tape lines are given in Tables 12 and 13 for the asphalt and PCC 
pavements, respectively. For each material, the averages of the ratings for the four 
transverse lines are given. 
Durability data for long-life striping materials (thermoplastic, nonremovable 
tape and durable paint) transverse lines placed on the 1991 test deck are given in 
Appendix A. Data are presented as described in Tables 12 and 13. Data are given 
in four-month intervals over a two-year period. 
Durability data were not collected for the removable tapes. No durability 
problems were experienced with the removable tapes on the asphalt pavement with 
the tapes remaining on the pavement until they were removed. The only durability 
problem on the PCC pavement is noted in Table 11. 
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APPEARANCE 
The appearance data for the beaded paint and thermoplastic lines and 
nonremovable tape are given in Tables 14 and 15 for the asphalt and PCC 
pavements, respectively. For each material, the averages of the ratings for the four 
transverse lines are given. Appearance data were not collected for the removable 
tape. 
Appearance data for long-life striping materials (thermoplastic, nonremovable 
tape and durable paint) transverse lines placed on the 1991 test deck are given in 
Appendix A. Data are presented as described in Tables 14 and 15. Data are given 
in four-month intervals over a two-month period. 
COLORMETER 
Colormeter data have been collected only in Kentucky. Colormeter data for long-
life striping materials (thermoplastic, nonremovable tape and durable paint) 
transverse lines placed on the 1991 test deck in Kentucky are given in Appendix A. 
The data are an average of all transverse stripes for a given material. Separate 
measurements are given for the wheel path and centerline areas. Data are presented 
at four-month intervals over a two-year period. 
REMOVABILITY 
One transverse and one longitudinal removable stripe were removed each month 
for six months on both pavement types. The removability ratings are presented in 
Table 16 for the asphalt pavement and Table 17 for the PCC pavement. Ratings are 
from 0 to 10 with higher ratings for material which was easier to remove. The 
ratings for the transverse and longitudinal stripe removed each~ month are given with 
an average calculated for the ratings over the study period. Data are not given when 
the stripe that was to be removed in a given month was not in place. 
It has been found that the ability of the tapes to be removed was related to 
temperature with the tapes being harder to remove when the temperature was 
extremely cold. It was also easier to remove the longitudinal stripes compared to the 
transverse stripes. The major problem with removal of the transverse stripes was in 
the wheel paths. 
DISCERNABILITY 
The discernability of each removable tape stripe which had been removed was 
rated each month. The discernability ratings are presented in Table 18 for the 
asphalt pavement and Table 19 for the PCC pavement. The ratings were averaged 
separately for the transverse and longitudinal lines as a function of the length of time 
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a given stripe had been removed. A 10 rating was for a line which left no discernable 
markings. Ratings were not taken for stripes which failed such that the stripes could 
not be removed as part of the evaluation. 
LABORATORY TESTS 
A listing of the results of the laboratory tests is given in Volume II. The 
results for each material type are summarized, and the specific results of the tests 





TABLE 1. STRIPING MATERIALS TESTED 
SAMPLE 
COMPANY NUMBER TYPE* 
Linear Dynamics STR-91-1 Prismo Plastix Series A Yellow Tape P 
STR-91-2 Prismo Plastix Series A White Tape P 
AExcell STR-91-3 12Y -027 4 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-4 72Y-A019 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-5 72W-D263 White Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-6 72Y -A018 Yellow Paint L -ALP (FD 60)** 
STR-91-7 72W-A034 White Paint LF-ALP (FD 60)** 
STR-91-8 72Y-A025 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-9 72W-A040 White Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-11 75W-D014 White Polyester Paint LF** 
Technical STF1-91-12 Whfte Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
Coatings STR-91-13 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
Cataphote STR-91-15 Whfte Paint LF-MMP FD 
lntermark STR-91-16 lntermak 2000 Yellow Thermoplastic H** 
STR-91-17 lntermak 2000 Whne Thermoplastic H** 
Safety Coatings STR-91-18 AW-200 White Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-19 AY-200 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-20 AW-240 White Paint LF-ALP (FD 120) 
STR-91-21 AY-241 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 120) 
STR-91-22 EY-112 Enamel White Paint .LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-23 EY-113 Enamel Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60)' 
STR-91-24 AW-250 White Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-25 AY-251 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
Flint Trading STR-91-26 Whfte Preformed Thermoplastic H (R 30S) 
STR-91-27 Whne Preformed Thermoplastic H (R 30N) 
Linear Dynamics STR-91-28 LW-91-1-TW White Thermoplastic H 
STR-91-29 LW-91-1-TY Yellow Thermoplastic H 
STR-91-30 LW-91-1-Y1 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-31 LW-91-1-Y2 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-32 LW-91-1-Y3 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-33 LW-91-1-W1 White Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-34 LW-91-1-W2 White Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-35 LW-91-1.-W3 Whfte Paint LF·A (FD 60) 
STR-91-36 LW-91-1-HY Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-37 LW-91 +HW White Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
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TABLE 1. STRIPING MATERIALS TESTED (continued) 
SAMPLE 
COMPANY NUMBER TYPE* 
Ba~imore Paint STR-91-38 BP-6801 Wh~e Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-39 BP-6802 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-40 BP-6803 Whne Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-41 BP-6804 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-42 BP-6805 Whne Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-43 BP-6806 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-44 BP-6807 Whne Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-45 BP-6808 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-46 BP-6809 Wh~e Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-47 BP-681 0 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-48 BP-6811 Wh~e Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-49 BP-6812 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-50 BP-6813 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-51 BP-6814 Wh~e Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-52 BP-6815 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-53 BP-6816 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
Centerline STR-91-54 CL-1 007 Yellow Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
Industries STR-91-55 CL-1 002 Whne Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-56 CL-1 000 Whne Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-57 CL-1 005 Yellow Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-58 CL-1 003 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-59 CL-1001 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
STR-91-60 CL-1023 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-61 CL-1021 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-62 CL-1019 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-63 CL-1 017 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-64 CL-1 008 White Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-65 CL-1 010 Wh~e Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-66 CL-1012 Wh~e Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-67 CL-1014 Wh~e Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-68 CL-1 009 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-69 CL-1 011 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-70 CL-1 015 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-91-71 CL-1013 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
3M STR-91-76 Stamark Intersection Grade White Tape P 
STR-91-77 Stamark A420 Wh~e Tape P** 
STR-91-78 Stamark N420 Wh~e Tape P** 
Pave-Mark STR-91-79 Y2E-4BX-AL Yellow Thermoplastic H 
STR-91-80 Y2D-5BX-AL Yellow Thermoplastic A 
STR-91-81 W4D-5BX-AL White Thermoplastic A 
STR-91-82 W5E-5BX-PM White Thermoplastic A 
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' COMPANY NUMBER TYPE* ' I 
Pave-Mark STR-91·83 Y2E·5BX-PM Yellow Thermoplastic A ~-
STR-91·84 W5E·4BX-AL WMe Thermoplastic H * ~ STR-91·85 W4E·ITX-90 Yellow Preformed Thermoplastic ' z 




Safety Coatings STR-91·87 Premix TW·50 Whne Paint Lf·A ! k 
STR-91·88 Premix TW-51 Yellow Paint L·A 
Brite-Une STR-91-89 Series 1 oo Yellow Tape R ' STR-91·90 Series 1 oo White Tape R {; B 
Alabama STR-91·91 Whne Paint LF-ALP (FD 60)** 
STR-91·92 Yellow Paint Lf·ALP (FD 60)** 
;, 
;: 
Mississippi STR-91·95 WMe Paint LF·ALP (FD 60)** 
STR-91-96 Yellow Paint LF·ALP (FD 60)** 
North Carolina STR-91·97 Premix WMe Paint Quick Dry (FD 60)** 
STR-91-98 Premix Whne Paint No Cone (FD 60)** 
South Carolina STR-91·99 Whne Paint (FD 60)** 
STR-91·100 Yellow Paint (FD 60)** 
Tennessee STR-91·101 Whne Paint LF·A (FD 60)** 
STR-91·102 Yellow Paint LF·A (FD 60)** 
Virginia STR-91·103 Whne Paint LF-ALP (FD 60)** 
STR-9H04 Yellow Paint L·ALP (FD 60)** 
West Virginia STR-91·105 Whne Paint Lf·A (FD 60)** 
STR-91·106 Yellow Paint L·A (FD 60)** 
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TABLE 1. STRIPING MATERIALS TESTED (continued) 
SAMPLE 
COMPANY NUMBER TYPE 
Advance T raffle STR-92-1 ATM-400 White Extended Life Tape P 
Markings STR-92-2 ATM-300 Yellow Durable Tape P. " ,, 
STR-92-3 ATM-300 White Durable Tape P I ,I 
STR-92-4 ATM-200 Yellow Removable TapeR 
I 
STR-92-5 ATM-200 White Removable Tape R i I 
' 
Battimore Paint STR-92-6 BP-6822 Whtte Polyester Paint 
STR-92-7 BP-6823 Yellow Polyester Paint 
STR-92-8 BP-6824 Wh~e Polyester Paint 
:I STR-92-9 BP-6825 Yellow Polyester Paint 
STR-92-10 BP-6826 Wh~e Polyester Paint I 




Kwik-Mark Joint STR-92-12 Kwik-Mark Whtte** ,' i.! 
STR-92-13 Kwik-Mark Yellow** II 
1!: 
Cataphote, Inc. STR-92-14 Thermo-Quik 701 Whtte Thermoplastic H .,i;' 
STR-92-44 Yellow Paint MMP LF** li STR-92-98 Thermo-Quik 701 Yellow Thermoplastic H h 
,li 
Linear Dynamics STR-92-15 Plastix Series A-330 Yellow Tape P** :I 
STR-92-16 Plastix Series A-330 Whne Tape P 
1,1 
STR-92-17 LW-9201 KW Wh~e Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
II , 
STR-92-18 LW-9201 LW White Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-92-19 LW-9201 MY Yellow Paint L-A(FD 60) 
I' ·' 
STR-92-20 LW-9201NY Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) . l':i I, 
STR-92-21 LW-9201AY Yellow Thermoplastic A II' STR-92-22 LW-9201AW Wh~e Thermoplastic A 
STR-92-23 LW-92010Y Yellow Paint LF-A (FD 60) " 
STR-92-24 LW-9201 OW Whtte Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) I' 
STR-92-25 LW-9201 EY Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) .I 
STR-92-26 LW-9201 FY Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
II STR-92-27 LW-9201 GY Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-28 LW-9201 HY Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) I 
STR-92-29 LW-9201 TY Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) ,, 
STR-92-30 LW-9201CW Whne Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) I' jl 
STR-92-31 LW-9202JY Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 1! 
3M STR-92-32 A420 Stamark Tape P 
AExcel Corporation STR-92-33 72W-A047 White Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-34 72Y-A039 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-35 72Y-A036 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-36 75W-D014 Whtte Polyester Paint LF 
q ,. I 
I 
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TABLE 1. STRIPING MATERIALS TESTED (continued) 
SAMPLE 
COMPANY NUMBER TYPE 
AExcel Corporation STR-92-37 75W-D018 Yellow Polyester Paint L 
STR-92-38 75Y-D016 Yellow Polyester Paint LF 
STR-92-39 12W-D274 White Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-92-40 12Y-D288 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
STR-92-41 72W-A048 White Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-42 72Y-A037 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-43 72Y-A038 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
Douglas Traffic Paint STR-92-45 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
Centerline Industries, STR-92-46 CL-2000 WMe Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
Inc. STR-92-47 CL-2001 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
STR-92-48 CL-2002 Whfte Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-92-49 CL -2003 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
STR-92-50 CL-2004 Whfte Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-92-51 CL-2005 Yellow Paint L-A (FD 60) 
STR-92-53 CL-2007 Yellow Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
STR-92-54 CL-2008 Whfte Paint LF-ALP (FD 60} 
STR-92-55 CL-2009 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-56 CL-201 0 Whfte Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-57 CL-2011 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-58 CL-2012 WMe Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-59 CL-2013 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-60 CL-2015 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-61 CL-2017 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-62 CL-2019 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
Flint Trading STR-92-63 Premark R30PB White Preformed Thermoplastic H 
Morton International STR-92-64 Whfte Paint Dura-Ln 2000 LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-65 Yellow Paint Dura-Ln 2000 LF-ALP (FD 60) 
STR-92-66 Whfte Paint Dura-St Type IV LF-MMP 
STR-92-67 Yellow Paint Dura-St Type IV L-MMP 
STR-92-68 Whfte Paint Dura-St Type I LF-MMP 
STR-92-69 Yellow Paint Dura-St Type II L-MMP 
STR-92-70 Yellow Paint Dura-St Type V L-MMP 
STR-92-71 Whfte Paint Dura-St Type V LF-MMP 
Swarco Industries STR-92-72 Whfte Thermoplastic A 
STR-92-73 Yellow Thermoplastic A 
STR-92-74 Yellow Thermoplastic H 
STR-92-75 WMe Thermoplastic H 
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TABLE 1. STRIPING MATERIALS TESTED (continued) 
COMPANY 
lntermak Corporation 
Safety Coatings, Inc. 
Swarco/ Volare Ltd. 
P.B.laminations, 
Inc. 
Sun Chemical Corp. 
Poly-Carb, Inc. 





























lnterplast 2000 Whne Thermoplastic H · 
lntermak 5000/4000 Epoxy Paint Yellow 
lnterplast 2000 Yellow Thermoplastic H** 
AY-221 Yellow Paint L-ALP (FD 60) 
AW-220 White Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
LFY-113Yellow Paint LF-A (FD 60) 
LFY-201 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
LFY-221 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
LFY-251 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
Director Yellow Tape P 
Director White Tape P 
Director-2 Yellow Tape R 
Director-2 Whtte TapeR 
Aztec Whne Tape R 
Aztec Yellow Tape T 
Aztec Yellow Tape R 
Aztec Whne Tape T 
Sunbrne 75 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
Sunbrne 65 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
Sunbrne 75 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
Sunbrae 65 Yellow Paint LF-ALP (FD 60) 
Mark 55.7 Mutlipolymer System Whne 
Mark 55.7 Mutlipolymer System Yellow 
LF 
A 













Temporary Marking Tape 
Methy Methacrylite Polymer 







STR-91-1 5{7192 10:30A 5/5/92 3:00P STR-91-46 5/5192 10:36A 5/4192 10:00A 
STR-91-2 5{7192 10:34 A 5/5192 3:00P STR-91-47 4/29192 11:05 A 4/30192 1:28 p 
STR-91-3 4/28192 1:25 p 5/5192 11:14A STR-91-48 5/5192 10:01 A 5/4192 10:24 A 
STR-91-4 4/30/92 11:10A 5/1192 12:26 p STR-91-49 4/29192 1:13 p 4/30192 2:43 p 
STR-91-5 4/28/92 12:32 p 5/5192 10:50 A STR-91-50 4/29192 11:38A 4/30192 12:53 p 
STR-91-6 • STR-91-51 5/5192 9:38A 5/4192 10:50 A 
STR-91-7 • STR-91-52 4/29192 1:48 p 4/30192 2:14 p 
STR-91-8 4/29192 1:35 p 5/4192 1:04 p STR-91-53 4/29/92 12:06 p 4/30192 2:19 p 
STR-91-9 4/29192 10:22A 5/4/92 11:18A STR-91-54 5/6/92 1:36 p 5/4192 10:53 A 
STR-91-10 • STR-91-55 4/28192 12:12 p 5/1192 10:17 A 
STR-91-11 • STR-91'-56 4/28192 12:56 p 5/1192 10:46 A 
STR-91-12 4/30192 10:12 A 4/30192 2:37P STR-91-57 5/6/92 1:57 p 5/1 92 12:55A 
STR-91-13 4/30192 11:04A 4/30192 1:17 p STR-91-58 5/6192 12:02 p 5/1192 1:18 p 
STR-91-14 • STR-91-59 5/6192 11:41 A 5/4/92 10:19 A 
STR-91-15 5/5192 2:05P 5/5192 11:20 A STR-91-60 4/30192 1:12 p 5{7/92 10:45 A 
STR-91-16 • STR-91-61 4/30/92 1:38 p 5{7/92 11:05A 
STR-91-17 • STR-91-62 4/30/92 2:13 p 5{7/92 11:26 A 
STR-91-18 4/28192 11:20 A 4/30192 1:08 p STR-91-63 4/30/92 2:45 p 5/4192 3:26 p 
STR-91-19 4/28192 11:40 A 5/1/92 10:32 A STR-91-64 4/29/92 10:49A 5/5192 9:50A 
STR-91-20 4/28192 10:32 A 4/30/92 12:47 p STR-91-65 4/29192 11:26 A 5/5192 10:08 A 
STR-91-21 4/28/92 2:18 p 5/1192 10:06 A STR-91-66 4/29192 11:59A 5/5192 10:45A 
STR-91-22 4/29192 11:41A 4/30192 11:46 A STR-91-67 4/29/92 12:27 p 5/5192 11:15A 
STR-91-23 4/29/92 1:51 p 4/30/92 9:51 A STR-91-68 4/29/92 2:46P 5/5/92 1:17 p 
STR-91-24 4/28192 12:04 p 4/30192 1:34 p STR-91-69 . 4/29192 3:11 p 5/5/92 1:38 p 
STR-91-25 4/28/92 2:48P 5/1192 11:20 A STR-91-70 4/30192 10:08 p 5/5192 2:02P 
STR-91-26 5/5192 10:15 A 5/5/92 1:25 p STR-91-71 4/30192 10:42 A 5/5192 2:37 p 
STR-91-27 5/5192 10:37 A 5/5192 2:00 p STR-91-72 • 
STR-91-28 5/6192 3:15 p 5/6192 2:00 p STR-91-73 • 
STR-91-29 5{7192 11:35A 515192 12:00 N STR-91-74 • 
STR-91-30 4/29192 2:35 p STR-91-75 • 
STR-91-31 4/29192 2:01 p 5/4192 10:26 A STR-91-76 5/6192 2:00P 5/5192 1:00 p 
STR-91-32 4/29192 1:30 p 5/4 92 10:44A STR-91-77 • 
STR-91-33 4/30192 12:40 p 5/1192 9:40A STR-91-78 • 
STR-91-34 4/30/92 12:08 p 5/1192 10:02 A STR-91-79 5{7/92 1:15 p 5/5192 10:55 A 
STR-91-35 4/30192 11:41 A 5/1192 10:29 A STR-91-60 5{7/92 "2:26 p 5/5/92 12:00 N 
STR-91-36 4/29/92 12:42 p 5/4/92 1:00 p STR-91-81 5{7/92 11:29 A 5/5192 3:20P 
STR-91-37 4/28192 3:24P 5/5/92 10:05 p STR-91-82 5{7192 10:08 A 5/5192 2:20P 
STR-91-38 4/28/92 12:33 p 5/1192 12:44 p STR-91-83 5{7/92 3:15 p 5/5192 1:20 p 
STR-91-39 4/28/92 2:45 p 5/1192 10:58 A STR-91-84 5{7/92 12:21 p 5/5192 9:50A 
STR-91-40 4/28192 1:25 p 5/1 92 11:58 A STR-91-85 5{7192 12:39 p 5/5192 12:00 N 
STR-91-41 4/29192 9:36A 5/1192 10:42A STR-91-86 5{7/92 12:45 p 5/5192 11:30 A 
STR-91-42 4/28/92 2:09 p 5/1192 11:47 A STR-91-87 4/29/93 12:02 p 4/30192 11:19 A 
STR-91-43 4/29192 10:03 A 5/1192 9:53A STR-91-88 4/29191 12:29 p 4/30192 10:43 A 
STR-91-44 5/5192 11:04A 5/1/92 1:40 p STR-91-69 5/12/92 10:00 A 5/13192 10:00 A 
STR-91-45 4/29192 12:40 p 4/30/92 3:03P STR-91-90 5/12192 10:00 A 5/13192 10:00 A 
• NOT INSTALLED 
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TABLE 2. TEST STRIPE INSTALLATION INFORMATION (ALABAMA 1 ~ (continued} 
SAMPLE ASPHALT DECK CONCRETE DECK SAMPLE ASPHALT DECK CONCRETE DECK 
NUMBER DATE TIME DATE TIME NUMBER DATE TIME DATE TIME 
STR-92-1 5/8/92 2:43P 5{7/92 10:45 A STR-92-51 5/6/92 1:13 p 5/1/92 2:49 p 
STR-92-2 5/8/92 2:45P 5{7/92 10:45 A STR-92-52 • 
STR-92-3 5/8/92 2:46P 5{7/92 10:45 A STR-92-53 5/6/92 2:19 p 5/4/92 11:22 A 
STR-92-4 5/8/92 , 2:56 p 5{7/92 12:00 N STR-92-54 4/29/92 1:08 p 5/5/92 11:45A 
STR-92-5 5/9/92 1:03 p 5{7/92 12:00 N STR-92-55 4/30/92 11:15 A 5/5/92 2:5BP 
STR-92-6 5/6/92 2:12 p 5/4/92 12:15 p STR-92-56 4/29/92 1:40 p 5/5/92 12:10 p 
STR-92-7 5/5/92 3:27P 5/4/92 12:35 p STR-92-57 4/30/92 11:44 A 5{7/92 10:06 A 
STR-92-8 5/6/92 1:45 p 5/4/92 1:10 p STR-92-58 4/29/92 2:08 p 5/5/92 12:35 p 
STR-92-9 5/5/92 3:02 p 5/4/92 2:40 p STR-92-59 4/30/92 12:25 p 5{7/92 10:23 A 
STR-92-10 5/6/92 , 2:44 p 5/4/92 1:50 p STR-92-60 5/6/92 3:18 p 5/4/92 3:01 p 
STR-92-11 5/5/92 1:05 p 5/4/92 3:15 p STR-92-61 5/6/92 2:59P 5/4/92 2:30 p 
STR-92-12 • STR-92-62 5/6/92 3:45P 5/4/92 12:52 p 
STR-92-13 • STR-92-63 5/5/92 10:45 A 5/5/92 2;15 p 
STR-92-14 5{7/92 12:50 p 5{7/92 2:45 p STR-92-64 5/5/92 10:51 A 5/4/92 1:32 p 
STR-92-15 • STR-92-65 5/5/92 9:57 A 5/5/92 2:24 p 
STR-92-16 5{7/92 10:40A 5/6/92 2:00 p STR-92-66 5/6/92 11:39 A 5/5/92 2:25P 
STR-92-17 4/30/92 11:01 A 5/1/92 11:14A STR-92-67 5/6/92 12:35 p 5/5/92 3:25 p 
STR-92-18 4/30/92 10:31 A 5/1/92 10:50 A STR-92-68 5/6/92 11:23 A 5/5/92 1:30 p 
STR-92-19 4/29/92 3:06P 5/1/92 12;41 p STR-92-69 5/6/92 12:20 p 5/6/92 3:15 p 
STR-92-20 4/29/92 3:31 p 5/1/92 11:59A STR-92-70 5/6/92 12:55 p 5/5/92 2:20 p 
STR-92-21 5{7/92 10:33 A 5/5/92 1:55 p STR-92-71 5/6/92 11:57 A 5/4/92 2:40 p 
STR-92-22 5{7/92 9:43A 5/6/92 12:15 p STR-92-72 5/5/92 11:20 A 5/4/92 2;00 p 
STR-92-23 4/30/92 9:44A 5/1/92 1:15 p STR-92-73 5/5/92 2:25 p 5/5/92 3:30 p 
STR-92-24 4/28/92 1:00 p 5/5/92 11:05A STR-92-74 5/5/92 10:03 A 5/5/92 11:00 A 
STR-92-25 4/29/92 12:15 p 5/4/92 2:50P STR-92-75 5/5/92 9:28 A 5/4/92 1:00 p 
STR-92-26 4/26/92 4:09P 5/4/92 2:5BP STR-92-76 5/5/92 12:12 p 5/4/92 10:00 A 
STR-92-27 4/29/92 11:50A 5/4/92 2;13 p STR-92-77 5/5/92 10:40 A 5/4/92 11:00 A 
STR-92-28 4/29/92 11:21 A 5/4/92 1:37 p STR-92-78 • 
STR-92-29 4/29/92 10:36 A 5/4/92 12;06 p STR-92-79 4/26/92 3:17 p 5/1/92 10:56 A 
STR-92-30 4/28/92 2:38P 5/5/92 11:35 A STR-92-60 4/28/92 12:37 p 4/30/92 2:09 p 
STR-92-31 4/29/92 10:01 A 5/4/92 , 2:35 p STR-92-81 4/29/92 1:17 p 4/30/92 10:16 A 
STR-92-32 5/6/92 2:03P 5/5/92 1:05 p STR-92-82 4/28/92 3:49 p 4/30/92 2:48 p 
STR-92-33 4/28/92 3:36P 5/4/92 10:10 A STR-92-83 4/29/92 9:32A 4/30/92 3:10 p 
STR-92-34 4/29/92 3:15 p 5/4/92 1:42 p STR-92-84 4/29/92 10:07 A 5/1/92 9:42A 
STR-92-35 4/30/92 12:23 p 5/4/92 2:04 p STR-92-85 5/6/92 1:45P 5/6/92 3:25 p 
STR-92-36 5/6/92 2;09 p 5/1/92 11:39 A STR-92.-86 5/1/92 1:47 p 5/6/92 3:25P 
STR-92-37 5/6 92 2:26 p 5/1/92 1:15 p STR-92-87 5{7/92 9:40A 5/6/92 3:00P 
STR-92-38 5/6/92 2:48P 5/1/92 , 2:38 p STR-92-88 5{7/92 9:48A 5/6/92 3:15 p 
STR-92-39 4/28/92 11:15 A 5/5/92 9:45A STR-92-89 5/8/92 10:28 A 5/8/92 11:30 A 
STR-92-40 4/28/92 2:23P 5/5/92 11:39 A STR-92-90 5/8/92 10:14 A 5/8/92 11:35 A 
STR-92-41 4/29/92 , 2:47 p 5/4/92 11:42 A STR-92-91 5/8/92 10:35 A 5/8/92 11:40A 
STR-92-42 4/30/92 10:22A 5/4/92 12:32 p STR-.92-92 5/8/92 10:16 A 5/8/92 11:45 A 
STR-92-43 4/30/92 2:19 p 5/4/92 2:35 p STR-92-93 5/5/92 11:40 A 4/30/92 10:11 A 
STR-92-44 • STR-92-94 4/29/92 2:31 A 4/30/92 11:27 A 
STR-92-45 5/5/92 12:07 p 4/30/92 11:05 A STR-92-95 4/29/92 3:28 p 4/30/92 9:46A 
STR-92-46 4/28/92 1:46 p 5/1/92 11:08 A STR-92-96 4/29/92 3:01 p 4/30/92 1 1 :51 A 
STR-92-47 5/6/92 12:30 p 5/1/92 2:05P STR-92-97 5/5/92 9:17 A 5/4/92 2:00 p 
STR-92-48 4/28/92 2:41 p 5/1/92 11:40A STR-92-98 5/12/92 10:30 A 5{7/92 3:00 p 
STR-92-49 5/6/92 12:50 p 5/1/92 2:27 p STR-92-99 5/5/92 12:10 A 5/5/92 2:35 p 
STR-92-50 4/29/92 9:36A 5/1/92 12:07 p 
• NOT INSTALLED 
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SAMPLE (MILS) (l,BS/GAL) SAMPLE (MILS) (l,Bs/GAL) 
NUMBER ASPHALT CONCRETE ASPHALT CONCRETE NUMBER ASPHALT CONCRETE ASPHALT CONCRETE 
sTR-92-e: 15.0 15.0 10.5 10.0 STR-92-45 16.0 15.0 6.5 5.8 
sTA-92-7 14.0 14.5 10.0 10.5 STR-92-46 15.0 14.0 6.0 6.0 
sTR-92-s 14.0 15.0 0.5 10.0 STR-92-47 15.0 15.0 6.0 5.5 
STA-92-0 15.5 16.0 10.0 10.5 STR-92-46 14.0 16.0 5.5 5.5 
STA-92-10 15.0 16.0 10.0 9.5 STR-92-49 15.5 15.0 6.0 5.5 
STA-92-11 15.0 16.0 0.5 10.0 STR-92-50 15.0 15.0 5.5 6.5 
sTR-92-17 15.5 15.0 6.0 6.0 STR-92-51 14.5 14.0 5.5 6.0 
sTA-92-18 16.0 15.0 6.0 6.0 STR-92-53 16.0 16.0 6.5 6.0 
STR-92-19 14.5 14.0 6.0 6.5 STR-92-54 16.0 14.0 6.0 5.5 
STR-92-20 16.0 15.0 6.0 6.0 STR-92-55 15.0 15.0 5.5 6.4 
STR-92-23 15.0 14.0 6.0 6.3 STR-92-se 14.0 16.0 6.0 5.5 
STA-92-24 14.5 14.0 6.0 6.0 STR-02-57 14.0 14.0 6.0 6.0 
STR-92-25 15.5 15.0 6.5 5.5 STR-02-58 14.0 15.0 6.1 5.5 
STR-92-26 15.5 14.0 6.5 6.0 STR-92-59 15.0 15.0 6.5 5.5 
STR-92-27 16.0 15.0 6.0 5.5 STR-92-60 15.0 15.0 6.5 5.5 
STR-02-28 14.5 16.0 8.5 6.0 STR-92-61 15.0 15.0 5.5 6.0 
STR-92-2Q 15.0 15.0 6.5 6.5 STR-92-82 15.0 14.2 8.0 5.5 
STR-02-30 14.0 15.0 6.5 5.5 STR-92-64 14.5 15.0 5.5 6.0 
STA-92-31 16.0 16.0 6.5 5.5 STR-92-65 15.5 15.0 6.0 6.0 
STR-92-33 15.5 15.5 6.5 6.0 STR-92-79 15.0 14.0 6.0 6.5 
STR-92-34 14.0 14.0 6.5 5.5 STR-92-80 14.0 15.0 6.0 6.0 
STR-92-35 15.0 14.0 6.5 6.5 STR-92-81 15.0 15.0 6.3 6.2 
STR-02-36 14.0 14.0 18.0 17.5 STR-Q2-82 14.0 14.0 6.0 6.0 
STR-02-37 15.0 16.0 17.5 17.5 STR-02-83 15.0 15.0 6.0 6.2 
STR-92-38 15.0 15.0 18.0 18.0 STR-02-84 15.0 16.0 6.5 6.5 
STR-92-3Q 14.5 15.0 5.5 6.0 STR-02-Ga 15.0 15.0 5.5 5.5 
STR-92-40 14.0 14.0 6.0 6.2 STR-92-94 13.5 16.0 6.5 6.0 
STR-92-41 15.0 15.5 6.0 6.5 STR-92-gs 15.5 15.0 6.0 6.5 
STR-92-42 14.0 16.0 6.0 5.5 STR-02-96 14.5 14.0 6.0 5.5 
STR-92-43 15.0 16.0 5.5 6.0 
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TABLE 4. AVERAGE THERMOPLASTIC THICKNESS (MILS) (ALABAMA 1992) 
SAMPLE 





































































*Not applied in Alabama in 1992. 
34.0 (METHYL METHACRYLATE) 
* 
* 
131.0 (PREFORMED THERMOPLASTIC) 







90.0 (PREFORMED THERMOPLASTIC) 





95.0 (PREFORMED THERMOPLASTIC) 
73.0 (POL YMETHYL METHACRYLATE) 
68.0 (POLYMETHYL METHACRYLATE) 
69.0 (POLYMETHYL METHACRYLATE) 
71.0 (POL YMETHYL METHACRYLATE) 
62.0 (POL YMETHYL METHACRYLATE) 











































































































































NT - Paint did not track 
T - Paint did track 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 5. RESULTS OF NO-TRACK TESTS (ALABAMA 1992) (continued) 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 






















































































































NT - Paint did not track 
T -.Paint did track 
* Material not installed 
RESULTS 
TIME 
PCC (SEC) ASPHALT 
NO TEST - POL VESTER 




































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 6. WEATHER INFORMATION FOR TEST STRIPE INSTALLATION (ALABAMA 1992) 
AIR PAVEMENT RELATIVE 
TEMPERATURE (o I') TEMPERATURE (o I') I-IUMIDilY (%) 
DATE TIME ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC 
4/28/92 9:00A 56 61.0 55 
10:00 A 58 70.0 56 
11:00A 62 77.0 41 
12:00 p 70 79.0 25 
1:00 p 72 87.0 34 
2:00 p 71 87.0 45 
3:00 p 72 103.0 34 
4:00 p 74 99.0 39 
4/29/92 9:00A 60 61.0 68 
10:00 A 62 93.0 41 
11:00A 70 81.0 48 
12:00 p 72 102.0 34 
1:00 p 79 109.0 31 
2:00 p 80 100.0 29 
3:00 p 78 98.0 39 
4/30/92 9:00A 68 78.0 54 
10:00 A 70 78 84.0 90.0 64 56 
11:00 A 74 80 93.0 96.0 54 53 
12:00 p 80 78 97.0 108.0 47 59 
1:00 p 78 79 93.0 104.0 46 56 
2:00 p 80 79 97.0 102.0 47 56 
3:00 p 84 84 95.0 104.0 41 52 
5/1/92 9:00A 80 85.0 62 
10:00 A 80 85.0 62 
11:00 A 83 93.0 54 
12:00 p 84 100.0 52 
1:00 p 84 110.0 49 
2:00P 88 114.0 51 
3:00 p 88 110.0 40 
5/4/92 10:00 A 76 85.0 38 
11:00A 77 87.0 38 
12:00 p 80 97.0 40 
1:00 p 81 106.0 32 
2:00P 82 103.0 36 
3:00P 84 101.0 38 
4:00 p 83 97.0 34 
5/5/92 9:00A 64 64 69.0 75.0 70 70 
10:00 A 66 66 87.0 84.0 ~ 62 62 
11:00 A 68 68 95.0 94.0 54 54 
12:00 p 75 75 118.0 100.0 44 44 
1:00 p 78 78 120.0 108.0 39 39 
2:00P 79 79 112.0 115.0 38 38 
3:00 p 80 80 110.0 109.0 38 38 
5/6/92 10:00 A 63 65.0 69 
11:00 A 63 63 63.0 67.0 69 69 
12:00 p 65 65 73.0 68.0 57 57 
1:00 p 66 68 83.0 70.0 54 54 
2:00 p 66 66 76.0 75.0 52 52 
3:00 p 68 68 73.0 80.0 54 54 
4:00P 64 64 67.0 82.0 42 42 
5/7/92 9:00A 56 56 78.0 60.0 76 76 
10:00 A 56 56 79.0 64.0 76 76 
11:00A 58 58 80.0 69.0 77 77 
12:00 p 60 60 87.0 76.0 68 68 
1:00 p 63 63 98.0 78.0 69 69 
2:00P 65 65 85.0 74.0 57 57 
3:00P 68 68 75.0 72.0 54 54 
5/8/92 9:00A 68 68 83.0 72.0 54 54 
10:00 A 70 70 96.0 75.0 64 64 
11:00A 70 70 102.0 76.0 64 64 
12:00 p 73 73 92.0 83.0 52 52 
1:00 p 74 74 108.0 85.0 54 54 
2:00P 76 76 110.0 82.0 38 38 
3:00 p 78 78 110.0 80.0 50 50 
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TABLE 8. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 

























































































































































































SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN 
























































































































































































































































































































TABLE 8. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
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TABLE 8. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
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TABLE 8. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 























































































































































































REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS • 
SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN 

























































































































































































































































































































TABLE 8. ReflectMty Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
































































































































































































REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS • 
SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN 








































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 8. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asphalt Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) (continued) 
REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS* 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 
PAINT -WATER, YELLOW (60 SEC) continued 
92-79 172 109 104 95 73 77 85 59 95 106 77 84 
271 154 143 132 99 137 129 123 149 171 128 151 
92-82 161 101 91 100 62 78 82 45 87 105 60 72 
199 137 128 131 99 103 124 89 120 141 124 127 
92-83 161 96 95 82 66 64 64 45 80 88 51 65 
188 130 124 113 112 102 65 85 121 132 97 115 
92-64 171 118 106 128 70 70 83 72 84 89 62 69 
206 142 138 144 105 97 102 96 117 143 108 125 
92-93 144 92 90 79 68 70 77 61 82 99 72 76 
162 113 107 111 88 102 104 88 103 119 105 116 
92-94 187 116 121 103 95 87 89 73 96 105 85 81 
202 142 126 128 95 113 108 99 121 154 130 126 
92-95 191 129 126 113 91 95 91 90 101 120 94 83 
244 155 156 108 119 115 132 91 135 157 131 142 
92-96 199 134 132 100 96 90 91 73 103 116 86 88 
248 158 169 96 127 97 115 92 143 129 134 144 
PAINT -WATER, YELLOW (120 SEC) 
91-21 240 145 127 112 106 106 91 75 114 127 91 93 
245 200 211 192 188 179 170 151 187 199 157 146 
PAINT-PREMIX, WHITE 
91-87 382 265 250 236 170 188 195 160 158 162 157 139 
359 278 280 273 246 287 260 183 229 273 243 242 
PAINT- PREMIX, YELLOW 
91-88 278 210 179 183 152 146 137 126 120 141 117 98 
267 209 197 188 167 190 180 157 168 205 169 167 
PAINT -METHYL METHACRYLATE PCL YMER, WHITE 
91-15 264 232 211 219 180 170 182 148 142 164 142 135 
238 258 271 241 230 215 232 253 215 271 222 279 
92-66 323 186 172 212 129 141 137 99 133 129 129 118 
392 187 277 181 135 139 201 145 156 185 153 185 
92-68 225 123 93 153 93 110 81 78 100 105 107 98 
276 191 160 170 122 116 145 135 146 197 155 138 
92-71 277 206 164 170 137 135 143 121 132 156 147 139 
314 226 212 220 181 198 189 178 210 213 203 241 
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TABLE 8. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
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TABLE 8. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asphalt Pavement (Aiabama1992-93) (continued) 
REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS* 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 
THERMOPLASTIC-YELLOW, ALKYD continued 
92-21 233 159 123 130 110 100 48 47 81 85 74 84 
228 168 131 160 183 176 110 94 117 108 103 108 
92-73 191 119 91 144 90 82 57 60 85 98 97 107 
222 130 110 157 127 120 76 55 73 81 86 88 
THERMOPLASTIC-WHITE, HYDROCARBON ,, 
91-28 395 344 285 240 213 208 127 108 129 141 126 135 
385 333 322 315 310 311 293 319 248 278 258 258 
91-84 434 369 318 250 138 121 122 115 146 184 161 158 
431 384 353 300 282 267 248 328 310 341 325 341 
92-14 216 154 162 103 62 62 52 47 60 86 61 63 
247 207 133 169 154 120 114 105 117 143 117 103 
92-75 333 318 258 251 135 118 130 132 151 165 144 159 
258 291 260 259 232 243 235 221 212 216 213 189 
92-76 359 323 258 240 201 186 235 208 216 224 214 219 
344 235 244 258 221 243 252 289 237 303 313 317 
THERMOPLASTIC-YELLOW, HYDROCARBON 
91-29 182 166 116 120 99 90 63 63 88 98 n 87 
190 170 146 140 168 157 92 72 112 124 93 104 
91-79 222 146 127 135 87 66 60 57 81 88 78 84 
218 180 134 142 124 138 128 131 148 167 137 159 
92-74 212 165 1 :it 173 93 89 65 84 81 95 82 84 
197 167 160 188 162 127 125 108 127 125 115 117 
92-98 140 106 99 110 70 67 55 49 70 75 58 62 
149 113 102 126 91 96 91 87 109 117 85 110 
THERMOPLASTIC-WHITE, PREFORMED 
91-26 235 169 117 130 112 119 105 88 105 121 120 126 
224 249 151 190 206 194 214 205 206 258 236 236 
91-27 271 238 185 190 137 143 90 90 102 126 114 107 
288 245 236 230 217 215 168 146 183 199 176 183 
91-86 312 250 227 244 192 193 202 184 187 195 176 174 
340 320 251 258 249 287 302 246 310 317 312 339 
92-63 193 202 189 265 198 204 158 134 147 148 121 147 
169 184 184 220 220 204 283 227 258 288 271 260 
THERMOPLASTIC-YELLOW, PREFORMED 
91-85 192 129 139 155 107 95 82 82 79 103 n 82 
196 157 145 146 129 131 136 136 136 -158 147 154 
EPOXY-WHITE 
92-97 303 227 189 183 154 145 148 143 155 157 148 136 
282 232 202 212 182 158 197 182 187 237 172 220 
36 
TABLE 8. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, end Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asphalt Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) (continued) 
REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS * 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 
EPOXY-YELLOW 
92-n 192 124 114 140 143 135 104 98 104 120 
217 142 137 160 173 163 142 129 146 171 
92-99 269 184 142 174 122 120 105 101 115 125 
235 203 178 199 164 157 160 138 165 198 
PERMANENT TAPE-WHITE 
91-02 3n 269 230 264 164 146 117 103 99 109 
390 355 312 258 263 282 288 267 250 271 
91-76 397 306 245 274 185 163 147 146 126 151 
417 399 331 323 309 296 282 282 230 283 
92-01 493 249 179 276 93 86 74 61 74 86 
426 463 408 359 382 sn 325 305 307 340 
92-03 279 152 90 155 50 58 51 49 55 81 
294 199 159 152 137 126 142 121 118 158 
92-16 382 278 250 287 204 178 1n 153 171 194 
353 332 318 311 298 287 312 308 2n 267 
92-32 417 282 240 285 160 158 139 135 113 144 
450 431 322 257 275 291 252 264 201 288 
92-86 379 304 250 224 202 192 167 157 150 150 
391 335 285 283 254 254 242 236 263 240 
PERMANENT TAPE-YELLOW 
91-01 284 141 141 153 65 62 48 42 44 70 
306 231 197 165 159 157 152 145 140 155 
92-02 317 214 157 207 83 69 58 50 52 82 
353 271 215 210 214 205 186 184 171 203 
92-85 397 275 255 215 151 131 104 96 89 104 
401 349 357 270 285 227 230 235 224 254 
TEMPORARY TAPE- WHITE 
92-92 . 480 208 113 182 67 64 57 46 53 72 
524 446 296 260 264 235 148 123 98 112 
TEMPORARY TAPE- YELLOW 
92-90 596 244 161 273 103 99 79 69 67 93 
658 569 360 302 408 320 363 338 294 309 
* Millicandelas per square foot per footcandle 

































































TABLE 9. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
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TABLE 9. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 9. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovab/e Tape Transverse Unes on 
































































































































































































REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS ' 
SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN 








































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 9. Reflectivity Data for Bead~ Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
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TABLE 9. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
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TABLE 9. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) continued 
REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS* 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 
PAINT -WATER, YELLOW (60 SEC) con1. 
92-83 212 136 110 136 99 119 102 103 106 98 95 102 
210 161 153 141 142 140 138 124 150 147 115 150 
92-64 202 150 126 124 113 121 105 107 115 114 105 116 
222 153 139 145 132 154 129 127 140 141 142 141 
92-93 165 118 103 111 93 101 86 89 95 96 91 90 
176 126 102 113 117 132 109 118 128 126 121 129 
92-94 167 105 80 102 64 82 73 78 81 81 64 81 
204 130 112 116 108 123 121 97 124 117 101 125 
92-95 178 122 107 113 94 85 80 86 96 81 78 90 
192 139 125 132 126 135 126 118 139 127 98 140 
92-96 202 142 120 127 102 107 95 90 107 98 91 96 
209 154 135 131 136 121 141 120 141 140 127 128 
PAINT-WATER, YELLOW (120 SEC) 
91-21 269 203 183 165 146 167 150 146 151 147 139 140 
303 236 211 203 187 223 197 182 214 210 169 197 
PAINT- PREMIX, WHITE 
91-87 380 316 275 266 196 211 197 186 148 149 132 131 
361 333 326 288 273 258 266 200 180 200 185 178 
PAINT -PREMIX, YELLOW 
91-88 298 237 208 199 174 169 155 159 136 122 115 121 
294 262 234 226 198 210 202 186 173 165 141 178 
PAINT-METHYLMETHACRYLATE POLYMER, WHITE 
91-15 229 224 174 171 136 106 93 74 81 50 39 52 
227 202 185 195 183 181 201 199 205 102 198 182 
92-66 347 256 170 243 210 143 194 113 123 92 123 100 
305 116 190 231 175 150 185 83 103 83 95 125 
92-68 215 212 195 1n 131 145 150 139 102 98 106 100 
244 196 204 192 154 158 194 154 1n 168 168 145 
92-71 254 226 179 210 169 128 221 146 152 131 141 125 
307 267 236 233 201 168 231 202 212 243 209 206 
PAINT -METHYL METHACRYLATE POLYMER, YELLOW 
92-67 221 197 242 180 120 110 144 135 124 118 104 104 
237 228 242 212 164 147 182 161 192 175 164 149 
92-69 273 256 210 221 166 145 162 159 132 130 119 106 
261 258 240 242 195 207 234 205 253 262 242 210 
92-70 201 181 132 171 104 91 64 80 69 62 64 n 
243 1n 162 208 180 155 152 140 102 136 110 118 
43 
TABLE 9. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
















































































































































































REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS • 
SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN 








































































































































































































































































































TABLE 9. Reflectivity Data for Beaded Paint, 8eaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) continued 
REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS • 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 
THERMOPLASTIC-WHITE, HYDROCARBON continued 
91-84 416 392 279 287 199 165 175 132 139 139 171 152 
367 404 312 316 333 307 278 270 284 321 302 276 
92-14 225 226 205 229 178 179 217 143 143 115 124 122 
236 236 222 227 198 207 222 194 262 186 207 239 
92-75 330 295 286 251 161 143 143 160 145 135 136 134 
306 314 310 287 277 244 217 203 229 225 224 177 
92-76 84 98 65 144 126 122 141 154 152 137 149 152 
106 103 92 151 124 135 140 153 199 186 156 196 
THERMOPLASTIC-YELLOW, HYDROCARBON 
91-29 168 119 106 121 65 46 79 71 81 77 73 93 
215 187 189 161 . 142 136 101 113 121 102 89 96 
91-79 148 151 135 151 106 68 67 64 70 70 67 81 
130 159 142 160 158 136 151 106 162 167 140 123 
92-74 153 141 99 170 79 56 71 67 73 72 78 78 
163 145 120 192 124 167 131 82 120 115 124 106 
92-98 141 136 110 137 87 68 82 65 84 70 73 84 
151 172 122 138 131 120 125 104 147 113 123 126 
THERMOPLASTIC-WHITE, PREFORMED 
91-26 270 221 200 232 169 138 143 128 126 130 130 129 
298 253 280 292 184 286 204 167 178 172 177 168 
91-27 275 249 231 261 141 93 110 91 101 1111 106 110 
265 291 294 259 230 204 204 153 194 184 159 153 
91-86 203 186 154 169 124 128 163 142 177 182 157 176 
197 245 152 172 178 157 173 189 252 215 216 241 
92-63 238 245 195 271 220 176 191 156 155 131 138 138 
204 235 254 302 289 230 275 263 305 321 319 274 
THERMOPLASTIC-YELLOW, PREFORMED 
91-65 216 114 166 140 130 92 169 110 128 87 100 70 
268 129 144 158 170 161 170 184 182 111 151 133 
EPOXY-WHITE 
92-97 273 252 202 218 168 142 153 157 167 152 150 156 
279 254 249 253 238 215 254 251 243 235 247 247 
EPOXY-YELLOW 
92-77 103 115 108 128 95 106 112 92 99 148 105 110 
113 136 131 144 136 142 139 133 170 159 176 146 
92-99 222 163 149 140 117 99 109 87 102 93 78 95 
219 203 177 188 169 150 181 159 177 155 145 155 
45 
TABLE 9. Reflectivity Data. for Beaded Paint Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) continued 
REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS * 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 
PERMANENT TAPE-WHITE 
91-02 336 279 268 206 151 148 116 117 113 78 64 56 
348 327 275 248 214 250 262 228 273 227 247 203 
91-76 358 262 253 215 182 153 158 139 148 125 105 111 
348 314 268 242 237 218 233 221 234 189 211 195 
92-01 458 261 336 169 104 66 81 75 71 63 54 67 
418 348 316 252 302 248 282 281 243 218 234 232 
92-03 281 193 191 141 74 78 62 73 65 62 48 66 
294 192 198 175 158 174 157 . 148 189 154 139 164 
92-16 308 242 224 198 149 127 148 131 105 107 72 74 
359 239 195 193 163 187 205 187 185 163 198 164 
92-32 372 261 237 166 152 138 133 111 121 104 93 99 
383 289 259 224 222 198 197 192 212 160 169 172 
92-86 357 298 280 233 170 147 181 155 160 138 128 117 
371 298 245 228 227 200 248 223 237 190 163 200 
PERMANENT TAPE-YELLOW 
91-01 305 156 173 119 66 55 42 45 54 38 28 39 
312 229 167 162 141 138 130 128 147 98 113 108 
92-02 367 206 232 138 68 85 50 59 51 42 42 49 
372 276 236 203 195 186 213 194 187 174 142 150 
92-85 333 227 253 183 128 103 129 99 89 78 57 58 
354 251 250 215 227 186 207 188 174 149 165 172 
TEMPORARY TAPE- WHITE 
92-92 421 205 371 138 63 58 56 42 68 48 24 37 
518 403 329 239 260 230 162 164 161 120 110 110 
TEMPORARY TAPE- YELLOW 
92-90 579 240 418 217 86 65 63 58 56 43 22 31 
656 420 394 234 297 282 263 271 243 158 192 209 
* Millicandelas per square foot per footcandle 




TABLE 10, Reflectivity Data for Removable Tape Unes on Asphalt Pavement {Alabama 1992-93) 
I 
.I REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS*'** 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV !·1 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 '\ , 
Removable Tape, Yellow 
II 
91-89 T-LW* 458 262 258 220 164 191 176 I T-C** 434 396 334 363 296 239 279 
L*** 503 380 378 370 312 328 326 I 
I 
I 
92-04 T-LW* 681 305 233 160 110 122 87 I 
T-C** 695 650 531 533 474 219 404 I 
L*** 724 590 533 522 438 471 544 ': .i 
I 
92~87 T-LW* 402 86 75 55 39 39 32 
T-C** 415 308 228 106 135 124 105 
L*** 456 348 335 292 228 206 160 
92-91 T-LW* 540 64 60 53 42 45 44 
T-C** 568 174 119 132 73 65 99 
L*** 714 160 129 126 120 105 131 
Removable Tape, White 
91-90 T-LW* 632 259 230 168 139 184 120 
T-C** 605 537 463 449 431 406 338 
L*** 701 486 536 484 380 428 357 
92-05 T-LW* 764 501 380 290 203 159 130 
T-C** 746 741 663 695 540 467 473 
L*** 838 756 751 804 735 605 668 
92-88 T-LW* 673 206 173 125 88 92 77 
T-C** 707 534 359 352 233 233 173 
L*** 795 471 385 368 304 194 165 
92-89 T-LW* 818 133 130 93 63 63 68 
T-C** 791 529 292 387 205 108 152 
L*** 783 443 465 410 328 316 237 
• Transverse Stripe - Left Wheel Path 
•• Transverse Stripe - Centerline 
••• Longitudinal Stripe- Centerline 
**** Millicandelas per square foot per footcandle 
47 
TABLE 11. Reflectivity Data for Removable Tape Unes on Portland Cement Concrete 
Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) 
REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENT**** 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Removable Tape, Yellow 
91-89 T-LW* 508 271 269 268 174 181 174 T-C** 499 358 323 296 294 294 314 L*** 497 405 338 375 299 233 263 
92-04 T-LW* 650 434 319 371 213 225 107 T-C** 711 590 528 356 394 397 430 l*** 702 628 626 528 567 563 515 
92-87 T-LW* 408 159 219 158 51 47 58 T-C** 413 290 236 136 130 121 132 L*** 512 438 466 383 383 435 498 
92-91 T-LW* 296 91 98 113 60 67 FAILED T-C** 606 128 65 116 82 89 FAILED L*** 631 198 455 138 110 374 129 
Removable Tape, White 
91-90 T-LW* 691 267 341 310 152 159 195 T-C** 660 490 426 367 376 358 368 l*** 628 526 112 471 462 112 460 
92-05 T-LW* 781 516 392 415 320 251 171 T-C** 858 665 645 498 429 395 332 L*** 884 833 829 n9 785 n3 744 
92-88 T-LW* 6n 380 272 298 138 90 91 T-C** 693 503 392 362 298 270 282 l*** 541 475 568 466 398 390 330 
92-89 T-LW* 540 113 202 136 68 68 74 T-C** 851 199 157 160 157 96 111 L*** 762 420 317 307 352 331 367 
* Transverse Stripe - left Wheel Path 
** Transverse Stripe - Centerline 
*** Longitudinal Stripe -Centerline 
**** Millicandelas per square foot per footcandle 
48 
.TABLE 12. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, end Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 



















































































































































































SEP OCT NOV DEC 


















































































































































































































































































TABLE 12. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asphalt Pavement (Alabama (1992-93) (continued) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 
PAINT -SOLVENT, YELLOW (60 SEC) cont. 
92-40 10.0 10.0 
92-47 10.0 10.0 
92-49 10.0 10.0 
92-51 10.0 10.0 
92-53 10.0 10.0 
92-81 9.9 10.0 
































































PAINT -WATER, WHITE (120 SEC) 











































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 12. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asphalt Pavement (Aiaboma (1992-93) (continued) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 
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TABLE 12. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asphalt Pavement (Alabama (1992-93) (continued) 
SUBJEC liVE HAliNG 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 
PAINT-WATER, YELLOW (60 SEC) cant 
92-83 9.3 8.9 8.6 
92-84 9.7 9.3 8.9 
92-93 9.9 9.6 9.5 
92-94 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-95 10.0 10.0 9.8 
92-96 10.0 10.0 10.0 
PAINT- WATER, YELLOW (120 SEC) 
91-21 9.5 8.7 8.6 
PAINT -PREMIX, WHITE 
91-87 10.0 10.0 9.7 
PAINT- PREMIX, YELLOW 










PAINT -METHYL METHACRYLATE POLYMER, WHITE 
91-15 9.7 9.2 9.1 9.1 
92-66 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-68 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 














PAINT -METHYL METHACRYLATE POLYMER, YELLOW 
92-67 10.0 10.0 
92-69 10.0 10.0 
92-70 10.0 10.0 
PAINT-POLYESTER, WHITE 
92-06 10.0 9.9 
92-08 10.0 9.9 
92-10 10.0 9.8 
92-36 9.9 6.7 
PAINT- POLYESTER, YELLOW 
92-07 10.0 9.8 
92-09 10.0 9.9 
92-11 10.0 9.9 
92-37 9.2 8.0 





















































































































































































































TABLE 12. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asphalt Pavement (Alabama (1992-93) (continued) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 
THERMOPLASTIC-WHITE, ALKYD 
91-81 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
91-82 9.8 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-22 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-72 9.9 10.0 10.0 10.0 
THERMOPLASTIC-YELLOW, ALKYD 
91-80 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
91-83 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-21 9.6 10.0 10.0 9.9 












10.0 10.0 9.9 
10.0 10.0 10.0 
8.8 8.2 8.9 
10.0 10.0 10.0 
































91-85 10.0 10.0 
EPCXY-WHITE 
92-97 9.4 9.9 
EPCXY-YELLOW 
92-77 10.0 10.0 



























































































































































































































































TABLE 12. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asphalt Pavement (Alabama (1992-93) (continued) 
SUBJEC liVE RA I lNG 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 
PERMANENT TAPE-WHITE, cont. 
92-01 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-03 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 10.0 10.0 t', 
92-16 9.8 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.6 8.6 7.6 7.5 7.4 
92-32 9.7 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.6 9.7 
92-86 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
PERMANENT TAPE-YELLOW 
91-01 9.7 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 10.0 10.0 
92-02 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.8 9.7 9.5 
92-85 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
TEMPORARY TAPE- WHITE 
92-92 9.9 7.8 8.4 8.0 7.7 8.5 7.7 7.7 7.2 7.5 7.5 7.1 
TEMPORARY TAPE- YELLOW 
92-90 10.0 8.6 8.9 8.3 7.9 8.3 7.8 7.8 7.0 7.5 7.7 7.3 
54 
TABLE 13. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 
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TABLE 13. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) (continued) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 
PAINT -SOLVENT, YELLOW (60 SEC) cont 
92-47 10.0 10.0 
92-49 10.0 10.0 
92-51 9.9 10.0 
92-53 10.0 10.0 
92-81 10.0 10.0 
PAINT-WATER, WHITE (60 SEC) 
91-09 9.7 9.9 
91-18 10.0 9.9 
91-24 10.0 10.0 
91-37 10.0 9.8 
91-44 10.0 10.0 
91.-46 9.8 10.0 
91-48 10.0 10.0 
91-51 10.0 10.0 
91-64 10.0 10.0 
91-65 10.0 10.0 
91-66 10.0 10.0 
91-67 9.9 7.2 
92-24 10.0 10.0 
92-30 10.0 9.9 
92-33 10.0 10.0 
92-41 9.7 10.0 
92-54 9.9 10.0 
92-56 10.0 9.9 
92-58 10.0 10.0 
92-64 10.0 10.0 
92-60 10.0 9.9 
PAINT-WATER, WHITE (120 SEC) 


















































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 13. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) (continued) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV .DEC JAN FEB MAR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 13. OurabiiHy Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Portl!lnd Cement Concrete Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) (continued) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 
















PAINT-WATER, YELLOW (120 SEC) 
91-21 9.7 9.4 9.3 
PAINT-PREMIX, WHITE 
91-87 10.0 10.0 10.0 
PAINT-PREMIX, YELLOW 















































































































































































































































8.4 8.3 8.1 
9.4 9.4 8.8 
9.0 8.8 8.7 
8.9 8.3 8.3 
9.6 9.3 9.3 
8.3 8.1 7.8 
7.9 7.6 7.2 
8.8 8.3 8.1 
4.6 4.6 4.7 
10.0 9.9 10.0 
9.9 9.8 9.9 
10.0 9.7 9.8 
10.0 10.0 10.0 
10.0 10.0 10.0 
9.9 9.8 9.8 
8.5 8.4 8.1 
5.1 4.5 4.2 
4.4 3.4 2.8 
6.2 5.8 6.3 
8.4 8.2 7.9 
1.1 0.8 1.4 
2.0 1.9 2.0 
3.0 2.9 2.9 
3.7 3.0 3.8 
9.5 8.9 9.0 
9.0 8.5 8.4 
9.1 8.7 9.0 
TABLE 13. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) (continued) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 
THERMOPLASTIC-WHITE, ALKYD cont. 













































91-29 10.0 10.0 10.0 
91-79 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-74 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-98 8.5 8.1 8.6 
THERMOPLASTIC-WHITE, PREFORMED 
91-26 10.0 9.9 9.9 
91-27 10.0 10.0 10.0 
91-86 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-63 10.0 10.0 10.0 
THERMOPLASTIC-YELLOW, PREFORMED 
91-85 10.0 10.0 10.0 
EPOXY-WHITE 
92-97 10.0 9.8 9.7 
EPOXY-YELLOW 
92-n 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-99 10.0 9.8 10.0 
PERMANENT TAPE-WHITE 
91-02 10.0 10.0 10.0 
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TABLE 13. Durability Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape TransVerse Unes on 
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Alabama t 992-93) (continued) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR NUMBER 1992 1992 t992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 
PERMANENT TAPE-WHITE cont. 
92-01 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.7 9.3 9.8 9.8 
92-03 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.5 9.6 9.5 9.4 9.3 9.3 9.5 9.2 9.5 
92-16 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 10.0 
92-32 10.0 9.7 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.3 10.0 10.0 9.6 9.7 9.6 
92-66 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.7 10.0 10.0 9.8 10.0 
PERMANENT TAPE-YELLOW 
91-01 10.0 9.7 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 9.7 9.4 
92-02 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 10.0 10.0 9.5 10.0 
92-85 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
TEMPORARY TAPE- WHITE 
92-92 10.0 9.3 8.7 9.0 8.8 9.0 8.7 8.3 7.8 8.3 7.7 7.6 
TEMPORARY TAPE- YELLOW 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 14. Appearance Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asphalt Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) (continued) 
SUBJEC liVE RA liNG 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 






















































PAINT-WATER, WHITE (120 SEC) 
91-20 9.2 8.3 


















































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 14. Appearance Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Lines on 
Asphalt Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) (continued) 
SUBJEC liVE HAliNG 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 14. Appearance Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, an!=f Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asphalt Pavement (Alabama 1992-93} (continued} 
SOBJEC liVE RA liNG 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 

















PAINT- WATER, YELLOW (120 SEC} 
91-21 9.6 8.9 9.2 
PAINT -PREMIX, WHITE 
91-87 10.0 9.3 9.3 
PAINT-PREMIX, YELLOW 








































PAINT-METHYLMETHACRYLATE POLYMER, YELLOW 
92-67 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-69 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-70 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
PAINT-POLYESTER, WHITE 
92-06 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.7 9.2 
92-08 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.8 9.5 
92-10 10.0 9.9 9.6 9.6 9.5 
92-36 9.9 7.0 6.5 6.1 5.6 
PAINT-POLYESTER, YELLOW 
92-07 10.0 10.0 9.7 9.5 9.1 
10.0 10.0 9.7 9.7 9.3 
92-11 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.9 9.4 
92-37 9.5 8.1 7.1 7.6 7.5 
92-36 7.9 6.7 5.2 5.7 5.8 
THERMOPLASTIC-WHITE, ALKYD 
91-81 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 10.0 
91-82 9.4 9.5 9.7 9.5 9.0 
92-22 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 . 9.8 
































































































































































































TABLE 14. Appearance Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 

















































91-29 9.7 9.7 9.9 
91-79 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-74 10.0 9.6 10.0 





































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 14. Appearance Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Asphalt Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) (continued) 
SOBJECIIVE~II~G 
SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 PERMANENT TAPE-YELLOW 
91-01 9.7 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.7 
92-02 10.0 10.0 to.o 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.8 9.7 9.7 9.5 
92-85 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.5 9.7 9.7 
TEMPORARY TAPE- WHITE 
92-92 9.7 8.3 8.7 8.2 8.3 9.0 7.8 8.3 7.3 7.7 8.0 7.6 
TEMPORARY TAPE- YELLOW 
92-90 9.6 8.5 8.8 8.7 8.7 9.0 8.2 8.5 7.2 7.8 8.0 7.8 
66 
TABLE 15. Appearance Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 15. Appearance Data for Beaded Paint. Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 









PAINT -SOLVENT, YELLOW (60 SEC) cont. 
92-49 10.0 10.0 
92-51 10.0 10.0 
92-53 10.0 10.0 
92-81 10.0 10.0 
































































PAINT-WATER, WHITE (120 SEC) 
















































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 15. Appearance Data for B8aded Paint. Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement · 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 15. Appearance Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
















PAINT -WATER, YELLOW (120 SEC) 
91-21 9.9 9.6 9.6 
PAINT -PREMIX, WHITE 
91-87 10.0 9.8 9.7 
PAINT-PREMIX, YELLOW 


































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 15. Appearance Data for Beaded Paint. Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 



































9.8 10.0 9.8 
9.9 10.0 9.8 
9.6 10.0 9.5 
9.7 9.8 9.7 
9.9 10.0 9.8 
THERMOPLASTIC-YELLOW, HYDROCARBON 
91-29 9.7 9.7 9.9 
91-79 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-74 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-98 8.5 7.3 8.7 
THERMOPLASTIC-WHITE, PREFORMED 
91-26 9.8 9.8 9.9 
91-27 9.8 9.8 10.0 
91-86 10.0 9.9 10.0 












































































































































































































































































































TABLE 15. Appearance Data for Beaded Paint, Beaded Thermoplastic, and Nonremovable Tape Transverse Unes on 
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) (continued} 
SUBJEC liVE HAliNG SAMPLE MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 
PERMANENT TAPE-YELLOW 
91-01 . 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.3 9.2 16.8 8.9 
92-02 10.0 10.0 9.8 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.4 9.0 9.3 
92-85 10.0 10.0 9.7 9.7 10.0 9.7 10.0 9.5 9.3 9.3 9.3 9.4 
TEMPORARY TAPE- WHITE 
92-92 10.0 9.7 9.3 9.1 9.2 9.3 9.1 8.8 8.5 8.3 7.8 8.0 
TEMPORARY TAPE- YELLOW 
92 90 10.0 9.5 9.3 9.0 8.8 8.7 8.4 8.3 7.8 8.0 7.5 7.7 
72 
TABLE 16. Removability Ratings for Removable Tape Lines on Asphalt 
Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) 
SAMPLE JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV AVG. 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Removable Tape, Yellow 
91-89 T 10.0 9.0 10.0 10.0 5.7 10.0 9.1 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-04 T 10.0 10.0 9.0 6.0 7.3 8.7 8.5 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-87 T 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.7 9.7 9.9 
·L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-91 T 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 9.7 9.8 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Removable Tape, White 
91-90 T 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 5.7 10.0 9.1 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-05 T 10.0 10.0 7.0 8.0 7.7 8.0 8.5 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 9.0 9.7 9.6 
92-88 T 10.0 5.0 8.0 7.0 3.3 9.0 7.1 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-89 T 10.0 9.3 10.0 10.0 8.7 9.0 9.5 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
T - Transverse stripe 
L - Longitudinal stripe 
73 
! • 
TABLE 17. Removability Ratings for Removable Tape Lines on Portland 
Cement Concrete Pavement (Alabama 1992-93) 
SAMPLE JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV AVG. 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 
Removable Tape, Yellow 
91-89 T 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 8.0 9.7 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-04 T 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 5.0 1.0 7.7 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 7.3 9.4 
92-87 T 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-91 T 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Removable Tape, White 
91-90 T 10.0 10.0 10.0 8.5 10.0 6.3 9.1 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-05 T 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 1.0 8.0 8.2 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 8.3 9.6 
92-88 T 10.0 9.0 7.0 10.0 9.0 8.7 9.0 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 8.7 9.8 
92~89 T 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 8.7 9.8 
L 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
T - Transverse stripe 
L - Longitudinal stripe 
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TABLE 18. DISCERNABIUTY RATINGS FOR REMOVABLE TAPE UNES ON ASPHALT PAVEMENT 
(ALABAMA 1992-93) (continued) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
SAMPLE JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
NUMBER 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1992 1993 1993 1993 1993 
Removable Tope, While 
91-90 A T 5.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
91-90 B T NR 2.0 o.o 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
91-90 c T NR NR 0.7 0.0 9.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
91-90 D T NR NR NR 1.3 0.0 5.7 7.7 8.7 9.3 10.0 10.0 
91-90 E T NR NR NR NR 2.0 0.0 3.7 6.0 7.7 9.0 10.0 
91-90 F T NR NR NR NR NR 1.3 0.0 3.7 5.7 7.0 8.3 
91-90 A L 3.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
91-90 B L NR 2.0 1.0 8.0 9.0 9.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
91-90 c L .NR NR 2.0 0.0 5.3 7.0 8.3 9.0 9.0 10.0 10.0 
91-90 D L NR NR NR 2.0 0.0 4.7 6.0 7.3 8.3 9.0 10.0 
91-90 E L NR NR NR NR 1.3 0.0 3.3 5.3 7.0 8.0 9.7 
91-90 F L NR NR NR NR NR 1.0 0.0 2.0 3.3 5.3 7.3 
92-05 A T 5.8 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-05 B T NR 2.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-05 c T NR NR 3.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-05 D T NR NR NR 6.0 0.3 8.3 9.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-05 E T NR NR NR NR 1.0 0.0 4.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 
92-05 F T NR NR NR NR NR 2.3 0.0 3.7 5.0 6.3 8.3 
92-05 A L 5.2 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-05 B L NR 2.0 0.0 7.0 8.7 9.3 9.3 9.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-05 c L NR NR 4.0 0.0 8.3 9.0 9.7 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-05 D L NR NR NR 2.0 0.0 7.0 8.3 9.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-05 E L NR NR NR NR 1.0 0.0 3.3 5.7 6.7 8.0 9.0 
92-05 F L NR NR NR NR NR 1.0 0.0 2.3 3.3 5.3 6.3 
92-88 A T 6.8 0.0 8.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-88 B T NR 2.7 0.0 6.0 6.7 7.0 8.3 "7.0 7.7 7.7 7.7 
92-88 c T NR NR 1.0 0.0 2.0 3.7 4.7 5.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 
92-88 D T NR NR NR 1.0 0.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.3 5.3 
92-88 E T NR NR NR NR 0.3 0.0 2.0 3.3 5.0 5.7 5.7 
92-88 F T NR NR NR NR NR 1.7 0.0 3.0 4.0 5.3 6.0 
92-88 A L 5.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-88 B L NR 2.0 0.0 .7.7 8.0 9.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-88 c L NR NR 3.0 0.0 6.3 8.0 8.7 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-88 D L NR NR NR 2.0 0.0 4.7 6.7 7.0 7.7 7.7 8.3 
92-88 E L NR NR NR NR 1.0 0.0 4.3 5.3 6.7 6.7 8.0 
92-88 F L NR NR NR NR NR 1.3 0.0 3.0 4.3 5.3 7.0 
92-89 A T 2.5 0.0 9.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-89 B T NR 1.7 0.0 8.0 8.7 9.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-89 c T NR NR 0.7 0.0 4.0 6.3 7.3 8.7 9.3 10.0 10.0 
92-89 D T NR NR NR 1.3 0.0 4.7 6.0 6.7 8.0 9.0 10.0 
92-89 E T NR NR NR NR 1.0 0.0 2.7 4.3 6.3 7.3 9.0 
92-89 F T NR NR NR NR NR 1.0 0.0 2.3 4.0 5.3 7.0 
92-89 A L 4.7 0.0 9.7 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-89 B L NR 1.7 0.0 8.7 9.7 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-89 c L NR NR 1.3 0.0 5.0 7.3 8.7 9.3 10.0 10.0 10.0 
92-89 D L NR NR NR 1.3 o.o 3.7 5.7 7.0 7.7 8.3 9.3 
92-89 E L NR NR NR NR 1.0 0.0 2.7 4.0 4.7 5.7 7.3 
92-89 F L NR NR NR NR NR 1.3 0.7 1.7 2.7 3.7 5.7 
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TABLE 19. DISCERNABILITY RATINGS FOR REMOVABLE TAPE LINES ON CONCRETE PAVEMENT 
(ALABAMA 1992-93) (continued) 
SAMPLE 
NUMBER 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TWO-YEAR SUMMARY OF DATA FOR 1991 TEST DECKS 





































Prismo Plastix Series A Yellow Tape P 
Prismo Plastix Series A White Tape P 
75W-D014 White Polyester Paint LF 
Whtle Paint LF-MMP FD 
lntermak 2000 Yellow Thermoplastic H** 
lntermak 2000 Whtle Thermoplastic H** 
Whtle Preformed Thermoplastic H (R 30S) 
Whtle Preformed Thermoplastic H (R 30N) 
LW-91-1-TW Whtle Thermoplastic H 
LW-91-1-TY Yellow Thermoplastic H 
Stamark Intersection Grade White Tape P 
Stamark A420 Whtle Tape P** 
Stamark N420 Whtle Tape P** 
Y2E-4BX-AL Yellow Thermoplastic H 
Y2D-5BX-AL Yellow Thermoplastic A 
W4D-5BX-AL White Thermoplastic A 
W5E-5BX-PM Whtle Thermoplastic A 
Y2E-5BX-PM Yellow Thermoplastic A 
W5E-4BX-AL Whtle Thermoplastic H 
W4E-7TX-90 Yellow Preformed Thermoplastic 

















Temporary Marking Tape 
Methy Methacrylite Polymer 




TABLE A2. Reflectivity Data for Long Life Stripino Materials %entuc~<,~ARTF 91f I 
I 
REFLECTIIJI MEAS.., EMEI\I " SAMPLE SEPT92 JAf\193 MAY93 NUMBER ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC 
Paint - Polyester, White 
11** 147 0 149 0 139 0 243 0 239 0 221 0 
Paint-Methyl Methacrylate Polymer, White 
15 184 141 138 104 110 88 329 329 263 282 235 231 
Thermoplastic - White, Alkyd 
81 198 201 183 172 204 139 377 354 330 323 216 290 
82 203 305 174 150 172 135 411 450 347 382 ·270 317 
Thermoplastic - Yellow, Alkyd 
80 120 116 96 86 111 97 138 153 92 93 98 108 
83 152 188 107 103 82 87 281 312 219 198 177 182 
Thermoplastic - White, Hydrocarbon 
17 192 *** 164 *** 165 *** 216 *** 198 *** 184 ••• 
28 185 170 153 137 151 132 311 350 268 245 192 198 
84 114 180 176 151 169 138 163 173 194 151 157 185 
Thermoplastic - Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
16 89 *** 70 *** 77 *** 103 *** 77 *** 85 *** 
29 114 105 104 76 109 82 163 116 119 98 117 109 
79 95 97 78 79 83 68 92 150 81 70 107 82 
Thermoplastic - Preformed, White 
26 143 167 133 139 139 138 157 192 133 136 127 127 
27 129 137 117 131 131 122 172 244 117 126 102 122 
86 1'57 170 159 135 135 136 227 332 179 235 159 192 
Thermoplastic - Preformed, Yellow 
85 70 80 72 71 73 66 120 179 99 106 87 83 
82 
TABLE A2. Reflectivi!y Data for Long Life StriginflfMaterials (Kentuck~~RTF 91j 
-t::FU:C I IIlii Y IIIIEJ!;S El'ilEI'l w 
SAMPLE SEPT92 JAN93 
NUMBER ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT 
Permanent Tape- Whne 
2 75 67 34 60 62 
252 279 257 255 156 
76 168 143 139 120 125 
331 405 313 360 185 
77 181 224 172 162 119 
433 523 381 480 304 
78 127 112 121 100 96 
272 414 340 356 182 
Permanent Tape - Yellow 
1 41 41 0 41 0 
76 84 78 78 27 
• Millicandelas per square foot per footcandle. 
•• Top number if left wheel track mesurement and bottom number is centerline measuremnt. 














TABLE AS. Durability Data for Long Life Striping Materials (Kentucky) (RTF 91) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING SAMPLE SEPT92 JAN93 MAY93 NUMBER ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC 
Paint - Polyester, White 
11 9.2 0.0 9.3 0.0 8.3 0.0 
Paint - Methyl Methacrylate Polymer, White 
15 8.3 6.0 8.9 6.6 7.0 4.1 
Thermoplastic - White, Alkyd 
81 9.5 8.8 9.3 8.3 9.3 6.5 82 9.7 8.4 9.3 9.0 9.0 7.8 
Thermoplastic - Yellow, Alkyd 
80 9.2 8.0 9.3 8.5 9.0 7.5 83 9.7 8.4 9.3 8.7 9.3 8.1 
Thermoplastic - White, Hydrocarbon 
17 9.3 * 9.3 * 9.3 * 28 9.3 9.8 9.3 10.0 9.2 9.2 84 9.3 9.8 9.3 9.7 9.3 8.5 
Thermoplastic - Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
16 9.3 * 9.3 * 9.3 * 29 9.3 9.7 9.3 9.7 9.2 8.3 79 9.7 9.8 9.3 9.7 9.3 9.2 
Thermoplastic - Preformed, White 
26 9.5 9.3 9.3 9.2 9.3 9.0 27 9.3 9.5 9.3 9.7 9.2 9.1 86 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.3 8.4 
Thermoplastic - Preformed, Yellow 
85 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.0 
Permanent Tape - White 
2 5.5 9.7 4.9 10.0 2.6 9.3 76 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 9.3 9.5 77 10.0 9.3 10.0 10.0 9.3 9.2 78 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 7.0 9.3 
Permanent Tape - Yellow 
1 1.5 10.0 0.1 10.0 0.0 9.1 
* Material not placed on PCC test deck. 
84 
',I 




SAMPLE SEPT92 JAN93 
MAY93 I 
NUMBER ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT 
PCC ASPHALT PCC 
! 
Paint - Polyester, White I 
11 5.7 0.0 5.7 
0.0 4.5 0.0 
,I 
i 
Paint - Methyl Methacrylate Polymer, White ! I 
15 6.2 4.7 5.8 
5.3 4.7 4.8 I 
Thermoplastic - White, Alkyd 
I 
I 
81 7.7 7.3 8.2 
7.5 7.3 7.3 I 
82 6.2 6.0 6.5 
6.5 5.8 5.7 
Thermoplastic - Yellow, Alkyd 
80 8.8 7.8 8.0 
7.7 8.2 7.0 
83 6.5 6.3 6.5 
6.5 6.2 5.8 
Thermoplastic - White, Hydrocarbon 
17 8.0 • 7.8 • 7.7 * 
28 7.8 7.5 7.7 
7.8 7.2 7.3 
84 7.8 7.5 8.0 
7.7 7.3 7.2 
Thermoplastic - Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
16 9.2 • 8.7 • 9.0 * 
29 8.3 7.3 8.3 
7.5 8.3 7.2 
79 9.2 7.7 8.3 
7.2 8.3 7.3 
Thermoplastic - Preformed, White 
26 8.0 7.2 8.0 
7.2 7.5 6.3 
27 7.5 7.0 7.5 
7.2 6.8 6.2 
86 6.7 6.8 7.2 
7.2 6.0 5.7 
Thermoplastic - Preformed, Yellow 
85 8.5 7.3 8.3 
7.0 8.0 6.7 
Permanent Tape - White 
2 8.2 7.2 7.8 
7.2 6.5 5.7 
76 9.7 8.2 8.7 
8.0 8.8 7.7 
77 8.8 6.7 8.3 
7.0 7.5 6.2 
78 9.0 7.7 8.3 
7.7 7.8 6.8 
Permanent Tape - Yellow 
1 8.7 7.7 8.3 
7.0 7.2 5.7 
* Material not placed on PCC test deck. 
85 
TABLE AS. Colormeter Data for Long Life Strieing Materials (Kentucky) (RTF 91) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
SAMPLE SEPT92 JAN93 MAY93 NUMBER ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC 
Paint - Polyester, White 
11 23 0 31 0 26 0 24 0 28 0 27 0 
Paint - Methyl Methacrylate Polymer, White 
15 26 28 35 36 26 27 22 27 28 29 29 32 
Thermoplastic - White, Alkyd 
81 44 53 60 69 48 35 43 43 47 40 39 38 
82 36 51 53 56 42 36 26 25 34 26 33 29 
Thermoplastic - Yellow, Alkyd 
80 33 38 39 37 30 23 27 35 31 32 29 26 
83 27 33 34 29 27 25 20 22 23 21 22 23 
Thermoplastic - White, Hydrocarbon 
17 46 •• 61 •• 47 •• 49 •• 58 •• 49 •• 
28 51 67 74 71 47 53 49 54 64 52 41 50 
84 38 58 60 64 50 45 38 48 51 46 45 46 
Thermoplastic - Yellow, Hydrocarbon 
16 32 •• 40 •• 32 •• 29 •• 36 •• 32 •• 
29 38 47 46 48 45 35 38 44 41 42 44 37 
79 35 39 41 43 33 31 34 35 40 35 34 33 
Thermoplastic - Preformed, White 
26 45 56 62 55 45 42 44 51 46 45 43 42 
27 45 49 54 52 38 38 46 48 53 41 42 42 
86 41 47 53 56 40 41 40 45 41 42 40 40 
Thermoplastic - Preformed, Yellow 
85 25 30 32 35 26 23 28 30 26 29 27 27 • I op number IS left whee'&ath measurement and bottom number IS centerline measurement. 
•• Material not placed on P C test deck. 
86 
TABLE AS. Colormeter Data for Long Life Stri12ing Materials (Kentuc!sy) (RTF 91) (continued) 
SUBJECTIVE RATING 
SAMPLE SEPT92 . JAN93 
NUMBER ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT PCC ASPHALT 
Permanent Tape - Wh~e 
2 51 53 30 59 
52 57 59 58 
76 76 79 83 86 
74 82 84 85 
77 56 56 70 66 
52 52 59 54 
78 58 68 78 76 
57 67 67 70 
Permanent Tape - Yellow 
1 30 35 0 36 
32 36 40 37 
* Top number is left wheel path measurement and bottom number is centerline measurement. 
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TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 
*** THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL *** 
ORIGINAL TESTING IN CALENDAR YEAR 1991 / VERIFICATION TESTING IN 1992 
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TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR' 1992 
*** THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL *** 
VERIFICATION TESTING FOR MATERIAL ORIGINALLY SUBMITTED IN 1991 
SOFT 
RTF I. D. PRODUCT TYPE 
PT. SPEC 
NO. NAME TYPE CODE 
COLOR OEG F GRAV 
STR-91-016 INTERMAK 2000 HYDROCARBON LH 
YELLOW • * 
STR-91-017 INTERMAK 2000 HYDROCARBON LFH 
WHITE * * 
STR-91-026 PREMARK R 30S HYDROCARBON LFH 
WHITE 225 2.00 
STR-91-027 PREMARK R JON HYDROCARBON 
LFH WHITE 220 1.93 
STR-91-028 LW91-1-TW HYDROCARBON 
LFH WHITE 219 1. 95 
STR-91-029 LW91-1-TY HYDROCARBON 
LH YELLOW 204 1 .86 
STR-91-079 PAVE-MARK HYDROCARBON LH 
YELLOW 218 1. 93 
STR-91-080 PAVE-MARK ALKYD LA 
YELLOW 222 2.09 
STR-91-081 PAVE-MARK ALKYD 
LFA WHITE 216 2. 12 
STR-91-082 PAVE-MARK 1552 ALKYD 
LFA WHITE 217 2. 13 
STR-91-083 PAVE-MARK 1552 ALKYD 
LA YELLOW 216 2. 11 
STR-91-084 PAVE-MARK HYDROCARBON 
LFH WHITE 221 1. 97 
* NO SAMPLE SUBMITTED FOR VERIFICATION TESTING 
TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR: 1992 
*** THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL *** I 
I 
SOFT BOND FLOW LOW TEMf1 
RTF I .D. PRODUCT TYPE PT. SPEC STRENGTH EXT. STRESS I 
NO. NAME TYPE CODE COLOR DEG F GRAV LB/SQ. IN FLOW HEAT RESIST.! 
! 
STR-92-014 THERMO-QUIK 701 HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 195 1 .86 125 5 6 NO CRACr STR-92-021 RLW-9201AY ALKYD LA YELLOW 258 2.09 136 13 12 * 
STR-92-022 RLW-9201AW ALKYD LFA WHITE 202 2.23 131 9 16 * 
STR-92-063 PREMARK HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 224 2.10 136 20 12 * ' STR-92-072 SWARCOTHERM ALKYD LFA WHITE 204 2.13 118 18 14 NO CRAC~S 
STR-92-073 SWARCOTHERM ALKYl;! LA YELLOW 199 2.08 107 15 22 NO CRACii'S 
STR-92-074 SWARCOTHERM HYDROCARBON LH YELLOW 218 1. 97 133 14 9 NO 
CRAT STR-92-075 SWARCOTHERM HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 218 1 .99 109 18 10 NO RAC S 
STR-92-076 INTERPLAST 2000 HYDROCARBON LFH WHITE 222 2. 13 122 18 11 NO CRAC S 
STR-92-077 INTERMAK 5000 ALKYD LA YELLOW 247 2. 12 131 23 25 NO CRAC S 
STR-92-098 THERMO-QUIK 701 HYDROCARBON LH YELLOW 197 1.BO 126 7 6 NO CRACi<S 
I 
I 
* INSUFFICIENT MATERIAL TO RUN TEST 
TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 
FOR CALENDAR YEARo 1992 
*** THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL *** 
BEAD BEADS BEADS 
RTF LD. PRODUCT 
TYPE CONT RET RET 
NO. NAME TYPE CODE 
COLOR % #40 #10 
STR-92-014 THERMO-QUIK 701 HYDROCARBON 
LFH WHITE ** ** •• 
STR-92-021 RLW-9201AY ALKYD 
LA YELLOW 23 57 27 
STR-92-022 RLW-9201AW ALKYD 
LFA WHITE 26 58 28 
STR-92-063 PREMARK HYDROCARBON LFH 
WHITE ** ** •• 
STR-92-072 SWARCOTHERM ALKYD 
LFA WHITE 30 56 40 
STR-92-073 SWARCOTHERM ALKYD 
LA YELLOW 27 52 43 
STR-92-074 SWARCOTHERM HYDROCARBON LH 
"YELLOW •• •• •• 
STR-92-075 SWARCOTHERM HYDROCARBON 
LFH WHITE ** ** ** 
STR-92-076 INTERPLAST 2000 HYDROCARBON 
LFH WHITE ** ** ** 
STR-92-077 INTERMAK 5000 ALKYD LA 
YELLOW 32 58 44 
STR-92-098 THERMO-QUIK 701 HYDROCARBON 
LH YELLOW ** •• •• 
** VALUES UNOBTAINABLE USING AASHTO METHOD T250-77 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-597997 
IDE NT ••••••••••• 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• INTERMAK CORPORATION 
REMARKS •• STR-91-016 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OS-06-93 
QUANTITY...... 0 QT 
SPEC CODE •••• , 3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
JACKSONVILLE, FL 
* NO SAMPLE SUBMITTED FOR VERIFICATION TESTING 
ITEM NO •• 
07-27-93 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAHB INTERMAK 2000 
RTF I.D, NO. STR-91-016 
TYPE HYDROCARBON 
TYPE (CODE) LH 
COLOR YELLOW 
SOFTENING POINT (DEG, F) * 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY * 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
7 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT POR THE TEST Of 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER.,,,,,22-597998 
I DENT • • , •••• • •• , 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• INTERMAK CORPORATION 
REMARKS,,STR-91-017 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OS-06-93 
QUANTITY,,,,,, 0 QT 
SPEC CODB,,,,,3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
JACKSONVILLE, FL 






















STATE OF LOUISIANA 05-17-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
-···~· .. -· .. -·--~----~-·--·---.... -~ ... --.... ·-·~·~ 
~--· .. --~-~ .. -,~ .... -···-.. ·-.. -~.-~ .. ~~ 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583225 
!DENT • ••••••• , •• 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY.,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• FLINT TRADING COMPANY 
REMARKS.,STR-91-026 
ITEM NO., 
DATE SAMPLED •• 05-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 09-14-92 
QUANTITY...... 5 PCS 
SPEC CODB ••••• 3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
GREENSBORO, NC 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME PREMARK R 30S 
RTF I.D. NO. STR-91-026 
TYPE HYDROCARBON 
TYPE (CODE) LFH 
COLOR WHITE 
SOFTENING POINT (DEG, F) 225 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.00 
REMARKS •• 
9 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .••.•• 22-583226 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 09-14-92 
05-13-93 
!DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY •••••• 
SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
GREENSBORO, NC 
5 PCS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• FLINT TRADING COMPANY 
REMARKS •• STR-91-027 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 








SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 













STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER,,MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583179 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 09-l4-92 
05-13-93 
I DENT. • •••• • ••• • QUANTITY, , , , , , l QT 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY,.SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. 








SOFTENING POINT (DEG, F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
COPIES TO: 
SPEC CODB ••••• 3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 









SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 






STATB or LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMBNT 
MATBRIAL TBSTING SYSTBM 
EXCBPTION REPORT FOR THB TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(2SO) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
LAB NUMBER .••••• 22-S83l80 DATE TESTED ••• 09-l4-92 
!DENT. • • • • • • • . • • QUANTITY. • • • • • 1 QT 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS •• STR-91-029 
ITEM NO •• 
05-17-93 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAMB 








SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 











STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT POR THE TEST OP 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-583227 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED,,.09-15-92 
05-13-93 
!DENT. • • • • • • • • • • QUANTITY • ••••• 1 BOX 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• PAVE-MARK CORPORATION ATLANTA, GA 








SOFTENING POINT (DEG, F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
13 
REMARKS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583228 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 09-15-92 
05-13-93 
!DENT ••••••••••• QUANTITY...... 1 BOX 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• PAVE-MARK CORPORATION 
REMARKS •• STR-91-080 
ITEM NO., 
SPEC CODE.,.,, 3 









SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 











STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER,,MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583229 
DATE SAMPLED,.OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED •• ,09-15-92 
05-13-93 
I DENT • ••• • •••••• QUANTITY,,,,,, 1 BOX 
PURPOSE,.SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 













SPEC CODE,,,,, 3 










SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 05-13-92 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-563230 DATE TESTED ••• 09-15-92 
05-13-93 
IDENT........... QUANTITY...... 1 BOX 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 













SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 













STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THB TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER,,,, •• 22-583231 
DATE SAMPLED •• 05-l3-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 09-l5-92 
05-13-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY,,,,,, 1 BOX 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• PAVE-MARK CORPORATION 












SPEC CODE ••••• 3 










SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
17 
REMARKS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583232 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 09-15-92 
05-19-93 
I DENT • ••• , •••• • • QUANTITY,,,,,, 1 BOX 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 









SOFTENING POINT (DEG, F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
COPIES TO: 
SPEC CODE ••••• 3 










SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
05-13-93 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 05-13-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583233 DATE TESTED ••• 11-25-92 
I DENT • ••••. , • , • • QUANTITY. • • • • • 1 ROL 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •• , •• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• PAVE-MARK CORPORATION ATLANTA, GA 
REMARKS •• STR-91-085 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
RTF I.D. NO. STR-91-085 
SOURCE PAVE-MARK CORP. 
PRODUCT NAME PAVE-MARK 
DESCRIPTION HOT TAPE 
TYPE PERMANENT 
COLOR YELLOW 
THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.S) 87 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL. 1 .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 414 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 354 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
REMARKS 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY ~~------------ ---
iZ; 
19 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-583234 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 11-25-92 
06-15-93 
IDENT .......... . QUANTITY...... 1 ROL 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 




















THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5) 94 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL, 983 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 788 
WHITENESS INDEX (ASTM E313) 52.4 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THB TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER,,MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583315 DATE TESTED ••• OS-07-93 
07-22-93 
IDENT........... QUANTITY ... ,,, 50 LBS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,J 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• CATAPHOTE, INC. JACKSON, MS 
REMARKS •• STR-92-014 









SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN,) 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, \ 
GLASS BEADS, \ RETAINED 140 SIEVE 
















REMARKS.,**VALUES UNOBTAINABLE USING AASHTO METHOD T250-77 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DIIVELOPMINT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATIRIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER,,MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583316 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OS-06-93 
06-03-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY,,,,,, 1 QT 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,, 3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •• ,LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC, BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS •• STR-92-021 
*INSUFFICIENT MATERIAL TO RUN TEST, 
ITEM NO,, 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME RLW-9201AY 
RTF I.D. NO. STR-92-021 
TYPE ALKYD 
TYPE (CODE) LA 
COLOR YELLOW 
SOFTENING POINT (DEG, F) 258 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.09 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 136 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) 13 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 12 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE * 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, \ 
GLASS BEADS, \ RETAINED 140 SIEVE 
GLASS BEADS, \ RETAINED 170 SIEVE 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 







STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583317 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OS-07-93 
05-17-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY •••• • • 1 QT 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS •• STR-92-022 
*INSUFFICIENT MATERIAL TO RUN TEST. 
ITEM NO •• 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME RLW-9201AW 
RTF I.D. NO. STR-92-022 
TYPE ALKYD 
TYPE (CODE) LFA 
COLOR WHITE 
SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 202 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.23 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 131+ 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 9 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 16 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE * 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED #40 SIEVE 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED t70 SIEVE 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
~~·~·~~~····~~·-·-····~······~~~~~~~~~DISTRIC_T~2~2~~~ 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-SB331B 
DATE SAMPLED,,OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OS-06-93 
05-17-93 
!DENT ••••••••••• QUANTITY...... 4 PCS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,, 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• FLINT TRADING COMPANY GREENSBORO, NC 
REMARKS •• STR-92-063 *INSUFFICIENT MATERIAL TO RUN TEST 
**VALUES UNOBTAINABLE USING AASHTO METHOD T250-77 
ITEM NO,, 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME PRBMARK 
RTF I.D. NO. STR-92-063 
TYPE HYDROCARBON 
TYPE (CODE) LFH 
COLOR WHITE 
SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 224 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 2.10 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 136+ 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) 20 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 12 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE * 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, \ 
GLASS BEADS, \ RETAINED f40 SIEVE 
GLASS BEADS, \ RETAINED 170 SIEVE 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 








STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT POR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 05-13-92 
LAB NUMBER ••••.. 22-583319 DATE TESTED ••• OS-07-93 
05-13-93 
IDENT........... QUANTITY...... 1 BOX 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE. , ••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• SWARCO COLUMBIA, TN 








SOFTENING POINT (DEG, F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
FLOWABILIT'i {\ RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILIT'i (\ RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, \ 
GLASS BEADS, \ RETAINED 140 SIEVE 
GLASS BEADS, \ RETAINED 170 SIEVE 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER,,MATLAB 




I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY .....• 1 BOX 
PURPOSE,.SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 









SOFTENING POINT (DEG, F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN,) 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, \ 
GLASS BEADS, \ RETAINED f40 SIEVE 


















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 







STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
lllSTRIQ'L 2 2 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583321 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OS-07-93 
05-17-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY...... 1 BOX 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• SWARCO COLUMBIA, TN 
REMARKS •• STR-92-074 
••VALUES UNOBTAINABLE USING AASHTO METHOD T250-77 








SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, \ 
GLASS BEADS, \ RETAINED f40 SIEVE 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED f70 SIEVE 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 

















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 







IDENT •••.••.••.• QUANTITY,,,,,, 1 BOX 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY,.SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE.,,SWARCO COLUMBIA, TN 
REMARKS,,STR-92-075 









SOFTENING POINT (DEG, F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN. I 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT I ' GLASS BEADS, \ RETAINED i40 SIEVE 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED f70 SIEVE 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
05-17-93 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•.••. 22-583323 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OS-07-93 
IDENT •.••••••.•• 
PURPOSE,.SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL 




TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
JACKSONVILLE, FL 








SOFTENING POINT (DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, \ 
GLASS BEADS, \ RETAINED f40 SIEVE 
















REMARKS •• **VALUES UNOBTAINABLE USING AASHTO METHOD T250-77 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(250) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER,,,,.,22-583324 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OS-07-93 
07-23-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY...... 1 BOX 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• INTERMAK CORPORATION 
REMARKS,,STR-92-077 
SPEC CODE,.,,, 3 









SOFTENING POINT {DEG. F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BONO STRENGTH {LB./SQ. IN.) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (% RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, % 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED 140 SIEVE 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED t70 SIEVE 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF THERMOPLASTIC STRIPING MATERIAL(2SO) 
DISTRICT 22 
07-26-93 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED.,OS-13-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-563325 DATE TESTED., .OS-07-93 
IDENT........... QUANTITY...... 1 BOX 
PURPOSE,.SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,J 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE,,,CATAPHOTE, INC. JACKSON, MS 
REMARKS •• STR-92-096 









SOFTENING POINT (DEG, F) 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
BOND STRENGTH (LB./SQ. IN.) 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) 
FLOWABILITY (\ RESIDUE) EXTENDED HEATING 
LOW TEMPERATURE STRESS RESISTANCE 
GLASS BEAD CONTENT, \ 
GLASS BEADS, % RETAINED f40 SIEVE 

















REMARKS •• **VALUES UNOBTAINABLE USING AASHTO METHOD T250-77 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
REMARKS 
:\'-oF tou,s41 .. ~~--0- ~~ 
MICHAEL B. BOUDREAUX 
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LABORATORY TESTS FOR SOLVENT BORNE TRAFFIC PAINT 
33 
~-~ ~-···~~~-
9/17/93 •• V E R I F !CATION T E S T I N G •• PAGE 
OF MATERIAL ORIGINALLY SUBMITTED & TESTED IN CALENDAR YEAR 1991 FOR 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 
***** SOLVENT BORNE TRAFFIC PAINT ***** 
RTF I. D. PRODUCT TYPE 
NO. NAME CODE IR CURVE XRAY WT/GAL 
STR-91-003 12Y-D274 LA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.9 
STR-91-005 12W-D263 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.7 
STR-91-011 75Y-D018 LFMMP •• •• •• 
STR-91-012 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.3 
STR-91-013 LA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.4 
STR-91-015 LFMMP ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.8 
STR-91-022 EW-112 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.2 
STR-91-023 EY-113 LA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.4 
STR-91-030 LW-91-1-Y1 LA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 11.9 
STR-91-031 LW-91-1-Y2 LA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12. 1 
STR-91-032 LW-91-1-Y3 LA ON FILE SPLE ON. FILE 12.5 
STR-91-033 LW-91-1-W1 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 11 . 9 
STR-91-034 LW-91-1-W2 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.0 
STR-91-035 LW-91-1-W3 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.5 
STR-91-038 BP-6801 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.3 
STR-91-039 BP-6802 LA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.6 
STR-91-040 BP-6803 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.4 
STR-91-041 BP-6804 LA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.5 
"' STR-91-042 BP-6805 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 11.7 V> STR-91-043 BP-6806 LA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 11.8 
STR-91-054 CL-1007 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.2 
STR-91-055 CL-1002 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.4 
STR-91-056 CL-1000 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 11 . 9 
STR-91-057 CL-1005 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 11 .8 
STR-91-058 CL-1003 LA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 12.5 
STR-91-059 CL-1001 LA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 11.9 
STR-91-087 TW-50 LFA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 13.2 
STR-91-088 TY-51 LA ON FILE SPLE ON FILE 13.4 
STR-91-097 STATE SUB LFA •• •• •• 
STR-91-098 STATE SUB LFA •• •• •• 
STR-91-099 STATE SUB LFA •• •• •• 
STR-91-100 STATE SUB LA •• •• •• 
STR-91-101 STATE SUB LFA •• •• •• 
STR-91-102 STATE SUB LA •• •• •• 
STR-91-105 STATE SUB LFA •• •• •• 
STR-91-106 STATE SUB LA •• •• •• 
** NO SAMPLE SUBMITTED FOR VERIFICATION TESTING 
9/17/93 TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY PAGE 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR: 1992 
***** SOLVENT BORNE TRAFFIC PAINT ***** 
TOT DRY OPACITY 
RTF !.D. PRODUCT TYPE PIGM SOL TIME CONTRAST VISC SETL 
NO. NAME CODE COLOR % % MIN. RATIO KU PROP \oiT /GAL 
STR-92-006 BP-6822 LFUPR WHITE 42.3 73. 1 22.0 1.000 82 7 11.9 
STR-92-007 BP-6823 LUPR YELLOW 39.7 70.6 23.0 0.998 76 7 11.9 
STR-92-008 BP-6824 LFUPR WHITE 29. 1 67.1 28.0 1.000 84 9 10.8 
STR-92-009 BP-6825 LUPR YELLOW 32.7 68.3 12.0 0.997 95 9 11.2 
STR-92-010 BP-6826 LFUPR WHITE 29.3 68.0 16.0 1.000 92 8 10.8 
STR-92-011 BP-6827 LUPR YELLOW 31.0 66.6 12.0 0.993 90 9 10.9 
STR-92-017 LW-9201 KW LFA WHITE 58.6 74.4 6.0 0.994 102 9 12.5 
STR-92-018 LW-9201 LW LFA WHITE 58.8 74.6 7.5 0.992 99 4 12.3 
STR-92-019 LW-9201 MY LA YELLOW 59.0 74.0 7.5 0.998 98 8 12.5 
STR-92-020 LW-9201 NY LA YELLOW 59.7 73.4 4.5 0.998 89 9 12.5 
STR-92-023 LW-9201 LFA YELLOW 56.9 73.6 7.5 0.990 95 9 12.2 
STR-92-036 75W-D014 LFUPR WHITE 42.8 76.9 205.0 0.997 93 9 12. 1 
STR-92-037 75Y-D018 LUPR YELLOW •• •• •• •• •• •• •• 
STR-92-038 75Y-D016 LFUPR YELLOW 37.8 73.2 75.0 • 82 9 11.4 
STR-92-039 12W-0274 LFA WHITE 58.8 74.2 1. 5 0.996 104 9 12.8 
STR-92-040 12Y-D288 LA YELLOW 60.0 74.9 1 .0 0.999 113 9 12.9 
STR-92-046 CL-2000 LFA WHITE 55. 1 71.8 1.0 0.996 94 9 11.9 w STR-92-047 CL-2001 LA YELLOW 54.7 71.7 1.0 0.996 94 9 12. 1 
"' STR-92-048 CL-2002 LFA WHITE 59. 1 74.9 1.5 0.996 100 9 12.5 
STR-92-049 CL-2003 LA YELLOW 59.2 75.6 1.0 0.998 94 9 12.6 
STR-92-050 CL-2004 LFA WHITE 60.2 76.4 1 .5 1.000 102 9 12.9 
STR-92-051 CL-2005 LA YELLOW 61. 1 76.5 1.0 0.999 99 9 13. 1 
STR-92-053 CL-2007 LFA YELLOW 58. 1 74.3 1.0 1.000 90 8 12.2 
STR-92-066 HHLW4(MIXED) LFMMP WHITE 9.0 0.995 
STR-92-066 HHLW4(PART A) LFMMP WHITE 69.5 80.5 139 5 14.4 
STR-92-066 HHLW4(PART B) LFMMP WHITE 63.4 96.6 >143 8 16.0 
STR-92-067 HHLY4(MIXED) LMMP YELLOW 11.0 1.000 
STR-92-067 HHLY4(PART A) LMMP YELLOW 72.9 80.2 127 
~I 
14.8 
STR-92-067 HHLY4(PART B) LMMP YELLOW 63.6 96.7 >143 16.0 
STR-92-068 HHLW1(MIXED) LFMMP WHITE 9.0 0.981 
STR-92-068 HHLW1(PART A) LFMMP WHITE 79.1 89.3 >143 7 17.2 
STR-92-069 HHLY2(MIXED) LMMP YELLOW 7.0 1.000 
STR-92-069 HHLY2(PART A) LMMP YELLOW 78.6 88.4 138 7 17.2 
STR-92-070 HHLY5(MIXED) LMMP YELLOW 15.0 1.000 
STR-92-070 HHLY5(PART A) LMMP YELLOW 61.1 72.6 86 6 13.6 
STR-92-070 HHLY5(PART B) LMMP YELLOW 56.3 96.2 123 8 14.6 
STR-92-071 HHLW5(MIXED) LFMMP WHITE 16.0 0.997 
STR-92-071 HHLW5(PART A) LFMMP WHITE 59.9 70.0 89 8 13.3 
STR-92-071 HHLW5(PART B) LFMMP WHITE 55. 1 91. 1 120 8 14.5 
STR-92-081 LFY-113 LFA YELLOW 43.2 65.3 4.5 0.983 82 9 10.9 
STR-92-097 MARK-55.7 MIXED LFUPR WHITE 21.0 1.000 
STR-92-097 MARK-55.7 PT A LFEP WHITE 24.7 97.0 >143 9 11 . 1 
STR-92-097 MARK-55.7 PT B LFEP WHITE 100.0 82 8.5 
STR-92-097 MARK-55.7 MIXED LFEP WHITE 60.0 
STR-92-097 MARK-55.7 PT A LFUPR WHITE 24.8 98.6 94 9 10.9 
STR-92-097 MARK-55.7 PT B LFUPR WHITE 100.0 122 9.4 
STR-92-099 MARK-55.7 MIXED LUPR YELLOW 54.0 1.000 
STR-92-099 MARK-55.7 PT A LEP YELLOW 29.9 96.2 >143 9 12.0 
TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 
PAGE 2 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR: 1992 9/17/93 
***** SOLVENT BORNE TRAFFIC PAINT ***** 
TOT DRY OPACITY 
RTF I .0. PRODUCT TYPE 
PIGM SOL TIME CONTRAST VISC 
SETL 
NO. NAME CODE 
COLOR % % MIN. 
RATIO KU PROP WT/GAL 
STR-92-099 MARK-55.7 MIXED LEP 
YELLOW 60.0 
STR-92-099 MARK-55.7 PT A LUPR 
YELLOW 30.1 100.0 
106 9 11.7 
• = UNABLE TO PERFORM TEST 
** = SAMPLE GELLED BEFORE TESTING 
STATS OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATSRIAL TiSTING 8YSTKK 
IIXCIIPTIOM UPORT I'OR 'niB TBST or 
RIOIONAL TBST rAOILITY ~riO PAINT(252) 
DXSTI'tiC't 22 
OS-19-93 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED, .OS-28-92 
iia-NUMBER. , .-;~rr;;sano•~~~~ -~~~~Wr~-T.ESTitD. , .. rut-~-"ll-~.~~~~~~~ 
IDENT........... QUANTITY, .• ,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 




FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
WILLOUGHBY, OH 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME 12Y-D274 
RTF I,D, NUMBER STR-91-003 
TYPB LEADED ALKYD 
TYPE (CODE) LA 
COLOR YELLOW 
INFRARED SPECTRA ON FILE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS .• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
38 
SPLE ON FILE 
12.9 
REMl\RKS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTM2NT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING BYSTBM 
EXCI:PTiotC REPORT 1'01\ HI TIIST or 
RIOIONAL TIIST rAOILITY TRAFPIC PAINT(262) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER.,MATLAB DATE SAMPLED,,OS-28-92 
OS-19-93 
-- L111nromnnr;~-.~tr"S83l*---~--~ -----IIA'n--TBBXED._uJl_B=-l_l~!l!_ _ 
IDENT........... QUANTITY.,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSE, , SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE, , , , , 3 
SUBMITTED BY,.SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .. ,AEXCBL, INC, WILLOUGHBY, OH 
REMARKS •• BTR-91-005 AL 
ITEM NO., 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME 12W-D263 
RTF I.D. NUMBER STR-91-005 
TYPE LEAD FREE ALKYD 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS,. 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




SPLE ON FILE 
12.7 
REMARKS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MA'J.'IRIAL 'J.'ISTING BYSTBM 
BXCBPTIOH REPORT fOil Till TBST or 
REGIONAL TEST fACILITY TRAFfiC PAIKT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER, .MATLAB DATB SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
08-19-93 
-~~LAifNUMBBR, , , , , , 2Z::.~31:6a-~~······-~·~"f>A'f'&~'l'ES'l'BD. , 08..J.1-e3.L. 
IDENT,.,,,,,,,,, QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSB,,SOURCB APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •• ,TECHNICAL COATINGS CORP. ALPHARETTA, GA 
REMARKS •• STR-91-012 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
RTF I.D. NUMBER STR-91-012 
TYPE LEAD FREE ALKYD 
TYPE (CODE) LFA 
COLOR WHITE 
INFRARED SPECTRA ON FILE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




SPLE ON FILE 
12.3 
REMARKS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVBLOPMBNT 
MAT&RIAL TESTING SYSTIH 
IJ:ltCBP'l'IOIC bPORT FOR THJI TllST OF 





DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
DA'l'&--'IIBS'l'JW.-. ..• l18,.17_~j_.1 __ ~~~-
I DENT • •••• • ••••• QUANTITY ••••• , 2 QTS 
PURPOSB.,SOURCB APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCB ••• TECHNICAL COATINGS CORP. 
REMARKS •• STR-91-013 AL 
ITEM NO., 
SPEC CODE,,.,,3 










WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS., 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










SPLE ON FILE 
12.4 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL~ES'r FACILTIY~FFIC PAINT1252·r-~~ 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ••.••. 22-583170 
DATE SAMPLED •. OB-28-93 
DATE TESTED •.. OS-30-93 
08-31-93 
I DENT •••.•...••. QUANTITY...... 5 GAL 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •••.. 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. CATAPHOTE, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-91-015 AL 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 














SPLE ON FILE 
12.8 
REMARKS 
____________________________________________________________ , __________________ _ 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY,~ACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
FL TRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
~'1-·<.;t o OIJJs;. 
lj<. <,) ., ~-1.?~ MATERIALS ENGINEER 
SIDNEY A. RATHE -
REG. No. 14823 
REG,ISTERED 
Professional Engineer 4 2 
~~ IN ~~ 
/'£'.41 F"NN ~ . 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
IXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER,,MATLAB DATE SAMPLEO •• OB-28-92 
--------~~--~LAB NUMBER •••••. 22-SB3175 DATE TESTED ••• OB-17-93 
I DEN-T~~~~·--~ ~----------------~UANT-I-T-Y.,.."T'1"' ... "' ... "" .. -~~QTS~~ --~~~~-­
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TES~ FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• SAFETY COATINGS, INC, FOLEY, AL 
REMARKS.,STR-91-022 AL 










WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 











SPLE ON FILE 
12.2 
~·!'1\.'J:lS UY J...OUl:SJ.N'U'\. 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(262) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
l l!B _N!lHijJtR,L~~~~-~~!;-~~J1~~ -~~·········~. DATE TESTED,. ,08-17-93 
·-~·~Q-uANTITY •. ~ ..... ~.. ~· I DENT • •••••••••• 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODK, •••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST .FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME EY-113 
RTF I.D. NUMBER STR-91-023 
TYPE LEADED ALKYD 
TYPE (CODE) LA 
COLOR YELLOW 
INFRARED SPECTRA ON FILE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 12.4 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DlllPARTMEN'r OF TAANSPORTA'riON AND DEVBLOPMEN'r 
MATIIlRIAL TlllSTING SYSTBK 
II:XCEP'l'ION Rllli?ORT FOR THill Tlll&T or 




DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
~n11'1'1t~ED•,.0&-17 93 
08-19-93 
I DENT. , , , • , , • , , , QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSE.,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE.,,,,3 
·SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 












WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 











SPLE ON FILE 
11.9 
• 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT 011' TRANSPORTATION AND DIIVILOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYS'l'IM 
BXCIP'l'ION REPORT II'OR TKI '1'18'1' 011' 
REGIONAL TIST FACILITY TP.AFII'lO PAIRT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
08-19-93 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
r.A8-Iil!M88-R~~.~~~22;:;!flfnsr 
DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
DJ>.Ts~nsTI!lh .. ~O&-·o~.l77-'i9J.13--~. 
I DENT • ••• I •••• I • QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. 
REMARKS •• STR-91-031 AL 
ITEM NO .• 
SPEC CODB ••••• 3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
BALL GROUND 1 GA 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME LW-9l-l-Y2 
RTI!' I.D. NUMBER STR-91-031 
TYPE LEADED ALKYD 
TYPE (CODE) LA 
COLOR YELLOW 
INFRARED SPECTRA ON FILE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




SPLE ON FILE 
12.1 
REMARKS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
O&PARTMINT Or TRANSpORTATION AND OIVBLOPMBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
BXCIPTlOif JUIIpORT fOR fHB HilT or 
REGIONAL TEST fACILITY TRAffiC PAtWT(252) 
DtSTRIO'l' 22 
l'RQJ:K.C~'!:_!IUMB&R •• HATLAB DATI SAMPLED., 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER~~~;~22~-SSJ183 - -~~~~~~D11'l'll~'l'!lh•"'08-1-'1-n 
08-19-93 
I DENT • •••••• •. , , QUANTITY,,, , , , 2 Q:TS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCB APPROVAL SPEC COD&,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE,, .LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC, BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS •• STR-91-032 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAMB LW-91-1-Yl 
RTl!' I.D. NUMBER STR-91-032 
TYPE LEADED ALKYD 
TYPE (CODE) LA 
COLOR YELLOW 
INFRARED SPECTRA ON FILE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION 
WRIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER .v. 
47 
SPLE ON FILE 
12.5 
REMARKS 
STATB OF LOUISIANA 
DII:PAATMENT OJ' TRANSPORTATION AND DBVBLOPMENT 
MAT&RIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCBPTlON RBPORT lOR THB TEST OJ' 
REGIONAL TEST fACILITY TRAPJ'XO PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
I DENT •••• ,,., •• , QUANTITY" ••••• , 
SPEC CODE., • •. 3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
BALL GROUND, GA 
PURPOSB.,SOURCB APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCB ••• LINBAR DYNAMICS, INC. 












WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










SPLE ON FILE 
ll.9 
REMARKS 
STATE or LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATIRIAL TESTING SYSTBH 
IXCBPTIOif REPORT 11'0!\ '1'811 TB:ST Of 
REOIOifAL TBST FACILITY TRAPFIC PAINT(262) 
DISTRICT 22 
08-19-93 
~~~ _j>BQ.!J!:~'I'-~UMBE~~~-Tt.l.! DATE SAMPLED, , 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER.,,,,, 22-5831llr-- ~-~-~~;:,M'lt-"l'IJS'.I'JW,,, OS 17~~~~~--~~~~ 
I DENT • •• , , , •• , • , QUANTITY, , , , , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODB,,,,,J 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCB ••• LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 











WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS., 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 









SPLE ON FILE 
12.0 
MATERIALS ENGINED, B 
49 
REMARKS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DZVKLOPMBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTIM 
BXCIPTION REPORT J'OR TUB TIST or 
kmOIONAL TBST FACILitY TRAPPIO PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
08-19-93 
PROJECT NUM~,MATLAB DATI SAMPLBD,,08-2S-92 
LAB NUMBER,,,,, .-22:..-SSJlB6-~----~ -----rrn;n-~., ,()8 :1.'1-U~ 
IOENT •••••••.• ,, QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODJ,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 












WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 











SPLE ON FILE 
12.5 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DII:PARTMBNT 01' TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMI!:NT 
KATII:RIAL TIBTING BYSTII:K 
BXCII:HlON MPORT I'OR THB TEST 01' 
MGIONAL HST I'AOXLITY TRAFI'IO PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
08-16-93 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
-~-·-- ...... ~~~ LJIIJ-NUHBER~;~·~7tt~"58*69-----~-~----J:lA!I'B-.~JI:SXB!l~~OS...J..7,9.J~--~ ·--~-~~ 
IDENT........... QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAill!: BP-6801 
RTF I, D, NUMBER STR-91-038 
TYPE LEAD FREE ALKYD 
TYPE (CODE) LFA 
COLOR WHITE 
INFRARED SPECTRA ON FILE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB, 12.3 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR MATERIALS ENGINE~ __ !._!!___~-------
51 
--~-
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MAURJ:I\I. TlliS'riNO SYSTBH 
BXCBPTiotl UPOR'r 1'0!\ THII UST or 
REGIONAL TBST PACILITY TRAPrXO PAINT(212) 
DXS'rRIC'l' 22 
08-18-93 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATI SAMPLED,,OS-28-92 
-~---IJ\1> NUMBER ,,-,-,-,-,~n-!;&31-IIQ~ DA'rlLTES.TltD_._._._Q_a,J,J__,j~3-~-------~ 
I DENT, , •• , , • , , , , QUANTITY, , , , , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC COD£,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS· •• STR-91-039 
ITEM NO,, 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME BP-6802 
RTF I.D. NUMBER STR-91-039 
TYPE LEADED ALKYD 
TYPE (CODE) LA 
COLOR YELLOW 
INFRARED SPECTRA ON FILE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 




SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINE~~y ___ !_!)_~-------
52 
STATZ or LOUISIANA 
Dlllili'ARTMJI:IIT or TRANSPOP.TATIOII AND DBVBLOPHRNT 
MATERIAL TBSTIIIO SYSTEM 
BXCBPTION UPOl\T 1'01\ THB TKST 01 
RIOIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAiliT(252) 
DISTP.XOT 22 
PROJECT NUMBEP. •• MATLAB DATB SAMPLB0 •• 08-28-92 
08-19-93 
···~~-l,;Alf-~o;;~-i;S31.·•H ~-'.\'ESTED. • , 0.8."11-~il__~~~~~~ 
I DENT, •• , , , , , , , , QUANTIT,1, , , , , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSB •• SOUP.CE APPROVAL SPEC CODB ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCB, •• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 











WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS,. 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










SPLB ON FILE 
12.4 
STATE Or LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DBVI:LOPMB:N'l' 
MA'l'BRIAL TI8TINO SYS'l'IN 
IXCBPTIOR RIPORT roR TUB TBS'l' or 
RBOIONAL 'rEST rACILXTY TI\ArFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATI SAMPLED,,OS-28-92 
--------·l'.AB--NUMBE~.~~1n · ···· ···--BM'B-"'l'BMB!h-.•oo-1.·1-93----------
IOENT • •. , , • , , •• , QUANTITY,, , • , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSB •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODB,,.,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHBMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •• STR-91-041 AL 
ITEM NO., 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME BP-6B04 
RTF I. D. NUMBER STR-91-041 
TYPE LEADED ALKYD 
TYPE (CODE) LA 
COLOR YELLOW 
INFRARED SPECTRA ON FILE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 12.5 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATIRXAL TESTING SYSTIN 
BXOIP'l'ION UPORT fOR TH& TES'l' or 
REGIORAL '1'18'1' fACILITY 'l'II.ArFIO PAINT(262) 
D X 8'1'1,\I C'1' 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATI SAMPLBD •• OB-28-92 
08-18-93 
LAB-NUMBER~;~;;~-22-583193 -t)Aft Tll:STBD.-..06-11-93."~~~--~~~~~ 
I DENT. , , • , , , , , , , QUANTITY, , , , , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSS: •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODS:,,,,,J 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE, , , BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •• STR-91-042 
ITEM NO., 
-----------------------------------------"~------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME BP-6805 
RTF I.D. NUMBER STR-91-042 
TYPE LEAD FREE ALKYD 
TYPE (CODE) LP'A 
COLOR WHITE 
INFRARED SPECTRA ON FILE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 




SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
MATERIALS ENGINE~e'll 
55 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DBVB:LOPMBNT 
WATBRIAL TESTING SYSTBM 
BXCIPTJ:ote I\IPOII.T FOR THB '1'88'1' OJ' 
REGIONAL TIST I'AOILITY TRAPI'XC PAINT(262) 
DISTRICT 2:1 
PROJECT NUMBBR •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
08-19-93 
·-~LAT"NUMBBR ,-;-·;-~;-.-22••-S83f<J4--~--···~ ····--- --BATS---'l'ES'l'EDT~~os-J:l-U ~~-~ 
IOBNT.,,,,,,,,,, QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSB,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE, , , BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 











WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 











SPLE ON FILE 
11,8 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DIVILOPMINT 
MATERIAL TESTING 8YS~ 
IXCBHIOK UPOl\'1' FOil '1.'111 TEST or 
l\IGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAIN'1'(262) 
DISTRICT 22 
08-18-93 
DATB SAMPLBD •• OB-28-92 
----,D"'A"T""'E TBSTBD~-"J.7o.~-~-·----~. 
IDBNT •• I •••••••• QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• ENNIS/CENTERLXNE, INC, 
REMARKS.,STR-91-054 AL 
ITEM NO,, 
SPEC COOB.,,,, 3 











WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 











SPLE ON FILE 
12.2 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DBVBLOPKINT 
MATERIAL TESTING 8YSTIM 
BXClU>TION REPORT I'OR 'rHI T118f or 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(2&2) 
DISTRICT 22 . 
PROJECT NUMBER,.MATLAB DATE SAHPLED,,OB-28-92 
08-18-93 
LABNUMBER~;~~~"58JW6&--~-~~-~~~-EilnT084·1-·~-~~--~~--
I DINT, , , • , , , • , • , QUANTITY. , • , • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE.,,ENNIS/CBNTERLINE, INC. 
RBMARKS,.STR-91-055 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
SPEC CODB,,.,,3 











WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB, 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 











SPLE ON FILE 
12.4 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVBLOPMBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THii TJIST or 
REGIONAL TEST fACILITY TRAffiC PAlNT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
08-lB-93 
·~~~~~-<PROJECT NUMBER, ,MATLAB DATE SAMPLED, .08-28-92 
LAB . NUMBER, , ; ;~.~22- 58.3207 DATE-TES'i'Biho.·GS-1+7 -1·9~31--~~~~-~~~~~ 
IDENT........... QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE. ,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •• ,ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC, ENNIS, TX 











WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS,. 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 











SPLE ON FILE 
11.9 
STATB or LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DBVELOPHBNT 
MATKRIAL TBSTING SYSTBK 
BXCBPTION RBPORT lOR THB TBST or 
RBOIONAL TBST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRIC'l' 22 
08-23-93 
-------~.ROJ'EC'LN.UMBER.~MA'l'LliJL._ .. ----·---:DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583208 iiii'fi:Tis"T!D.~6-I7;;-9g:3r--------~ 
I DENT • •• , ••••••• 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. 










WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
QUANTITY•••••• 2 QTS 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 









SPLE ON FILE 
11.8 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, 




STATB or LOUISIANA 
DBPARTMBNT or TRANSPORTATION AND DBVBLOPMRNT 
MATBRIAL TilTING 8YSTBK 
IXCEPTIOK RBPORT fOR T11B TJ:ST 01' 
RBGIONAL TEST fACILITY TRAFfiC PAINT(252) 
DISTRIC'I 22 
08-18-93 
l'MJJtCT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
Ll\B NUMBE-R~-~~-=~-2-2-583209 lll\TK-"rBSTEDo<.<}8-1-'1-93-~~~~~~~~ 
IDENT••••••••••• QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSB, , SOURCB APPROVAL SPBC CODB, , , , • 3 
SUBMITTED BY,.SASHTO REGIONAL TEST fACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• ENNIS/CENTBRLINE; INC. ENNIS, TX 










WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 










SPLE ON FILE 
12.5 
REMARKS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTBH 
IXCBPTIOM RBPOR'l roR THB TIST or 
RBOIONAL TIST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAXNT(263) 
DISTRICT U 
08-lf~-93 
----~---~PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED, ,08-28-92 
L".i\i--liiiMsEp:,-;-:-.~22=-s-83T1 .. o------~oATJr'J.'ssTso ... oa;;rr-93----~-----
I DENT • , , , • , • • • • • QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,.SOURCE APPROVAL 
















WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS,. 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










SPLE ON FILE 
11.9 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT roR THB TEST or 
REGIONAL TEST rAOILITY TRArriO PAINT(252) 
DISTRIC'r 22 
08-18-93 
DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
IDENT. I •••••••• I 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• SAFETY COATINGS, INC, 
REMARKS.,STR-91-087 AL 
ITEM NO,, 
~~"TESTB& ... os~l1-9·iJ3~~~~~~~~~. 
QUANTITY•••••• 2 QTS 
SPEC COD£,,, •• 3 





















SPLE ON FILE 
13.2 
REMARKS 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
..... --=-:,..,__...,D.ISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR ~~ a 
MATERIALS ENGIN~~~ --~--------------------
63 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
PBPARTMBN'l' Oil' TRANSPORTATION ANP DII:VBLOPMB:N'l' 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTBK 
EXCEPTION REPORT POR '1'KI TEST 011' 
REGIONAL TIS~ FACILITY 'l'RAII'II'I¢ PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
08-18-93 
----······~····~ ····~ l'RQ_,J]l:.9J.'J~EI.E~R •• l:t~·~~~----- PATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583224 - -~-l>ATJr Z'ESZ'ED. ;<~t7•-9;t-·~---
IDENT ••••••••••• QUANTITY, , • , • , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE.,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE., ••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• Sl\.BHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• SAFETY COATINGS, INC. FOLEY, At 











WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 














STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED .. 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER .••••. 22-583248 DATE TESTED,,.09-03-93 
09-03-93 
!DENT, •• , , , • , • , , QUANTITY, , , , , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE, • SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE, , , , • 3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583249 
DATE SAMPLED .• 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED •.• 09-03-93 
09-03-93 
I DENT ••••••••••• QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••. 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD ' 
REMARKS .• STR-92-007 AL 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER ~ 
.• ~~~"'D"'I'S •.TRICT ADMINISTRATORMATERIALS ENGINEER . .BY ___ ftj!j_~-------
£...)J?.;u._ 
66 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ••••.• 22-583250 
DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED .•• 09-03-93 
09-03-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••..• 3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 



















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •.•••• 22-583251 
DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED •.• 09-03-93 
09-03-93 
I DENT .•••••.•••• QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •• STR-92-009 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




ENGINEER BY --------------------------LJ£.:?2 
68 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ••..•• 22-583252 
DATE SAMPLED •. 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED ..• 09-03-93 
09-03-93 
I DENT ••.•••••••• QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••. 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •• STR-92-010 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 

















LAB ENGINEER ~ 
ADMINISTRATOR J /l ,//? 
MATERIALS ENGINE~ ------~-~ -~-------
69 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
------------------------~DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ..••.. 22-583253 
DATE SAMPLED •. 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED •.• 09-03-93 
09-03-93 
!DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••• ,. 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •• STR-92-011 AL 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
LAB ENGINEER ~ 
ADMINISTRATOR ;1 ~~ 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY ---~~~----------------­
LJ£-ti 
70 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
---------------- DISTRICl' ... 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •..•.• 22-583254 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-28-92 
DATE TESTED .•• 09-03-93 
09-09-93 
!DENT •• ••••.•••• QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •••.• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•• LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS •• STR-92-017 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
...... ~-:-. DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 'I~' 
¥ <>"'' '9' ~H"~' '00'"_2\g!,¥, _/l!c__ ------------------
SIDNEY A. RATHE -
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTER EO 
Professional Engineer 
~ IN ~ 
«'-lf;l'At ~N.t.\~f,.,-._~ 
71 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-03-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
--------·-~~-······--D~I~STRICT 2:::2~----~~-----~---~ 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583255 
DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED .•• 09-03-93 
!DENT .•••••••••• QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •••.• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS •. STR-92-018 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
·--~--~~--~--~----~--~--~--~~D~I~STRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •.•.•. 22-583256 DATE TESTED ••• 09-03-93 
09-03-93 
IDENT........... QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE. , SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .. , , , 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS .• STR-92-019 AL 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-07-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT{252) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~T~2~~~~~.~~~-~~~~~-~~~~~. 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•.... 22-583257 
DATE SAMPLED .• 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED .•• 09-03-93 
I DENT. , , . , ..•. , , QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS .• STR-92-020 AL 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS,. 
COPIES TO: 






















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•.••. 22-583258 
DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED ••. 09-03-93 
09-03-93 
!DENT ..•••.••.•• QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS •• STR-92-023 AL 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 






















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
REMARKS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER ~ 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR /} /.? ~
:\t.OF LOIJ;& (/; /f~ 
,..4~ 0 q-t;-1< MATERIALS ENGINEf3c?!/ -- ----- ----~------------
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 
~ IN ~ 
«'~CAl EtiG\1\t~~ 
75 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-07-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~T~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•.... 22-583270 
DATE SAMPLED .• 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED ..• 09-03-93 
I DENT, .. , , , , , . , . QUANTITY. . . • . . 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .. ,,. 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. AEXCEL, INC. WILLOUGHBY, OH 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS .• 
COPIES TO: 

















DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
··"""~"""·-
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY -~~~----------
76 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
--~~---------------~.~IS'f~ICT~·2 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED .. OB-28-92 
LAB NUMBER ...•.. 22-583271 DATE TESTED ... 09-03-93 
09-07-93 
!DENT. . . . . . . . • . • QUANTITY. . . • . • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••. AEXCEL, INC. WILLOUGHBY, OH 
REMARKS .• STR-92-037 AL 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~~~---~~~DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583272 
DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED •.. 09-03-93 
09-09-93 
I DENT ••••••••••• QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ...•. 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•• AEXCEL, INC. WILLOUGHBY, OH 
REMARKS •• STR-92-038 AL 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~DI-S'rRIC'l'-22-
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...•.• 22-583273 
DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED ••. 09-03-93 
09-09-93 
I DENT .•••••.•••• QUANTITY. • • • • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL 
SOURCE .•. AEXCEL, INC. 
REMARKS •• STR-92-039 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 

















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-07-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
----~~-------------------------------n.STIUCT~------------------~~------------~ 
., 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-583274 
DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED .•• 09-03-93 
IDENT ...•...•... QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ..• AEXCEL, INC. 
REMARKS .. STR-92-040 AL 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 

















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
REMARKS 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY __ /!!)._~---------
ADMINISTRATOR 
80 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-07-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~I$T~I~~2~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ..•.•. 22-583279 
DATE SAMPLED .. 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED •.. 09-03-93 
IDE NT .•....•..•• QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..•.. 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••. ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS .. STR-92-046 AL 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
' 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
:\'i.. OF LO~TRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
<}" rli!J s;,;_.;.:x 
~ ~ ~~~ MATERIALS ENGINEER 
SIDNEY A. RATHE . 
REG. No. 14823 
REG.ISTEREO 
Professional Engineer 
~ Ill ~ 
~#teAL ENG\\\'i..'i..~ 81 
/]()~ 
BY --~-~--------------------
STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-07-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
------------------------------------~l~ISTRI~T-22----------~------------------------------~ 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•.•.. 22-583280 
DATE SAMPLED .. OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED.,.09-03-93 
I DENT. , , , , , . , , .. QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE .•. ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. 
REMARKS •. STR-92-047 AL 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS .• 
COPIES TO: 
SPEC CODE ....• 3 

















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
REMARKS 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY ____ /c~-----
82 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---IDISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ....•. 22-5B32B1 
DATE SAMPLED •. OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED •.• 09-03-93 
09-07-93 
!DENT ..•••••..•. QUANTITY. . . . • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE .•. ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. 
REMARKS •. STR-92-04B AL 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-09-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
--~---~~~~-~~~RlG'l'-a2-~~~~ -·-~~--~~~~-~--~~ 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER .••••• 22-583282 DATE TESTED •.• 09-03-93 
IDENT........... QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS •• STR-92-049 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 






















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
REMARKS 
..... ~,...,.._D..,I,,S.TRICT ADMINISTRATOR Jl {) ~ 
~~t. 0~~(//J'h MATERIALS ENGINEER 11¥. --------------------------
..,._,' ~ ...,.~ -1< ,L-..,).;?.<;j;J. 
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
REG. No. 14823 
RJ;:G,ISTEREO 
Professional Engineer 84 
~ IN .>..<::> 
«'Jt. .,~'<" 
~'CAt n.11~1"-£ . 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-07-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
~~~~~ r>Is'!'"!rrcor-:!"r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...••. 22-583283 
I DENT ••.•.•..••. 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ..• ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. 
REMARKS .• STR-92-050 AL 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •. 
COPIES TO: 
DATE SAMPLED .. OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED •.. 09-03-93 
QUANTITY. . • • • . 2 QTS 
SPEC CODE ...•. 3 

















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
BY -~~~-----------
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
--~~~~~~~~~~~~~RE~G~IO~N~A~L TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DI STJITCT 72 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ...... 22-583284 
DATE SAMPLED .. OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED .•. 09-03-93 
09-07-93 
I DENT, .. , , . , , , , . QUANTITY ...••• 
SPEC CODE.,,,, 3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
ENNIS, TX 
2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ... ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. 
REMARKS .• STR-92-051 AL 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY --~~~---------
86 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
--~~~-~---~~--~~~=~_:_4}TS'ffiff!T-2-2-~-~~~---
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .••••• 22-583285 
DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED ... 09-03-93 
09-07-93 
!DENT .......... . QUANTITY. • • . • . 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ..• ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS .. STR-92-053 AL 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
...... ~~DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR ev __ r_. __tJ __ ._U _ ~___ "L ____________ _ 
~~'i,. o;;,~~~ MATERIALS ENGINEER • 
J(. ~ ~ '~:?," 
SIDNEY A. RATHE • 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 8 7 
~ IN ~ 
<".~,t, --~ r;f!A1 .,..._If"\\-\~'\. 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-07-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--f>'!"S'l'IH~·~c2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ••.••• 22-599921 
DATE SAMPLED .. OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED ... 09-07-93 
I DENT, .. , , , . , ... QUANTITY...... 3 QTS 
PURPOSE, , SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE. , , , , 3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... MORTON INTERNATIONAL 






























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY --~~~---------
88 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-13-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
IXCBPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
--~~~~--~~~~~~~~RB=.G=I=O=N=AL~T=E=S=T~F~ACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
STRICT~2 ·--~~~--·--~~~~~~~--~~~ 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-599922 
DATE SAMPLED .• OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED .•• 09-07-93 
I DENT ••••••••••• QUANTITY. • . • • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..•.• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• MORTON INTERNATIONAL SALEM, OR 
REMARKS •• STR-92-066 AL(PART B) 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAHB 









WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES T01 
















... ,~ oOF Lou1s;_ 
<}"' ~~ MATERIALS ENGIN~..gJY --~~~--------
... '1~ 
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 
~ IN ~ 
«'#," • . -. '"' "~.,_~ 
89 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •. OS-28-92 
LAB NUMBER .•.••• 22-583297 DATE TESTED .•• OB-31-93 
09-02-93 
!DENT. • • . • • • • • • . QUANTITY. • • • • . 3 QTS 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••. 3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• MORTON INTERNATIONAL 
REMARKS •• STR-92-066 AL (MIXED) 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 




NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
...... ~~10D •. ISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR MATERIALS ENGINEER _ij_Y _ __ ./!._(!~--------
/ _./ <!"-<::;[ 
90 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-599923 DATE TESTED ••• 09-07-93 
09-10-93 
IDENT........... QUANTITY...... 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• MORTON INTERNATIONAL SALEM, OR 
REMARKS •• STR-92-067 AL(PART A) 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT. NAME 


























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
e}'t-\~ OF LO!Jt,s;TRICT ADMINISTRATOR ) ,{J, ~ "' 0 ~-!< MATERIALS ENGINEER BY _______ Jf_APA __________ _ 
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
REG. No. 148.23 
PREGISTEREO rofesslonal Engineer 
'% IN ~(:) 91 
~CAL ENG\~~'(..~ 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-13-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
~--~--~~-~~--~~~~--~~ DISTRICT~£_~--~~--~--~--~---~~~~~~~--~-
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •. 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-599924 DATE TESTED ••• 09-07-93 
IDENT........... QUANTITY...... 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ...•. 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. MORTON INTERNATIONAL SALEM, OR 
REMARKS •• STR-92-067 AL(PART B) 













WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS., 
COPIES T01 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 














DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR ~ 
·-''i"''' ~~"""" rn"''" " __ )Cu-~-------~ ~ ~ . 
"' 'Y~ 
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
REG. No. 14823 
Rj::GISTEREO 
Proressional Engineer 
~ IN ~ 
~£'AI """'"<,_\,~ 
92 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
09-01-93 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••. 22-5B3298 
DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OB-31-93 
I DENT ••••••••••• 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL 
QUANTITY •••••• 
SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
'sOURCE .•• MORTON INTERNATIONAL 
REMARKS •• STR-92-067 AL (MIXED) 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 




NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 

















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-13-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THB TBST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
----~----~--~~--------~~------BI~TRroT~~~--~~--------~------------~----~--
PROJECT NUMBER,.MAT~AB DATE SAMPLED,,08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-599925 DATE TESTED.,,09-07-93 
IDENT........... QUANTITY...... 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..•.. 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• MORTON INTERNATIONAL SALEM, OR 
REMARKS.,STR-92-068 AL(PART A) 
ITEM NO., 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME HHLWl(PART A) 
RTF I.D. NUMBER STR-92-068 
TYPE METHYL METRA, 
TYPE (CODE) LFMMP 
COLOR WHITE 
PIGMENT, ' 79.1 TOTAL SOLIDS, ' 89.3 VISCOSITY, KU >143 
INFRARED SPECTRA ON FILE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 7 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 17.2 
REMARKS., 
COPIES TOI 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
. <~~OF LOIJ;s_ 
"'~, G ~~ MATERIALS ENGINE~~ __ }_!!_~-------
SIDNEY A. RATH~ 
REG. No. 14823 
PR.EG,ISTS:RS:O roress1onal Engineer 
% IN ~~ 
~t'A1 "''~'lit'<-~ 
94 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583299 DATE TESTED .•• 08-31-93 
09-01-93 
IDENT. • • • • • • • • • . QUANTITY. • • • • • 3 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• MORTON INTERNATIONAL SALEM, OR 
REMARKS •• STR-92-068 AL (MIXED) 
ITEM NO•. 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME HHLWl(MIXED) 
RTF I. D. NUMBER STR-92-068 
TYPE METHYL METHA. 
TYPE (CODE) LFMMP 
COLOR WHITE 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 9.0 
OPACITY (CONTRAST RATIO) 0.981 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-07-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"''TRTCT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~ 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED .. 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER .••.•. 22-599926 DATE TESTED ... 09-07-93 
I DENT. • • • • . . • . . • QUANTITY. • • . . . 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. MORTON INTERNATIONAL SALEM, OR 
REMARKS .. STR-92-069 AL(PART A) 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 

























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
09-01-93 
LAB NUMBER •••.•• 22-583300 DATE TESTED ••• OB-31-93 
I DENT. • • • • . • • • • • QUANTITY •••• , • 3 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••.•• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• MORTON INTERNATIONAL SALEM, OR 
REMARKS •• STR-92-069 AL (MIXED) 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 




NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 




SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 









SPLE ON FILE 
REMARKS 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR .. ~~~-
MATERIALS ENGI~Y ---~~_(~---------
97 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-07-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.-.n'J'S'l'RI.C~i.,.._~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~-
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•.... 22-599927 
I DENT •...••••••. 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL 
SOURCE •.. MORTON INTERNATIONAL 
REMARKS •• STR-92-070 AL(PART A) 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 









WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS .• 
COPIES TO: 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-28-92 
DATE TESTED ... 09-07-93 
QUANTITY ••..•• 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 
















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER 
BY _f!_a_rZL_ _______ _ 
98 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-07-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
·~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~-~ .. J:s=T422~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •. OB-28-92 
LAB NUMBER ••.•.• 22-599928 DATE TESTED ... 09-07-93 
I DENT ••••••• , , , • QUANTITY, . , , , , 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... MORTON INTERNATIONAL SALEM, OR 




RTF I. D, NUMBER 
TYPE 
TYPE , (CODE) 
COLOR 
PIGMENT, \ 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS., 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 














MATERIALS ENGINEER BY ___ /!/!__~-------
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
99 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •.•••• 22-583301 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-28-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OS-31-93 
09-01-93 
!DENT . •••••••••• QUANTITY...... 3 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•• MORTON INTERNATIONAL SALEM, OR 
REMARKS •• STR-92-070 AL (MIXED) 








NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
----------------------------·------------~STR~2~ 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED .. 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER ..••.• 22-599929 DATE TESTED ••• 09-07-93 
09-07-93 
IDENT. . . . . . . • • . • QUANTITY. • • • • . 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •..•• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE •.. MORTON INTERNATIONAL 
REMARKS .. STR-92-071 AL(PART A) 
ITEM NO .. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 

























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
REMARKS 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY -~(?~------------
101 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-07-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
-------------~-----~·ffiT!He'I'~~--------------------~ 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•.•.. 22-599930 
DATE SAMPLED .. OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED •.• 09-07-93 
I DENT .....•.. , , , QUANTITY. , , • . . 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE .•. MORTON INTERNATIONAL 
REMARKS •. STR-92-071 AL(PART B) 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 









WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SPEC CODE ..•.. 3 














SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
REMARKS 
.............. '"'~' 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY --~~-~-------
ADMINISTRATOR 
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-5B3302 
DATE SAMPLED .• OS-28-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OS-31-93 
09-01-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY...... 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• MORTON INTERNATIONAL 
REMARKS •• STR-92-071 AL (MIXED) 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 




NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR . I (I ~ 
MATERIALS ENGIN~~ --------------------------
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~=~:=~DI1ITRTCT~ 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .••... 22-583305 
DATE SAMPLED •. 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED ... 09-07-93 
09-07-93 
I DENT .••.....•.• QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ..• SAFETY COATINGS, INC. FOLEY, AL 









TOTAL SOLIDS, % 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •. 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 


















~'t. OF LOU;St. 
..,. ~ ~ ~1?"' 
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
REG. No. 14823 
REGISTERED 
Professional Engineer 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY ---~~~--------
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~ IN ~~ 
«'4.f,~. . .. ~'<.~ 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~RE~G~I~O~N~AL~~TE~S~T FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-599931 
DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 09-07~93 
09-13-93 
!DENT •.•.•••••.. QUANTITY...... 3 QTS 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ..••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• POLY-CARB, INC. SOLON, OH 
REMARKS •• STR-92-097 AL(PART A) PR 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 









WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
VALUE 















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
..... ~~n.tfi~ ADMINISTRATOR A // 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER ~
MATERIALS ENGINE.v,~y ---/_~_(? --~--------
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-599932 
DATE SAMPLED •• 0~-28-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 09-07-93 
09-10-93 
!DENT ••••••••••• QUANTITY...... 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• POLY-CARB, INC. SOLON, OH 
REMARKS •• STR-92-097 AL(PART B) PR 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME MARK-55.7 PT B 
RTF I.D. NUMBER STR-92-097 
TYPE EPOXY PRIMER 
TYPE (CODE) LFEP 
COLOR WHITE 
TOTAL SOLIDS, % 100.0 
VISCOSITY, KU 82 
INFRARED SPECTRA ON FILE 




SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
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__ }~~----------
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~D.IE!'RiC'l'_22. 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .•••.• 22-599933 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-28-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OS-31-93 
09-01-93 
IDENT .......... . QUANTITY...... 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• POLY-CARB, INC. SOLON, OH 
REMARKS.,STR-92-097 AL (MIXED) PR 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 















SPLE ON FILE 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 







STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-07-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~··'l&TR·I.gT-22~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED .. 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER .••..• 22-599934 DATE TESTED ••. 09-07-93 
IDE NT. . . . • • . . • . • QUANT I TY. • • • . • 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•... 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• POLY-CARB, INC. SOLON, OH 
REMARKS .• STR-92-097 AL(PART A) TC 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME MARK-55.7 PT A 
RTF I.D. NUMBER STR-92-097 
TYPE POLYESTER TC 
TYPE (CODE) LFUPR 
COLOR WHITE 
PIGMENT, \ 24.8 
TOTAL SOLIDS, % 98.6 
VISCOSITY, KU 94 
INFRARED SPECTRA ON FILE 
SETTLING PROPERTIES 9 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 10.9 
REMARKS •. 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY --~~~----------
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
ISTltlCT~~~ 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ....•. 22-599935 
DATE SAMPLED •. OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED ... 09-07-93 
09-07-93 
I DENT •.••••...•• QUANTITY...... 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ... POLY-CARB, INC. 
REMARKS .• STR-92-097 AL(PART B) TC 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 




TOTAL SOLIDS, ' VISCOSITY, KU 
INFRARED SPECTRA 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 





















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER, .MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-5833l3 
DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OB-31-93 
09-01-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY.,., •• 
SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
3 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• POLY-CARB, INC. SOLON, OH 








NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR jl (7 ~ 
MATERIALS ENGIN~~ --------------------------
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 09-13-93 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
BXCEPTION REPORT POR THE TEST OF 
----------·--~------~ __ __:REGIONAL TEST ~~;~~~ ~~F_F_I_C_~PA~I~NT(2_5_2_) __ ~-----------~. 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-599936 
DATE SAMPLED •• OB-26-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 09-07-93 
IDENT ••••••••• , • QUANTITY •••••• 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•.•• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE, •• POLY-CARS, INC. SOLON, OH 
REMARKS •• STR-92-099 AL(PART A) PR 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 









WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
LAB ENGINEER 
VALUE 

















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAPFIC PAINT(252) 
22 
PROJECT NUMBER .. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER .••••• 22-599937 
DATE SAMPLED •. OB-26-93 
DATE TESTED •.• OB-31-93 
09-02-93 
!DENT • ••.••••••• QUANTITY...... 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE., •.• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• POLY-CARB, INC. SOLON, OH 












SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 













STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB DATE SAMPLED .. 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER ...••. 22-599938 DATE TESTED .•• 09-07-93 
09-07-93 
IDE NT. . . . • • . . . . • QUANTITY. . . . . • 3 QTS 
PURPOSE .. SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ....• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• POLY-CARB, INC. SOLON, OH 
REMARKS .. STR-92-099 AL(PART A) TC 
ITEM NO •. 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 

























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 







DEPAI<1.1ENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •. MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER ..•••• 22-583314 
DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED ••. OB-31-93 
09-01-93 
IDENT ••..•.....• QUANTITY. • • . . • 3 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE, •. POLY-CARB, INC. SOLON, OH 
REMARKS •• STR-92-099 AL (MIXED) TC 








NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR ~ 
MATERIALS ENGIN"~ __ /.!_f! ___ g;:f,~L---------
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APPENDIXC 
LABORATORY TESTS FOR WATER BORNE (ACRYLIC 
LATEX POLYMER) TRAFFIC PAINT 
115 

9/17/93 •• V E R I F !CATION T E 5 T I N G •• PAGE 
OF MATERIAL ORIGINALLY SUBMITTED & TESTED IN CALENDAR YEAR 1991 FOR 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 
***"* WATER BORNE TRAFFIC PAINT ***** 
RTF I .D. PRODUCT TYPE 
NO. NAME CODE XRAY WT/GAL 
STR-91-004 72Y-A019 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 13.5 
STR-91-006 72Y-A025 LALP •• •• 
STR-91-007 72W-A040 LFALP •• •• 
STR-91-008 72Y-A018 LALP SPLE ON FILE 13.0 
STR-91-009 72W-A034 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 13.7 
STR-91-018 AW-200 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 12.9 
STR-91-019 AY-201 LALP SPLE ON FILE 13. 1 
STR-91-020 AW-240 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 11 . 5 
STR-91-021 AY-241 LALP SPLE ON FILE 11.7 
STR-91-024 AW-250 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 14.5 
STR-91-025 AY-251 LALP . SPLE ON FILE 14.7 
STR-91-036 LW-91-1-HY LALP SPLE ON FILE 13.4 
STR-91-037 LW-91-1-HW LFALP SPLE ON FILE 13.7 
STR-91-044 BP-6807 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 13.0 
STR-91-045 BP-6808 LALP SPLE ON FILE 13.0 
STR-91-046 BP-6809 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 13.3 
STR-91-047 BP~6810 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 12.7 
STR-91-048 BP-6811 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 13.2 
r STR-91-049 BP-6812 LALP SPLE ON FILE 13.4 r STR-91-050 BP-6813 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 12.8 -.J 
STR-91-051 BP-6814 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 14.4 
STR-91-052 BP-6815 LALP SPLE ON FILE 14.7 
STR-91-053 BP-6816 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 13.5 
STR-91-060 CL-1023 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 9.4 
STR-91-061 CL-1021 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 13.5 
STR-91-062 CL-1019 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 12.8 
STR-91-063 CL-1017 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 12.B 
STR-91-064 CL-1008 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 12.8 
STR-91-065 CL-1010 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 13.0 
STR-91-066 CL-1012 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 14. 1 
STR-91-067 CL-1014 LFALP SPLE ON FILE 9.7 
STR-91-068 CL-1009 LALP SPLE ON FILE 12.9 
STR-91-069 CL-1011 LALP SPLE ON FILE 12.9 
STR-91-070 CL-1015 LALP SPLE ON FILE 9.8 
STR-91-071 CL-1013 LALP SPLE ON FILE 14. 1 
STR-91-091 STATE SUB LFALP •• •• 
STR-91-092 STATE SUB LALP •• •• 
STR-91-095 STATE SUB LFALP •• •• 
STR-91-096 STATE SUB LALP •• •• 
STR-91-103 STATE SUB LFNLP •• •• 
STR-91-104 STATE SUB LFALP •• •• 
** NO SAMPLE SUBMITTED FOR VERIFICATION TESTING 
10/18/93 TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY !PAGE 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR: 1992 
••••• WATER BORNE TRAFFIC PAINT • •••• 
TOT DRY OPACITY HEAT FR/TH I 
RTF I.O. PRODUCT TYPE PIGM SOL TIME CONTRAST VISC STAB STAB WATER lsETL 
NO. N~ME CODE COLOR % % MIN. RATIO KU KU KU RESISTANCE PROP WT/GAL 
I 
STR-92-024 LW-920\ ow LFALP WHITE 60.8 78.4 4.0 0.994 73 74 76 NO EFFECT 7 14.2 
STR-92-025 LW-920~ EY LALP YELLOW 52.2 76.5 1.0 0.999 70 71 71 NO EFFECT 6 13.0 
STR-92-026 LW-9201 FY LALP YELLOW 60.7 78.2 4.0 0.997 74 74 81 NO EFFECT 8 14.3 
STR-92-027 LW-9201 GY LALP YELLOW 52.8 74.8 1.0 0.999 73 73 72 NO EFFECT 3 13.2 
STR-92-028 LW-9201 HY LFALP YELLOW 58.6 78.4 ·1. 5 0.998 90 97 GEL NO EFFECT 9 14.0 
STR-92-029 LW-9201 TV LFALP YELLOW 53.7 75.4 1.5 0.993 72 75 74 NO EFFECT 5 12.2 
STR-92-030 LW-9201 cw LFALP WHITE 57.8 79.0 1.0 0.991 90 91 90 NO EFFECT 7 13.7 
STR-92-031 LW-9201 uY LFALP YELLOW 58.5 77.9 10.0 0.996 88 91 90 NO EFFECT 9 13.8 
STR-92-033 72W-A048 LFALP WHITE 62.4 79.6 1 .0 0.998 90 101 90 NO EFFECT 9 14.5 
STR-92-034 72Y-A0~7 LALP YELLOW 53.0 70.1 24.0 0.998 100 GEL 129 NO EFFECT 9 13.3 
STR-92-035 72Y-A038 LFALP YELLOW 56.4 76.4 1.0 0.997 87 86 89 NO EFFECT 9 13.6 
STR-92-041 72W-A047 LFALP WHITE 52.7 69.0 20.0 1.000 92 105 101 NO EFFECT 9 13.0 
STR-92-042 72Y-A039 LALP YELLOW 49.8 68.6 24.0 0.999 93 120 114 NO EFFECT 9 12.7 
STR-92-043 72Y-A036 LFALP YELLOW 58.2 75.6 2.0 1.000 81 92 91 NO EFFECT 9 13.9 
STR-92-045 VT7200 LFALP YELLOW 56.1 76.1 11.5 0.996 90 89 90 NO EFFECT 8 13.6 
STR-92-054 CL-2008 LFALP WHITE 60.4 78. 1 5.0 0.995 89 90 89 NO EFFECT 8 14.0 
STR-92-055 CL-2009 LALP YELLOW 60.1 78.3 4.5 0.999 86 85 87 NO EFFECT 8 14.0 
STR-92-056 CL-2010 LFALP WHITE 50.0 72.7 1.0 0.999 86 89 90 NO EFFECT 9 12.7 
..... STR-92-057 CL-2011 LALP YELLOW 49.3 72.3 1.5 0.998 82 82 82 NO EFFECT 9 12.8 ..... STR-92-058 CL-2Q12 LFALP WHITE 52.2 74.8 7.0 0.998 88 89 90 BLISTER.WRINKLE 9 12.9 00 
STR-92-059 CL-2013 LALP YELLOW 56.1 77.6 5.5 1.000 88 87 87 NO EFFECT 9 12.8 
STR-92-060 CL-2015 LFALP YELLOW 48.5 73.2 3.5 0.996 89 89 89 NO EFFECT 8 13.4 
STR-92-061 CL-2017 LFALP YELLOW 50.2 73.7 1.0 0.991 94 91 95 NO EFFECT 9 12.5 
STR-92-062 CL-2019 LFALP YELLOW 50.7 73.5 5.0 0.981 88 86 86 BLISTER WRINKLE 9 12.7 
STR-92-064 HLIWI LFALP WHITE 69.1 81.1 1.0 1.000 115 GEL 121 NO EFFECT 8 15. 1 
STR-92-065 HLIY2 LALP YELLOW 65.9 79.9 1.0 0.993 122 141 136 BLISTER WRINKLE 8 14.7 
STR-92-079 AY-221 LALP YELLOW 52.4 73.5 1 .0 0.982 87 92 90 BLISTER WRINKLE 8 13.2 
STR-92-080 AW-220 LFALP WHITE 52.6 73.2 1.5 0.996 88 91 88 BLISTER WRINKLE 8 13.0 
STR-92-082 LFY-201 LFALP YELLOW 45.3 72.7 1.0 0.969 90 98 96 BLISTER WRINKLE 8 12.3 
STR-92-083 LFY-221 LFALP YELLOW 47.0 71.6 1. 5 0.990 82 90 83 BLISTER WRINKLE 8 12.4 
STR-92-084 LFY-251 LFALP YELLOW 58.3 77.3 12.0 0.984 87 113 93 BLISTER WRINKLE 4 13.7 
STR-92-093 272-0075-0A LFALP YELLOW 55.9 76.6 5.0 0.995 88 88 141 BLISTER WRINKLE 9 13.6 
STR-92-094 272-0130-0A LFALP YELLOW 56.2 77.8 6.0 0.961 86 86 GEL BLISTER WRINKLE 8 13.6 
STR-92-095 272-0075-NA LFALP YELLOW 56.8 76.9 1.5 0.991 123 129 122 BLISTER WRINKLE 8 13.6 
STR-92-096 272-0130NA LFALP YELLOW 57. 1 78.3 1.0 0.999 99 GEL 99 NO EFFECT 4 13.7 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT roR THB TBST OF 
RBGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAIHT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMB&R •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMB&R,,,,,,22-5B3164 
DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
DATE TEST&D ••• OB-17-93 
08-19-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCB APPROVAL SPEC CODE.,,, .3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... AEXCEL, INC, WILLOUGHBY, OH 
REMARKS •• STR-91-004 AL 
ITEM NO., 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME 72Y-A019 
RTF I. D, NUMBER STR-91..,004 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LFALP 
COLOR YELLOW 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 




SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
REMARKS 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR } ./':) ~ 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY -:>"<l~:?l.lit:::d~­
.~ 
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STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TBSTING SYSTEM 
EXCBPTIOII' REPORT FOR THB TBS'l' or 
REGIONAL TBST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(262) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583166 
DATE SAMPLED, , 
DATE TESTED,,.OS-17-93 
08-19-93 
I DENT • • , , , , , , • , • QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE. , , AEXCEL, INC, WILLOUGHBY, OH 
REMARKS •• STR-91-008 AL 
ITEM NO., 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME 72Y-A018 
RTF I.D. NUMBER STR-91-008 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LALP 
COLOR YELLOW 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 13.0 
REM.ARKS., 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATBRIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
BXCBPTION RBPORT FOR TI!B TEST Of 
RBOIONAL TEST fACILITY TRAFfiC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MA.TLAB DATE SAMPLED., 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-593167 DATE TEBTED •• ,OB-17-93 
08-19-93 
IDBNT. • • • • • • • • • • QUANTITY. • • • • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •••• ,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• AEXCEL, INC. WILLOUGHBY, OH 
REMA.RKS •• STR-91-009 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME 72W-A034 
RTF I. D, NUMBER STR-91-009 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LFALP 
COLOR WHITE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON 
WEIGHT PER GALLON 1 LB. 13.7 
----------------------------------------------------------
R.EMA.RKS • • 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 




LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-58317l DATE TESTED.,,OB-17-93 
I DENT • •••• I • I I I. QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,.,,3 
SUBMITTED BY,.SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE .•. SAFETY COATINGS, INC. FOLEY, AL 
REMARKS.,STR-91-018 AL 
ITEM NO., 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME AW-200 
RTF I , D , NUMBER STR-91-018 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LFALP 
COLOR WHITE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 12.9 
REMARKS,, 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING S~STEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST 011' 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
08-19-93 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB ~'l'E SAMPtED;;j)S..ztl•'}Z-------~ 
LAB NUMBER •• ,,.,22-583172 DATE TESTED,,.OS-17-93 
!DENT. • • . . • . . • • • QUANTITY. • • • • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE.,,,,J 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST' .FACILIT~, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... SAFETY COATINGS, INC, FOLEY, AL 
REMARKS.,STR-91-019 AL 
ITEM NO .• 
TEST PROPERT~ 
PRODUCT NAME 














SPLE ON FILE 
13.1 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR .THB TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
DATE SAMPLED •• 
08-23-93 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUHBER •••••• 22-583173 DATE TESTED ••• OS-17-93 
I DENT I •••••••••• 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
QUANTITY •••••• 
SPEC CODE •• ,., 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE,,.SAFETY COATINGS, INC. FOLEY, AL 
REMARKS .• STR-91-020 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME AW-240 
RTF I. D. NUMBER STR-91-020 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LFALP 
COLOR WHITE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 




SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 





STATE or LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST or 




LAB NUMBER ••••.• 22-583174 
DATE SAHW.EO~ .....• Qa-,2A--92---~~----~ 
DATE TESTED ••• OB-17-93 
IDENT ......•.... QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE .•••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE,.,SArETY COATINGS, INC, FOLEY, AL 










WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










SPLE ON FILE 
11.7 
REMARKS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• HATLAB 
LAB NUHBER ••.••• 22-583177 
DATE SAHPLED •• OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OB-17-93 
08-19-93 
I DENT •• ••••••••• QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •••• ,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• SAFETY COATINGS, INC. 
REHARKS •• STR-91-024 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 















SPLE ON FILE 
14.5 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THB TEST OF 
REGIONAL"TBST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER, , MATLAB DATE , , 
LAB NUMBER.,,,, .22-583178 DATE TESTED., .08-17-93 
08-19-93 
IDENT,,,,,,,,,,, QUANTITY, •• ,,. 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY,.SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE, •• SAFETY COATINGS, INC. FOLEY, AL 


















SPLE ON FILE 
14.7 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVIILOPMB:NT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT fOR THB TEST or 
REGIONAL TBST lACILITY TRAFllC PA1NT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-583187 DATE TESTED,,,OB-17-93 
06-20-93 
I DENT • •• , ••••• , , QUANTITY, •• , • , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE, , SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODB, , , , , 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 



















SPLE ON FILE 
13.4 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




STATZ OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION AND DKVKLOPMBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTBM 
SXCKPTION JIBPORT fOR THB TBST 01' 
RBOIONAL TBST I'ACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER,,MATLAB 
LAB NUMBKR •••••• 22-563166 
DATE SAMPLED, , 
DATI TESTED,,,OS-17-93 
06-19-93 
I DENT • • , , • , ••••• QUANTITY, , , , , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPKC COD!.,,,, 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 


















SPLE ON FILE 
13.7 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATB OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
BXCitPTION RBPOR'l' I'OR 'l'HII TBST 01!' 
RBGIONAL '1'18'1' FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 
08-23-93 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583195 DATE TESTED ••• 08-17-93 
I DENT. • • • • • • • • • • QUANTITY. • • • • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •• STR-91-044 AL 









WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










SPLE ON FILE 
13.0 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THI TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583196 
DATI SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
DATI TESTED ••• OB-17-93 
08-24-93 
I DENT • ••••••••• • QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE .• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,J 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS.,STR-91-045 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME BP-68D8 
RTF I.D. NUMBER STR-91-045 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LALP 
COLOR YELLOW 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 13.0 
REMARKS., 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DII:PARTMI!:NT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DII:VII:LOPMIINT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
IXCli:PTION RIPORT J'OR THB TIS'l' OJ' 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAIN'l'(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583197 
DATE SAMPLBD •• OB-28-92 
DATE TII:STED ••• OB-17-93 
08-23-93 
I DENT. , ••• , , , , , • QUANTITY, , , • • , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •••• ,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE., .BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •• STR-91-046 AL 
ITEM NO., 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME BP-6809 
RTF I.D. NUMBER STR-91-046 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LFALP 
COLOR WHITE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 




SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTIM 
EXCEPTION REPORT .FOR THE 'BST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• OS-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583198 DATE TESTED ••• OS-17-93 
08-23-93 
I DENT. • • • • • • • • • • QUANTITY. • • • • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •• STR-91-047 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME BP-6810 
RTF I. D. NUMBER STR-91-047 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LFALP 
COLOR YELLOW 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 





SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATB OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DZVBLOPMENT 
MATERIAL TBSTING SYSTEM 
BXCI!PTION RBPOR'l' roJ\ THB TBS'l' 01' 
RBGIONAL TBST I'ACILI'l'Y 'l'RAFI'IC PAIHT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
OB-23-93 
LAB NUMBER,,, , •• 22-563199 DATE TESTED,,.08-17-93 
IDBNT........... QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE, • SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE. , , , , 3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 






















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATB Or LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
IXCBPTION RBPORT FOR THB TBST Or 
RBGIOIIAL TIS'l' FACILITY 'l'RArFIC PAIN'1'(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• OS-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583200 DATE TESTED ••• OS-17-93 
08-23-93 
I DENT • • , , , , ••• , , QUANTITY, • , , , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY .• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE,, .BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •• STR-91-049 AL 
ITEM NO., 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME BP-6812 
RTF I • D • NUMBER STR-91-049 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LALP 
COLOR YELLOW 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON 




SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 






STATE or LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMKNT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
SXCBPTIOII RBPORT FOR '1'1111 'l'KS'l' 01' 
REGIONAL TKST I'ACILITY TRAri'IO PA1N'l'(2B2) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• OS-26-92 
LAB NUHBER •••••• 22-563201 DATE TESTED ••• 06-17-93 
06-23-93 
IDENT • ••••••• , • , QUANTITY • •• , • , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• J 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •• STR-91-050 AL 
ITEM NO,. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME BP-6613 
RTF I.D, NUMBER STR-91-050 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LFALP 
COLOR YELLOW 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON 




SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 






STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
IXCEPTION RBPORT roR THI TEST Of 
RIOIONAL TIST fACILITY TRAFfiC PAIHT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER, .MATLAB DATE SAMPLED,. 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-583202 DATE TESTED.,.OB-17-93 
08-23-93 
IDBNT........... QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE,, .BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS. ,STR-91-051 AL 
ITEM NO, • 
. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
PRODUCT NAME BP-6814 
RTF I. D. NUMBER STR-91-051 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE {CODE) LFALP 
COLOR WHITE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 
WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 14.4 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES T01 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT 01' TRANSPORTATION AND DBVBLOPM!IINT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCIIIHIOH RIIIPORT FOR THB TIIIST 01' 
RIIIGIOHAL TIIIS'l' I'ACILI'l'Y.TRAI'FIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAHPLED •• OS-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-SB3203 DATE TESTS:D.,.OB-17-93 
08-23-93 
I DENT • •••••••• , , QUANTITY • •••• , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,J 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE, , , BALTIMORE PAINT & CHBMICAL BALTIMORE 1 MD 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT 01!' TRANSPORTATION AND DEVKLOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
BXCBP'l'ION llBPORT roR 'rei TIIST 011' 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 
08-23-93 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583204 DATE TESTED ••• 08-17-93 
I DENT • •• , •• , • • • • QUANTITY, • • • • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •••• • 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BALTIMORE PAINT & CHEMICAL BALTIMORE, MD 
REMARKS •• STR-91-053 AL 








. X-RAY DIFFRACTION 












SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OP LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR TUB TIST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLA8 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-583211 
DATK SAMPLED, , 
DATE TESTED, •• 08-17-93 
08-18-93 
I DENT • ........... QUANTITY. , , , , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• EKKIS/CENTERLINE, INC, ENNIS, TX 






















SASHTO,REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
140 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT · 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THB TBST OF 
REGIONAL TEST fACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-SB3212 
DATB SAHPLED,,OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED •• ,OB-17-93 
08-18-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY ••••• , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC, 
REMARKS •• STR-91-061 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
SPEC CODE ••••• 3 























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATOR MATERIALS ENGINE~Y __ .!!/!._~-------
141 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DZVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
BXCl!:PTIOK RBPORT FOR '1'Hll TIST Ol 
RIOIOKAL TBST FACILITY TRAffiC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED,,08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583213 DATE TESTED ••• 08-17-93 
08-18-93 
IDENT........... QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED B~ •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARRS •• STR-91-062 AL 
ITEM NO., 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME CL-1019 
RTF I.D. NUMBER STR-91-062 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LFALP 
COLOR YELLOW 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 




SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR jJ tZL 
.,;:.'<-Of lOUts;_ • e:! 
~ ~ :.?~ MATERIALS ENGINE~df ---------- ------------
.y. w • 
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
REG. No. 14823 
R!==GISTERED 
Professional Engineer 
~h IN ¢-;§; 142 
'"1CAl El'IG\\\"-<,; 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION RBPORT WOR Tal TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST fACILITY TRAFfiC PAIHT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAS DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
08-18-93 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-S83214 DATE TESTBD ••• OB-17-93 
I DENT. • • • • • • • • • • QUANTITY. • • • • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS •• STR-91-063 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAMB CL-1017 
RTF I. D. NUMBER STR-91-063 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LFALP 
COLOR YELLOW 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 




SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
BXCJ:P'l'IOif RBPORT fOR THII TBST 0"1 
RBGIOHAL TBST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAIHT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •• , ••• 22-5S3215 DATE TESTED ••• OS-17-93 
08-18-93 
IDENT .• ,,.,,,,,, QUANTITY .•••• , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS •• STR-91-064 AL 
ITEM NO,, 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME CL-1008 
RTF I. D. NUMBER STR-91-064 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LFALP 
COLOR WHITE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 




SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
·-of tO' "'-"~-"'<r.. ~~U!sq_ ~ ~ ... . "' 
SIDNEY A. RATHE 
REG. No. 14823 
Rj!!:GISTEREO 
Pro!essional Ellgineer 






DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTBM 
IXCEPTION REPORT roR THI TIST or 
RBGIONAL TIST FACILITY TRAPI!'IC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-583216 
DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 08-17-93 
08-18-93 
IDBNT • ••• I •••• I I QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC, 
REMARKS, .STR-91-065 AL 
ITEM NO,, 
SPEC CODE ••••• 3 










WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES T01 








SPLE ON FILE 
13.0 
REMARKS 
ADMINISTRATOR MATERIALS ENGINE~ ___ /_!/__~-------
145 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
RXCRPTIOM REPORT FOR THB TEST Of' 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583217 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-28-92 
DATE TRBTED,,,OS-17-93 
OS-18-93 
I DENT. , , , , , •••• , QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTB 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE •• ,,. 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC, ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS •• STR-91-066 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
PRODUCT NAME CL-1012 
RTF I. D. NUMBER STR-91-066 
TYPE WATERBORNE 
TYPE (CODE) LFALP. 
COLOR WHITE 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION SPLE ON FILE 




SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
ADMINISTRATORMATERIALS ENGINEER ~y ---~~~------­
.Pi'-
146 
STATE or LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCBPTION REPORT J'OR THill TlliST or 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-583218 
DATE SAMPLED,.OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED, •• OB-17-93 
08-18-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY, , , , , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 














WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS,. 
COPIES TOI 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, 







SPLE ON FILE 
9.7 
JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR @ 
MATERIALS ENGINE!5£~ ---~~--~----------
147 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT roR THB TBST OF 
REGIONAL TBST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAIKT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583219 
DATE SAMPLED •• OB-28-92 
DATE TESTED ••• OB-17-93 
08-18-93 
IDENT.,,., •.•••• , QUANTITY, , , , , • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC, 
REMARKS.,STR-91-068 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
SPEC CODE ••••• 3 























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OP TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
IXCEPTION REPORT lOR THB TBST OF 
REGIONAL TBST FACILITY TRArriC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••. 22-583220 
DATE SAMPLED,,OB-28-92 
DATE TBSTBD ••• OB-17-93 
08-18-93 
I DENT • •••••••• • • QUANTITY, , , , , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •. SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE,,,ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. 
REMARKS •• STR-91-069 AL 
ITEM NO,, 
SPEC CODE,,,,, 3 










WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, 
















STATE or LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TAANSPORTATION AND DEVBLOPMI!NT 
MATERIAL TBSTING S~STBM 
EXCEPTION REPORT roR THB TIST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATB SAMPLBD.,08-28-92 
LAB NUMBBR.,,,,,22-583221 DATB TBSTBD ••• OS-17-93 
08-18-93 
IDBNT. • • • • • • • • • • QUANTITY. • • • • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••• , • 3 
SUBMITTED B~ •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILIT~, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. BNNIS, TX 
REMARKS •• STR-91-070 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPBRT~ 
PRODUCT NAME 


















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
-·""~~DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR ____ fJ ___ {)_, ___ 4_/ ____ ,?---------
-::.,'to\~ 0!l~O~ MATERIALS ENGINEJi:R_,,ay /{ ~ 
~ l!l.; IJ.!d ~"' f$ -,..,. 




~ IN :iff 150 
«'~C'AL EtliJI\\~<,..~ 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
BXCBPTtON REPORT FOR TUB TEST 01' 
RIGIONAL TEST I'ACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(2S2) 
DISTRICT 22 
08-18-93 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28A-='9i>2?----------
LAB NUMBER.,,,, .22-583222 DATE TESTED, •• 08-17-93 
I DENT. • • • • • • • • • • QUANTITY • ••• • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE, • SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE. , , , , 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• ENNIS/CENTERLINE, INC. ENNIS, TX 
REMARKS •• STR-91-071 AL 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 


















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, HS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
MATERIALS ENGIN~JL..!: 
151 
__ !_ll_£j; ________ _ 
STATB OP LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OP TRANSPORTATION AND DBVBLOPMBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OP 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
DATE SAMPLBD •• 08-28·92 
DM'tt~'l'ESTEiho-dl'r--&!-93" 
IDBNT. , , , •••••• , QUANTITY, , • , , • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODB,,,,,J 
SUBMITTED BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 1 JACKSON, MS .. _ ... 










TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIMB, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DBVILOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING IYSTIK 
BXCBPTXOH REPORT FOR THI TIST Of 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
10-15-!ll 
--~PRQ..7JlC'f_jltJM~Ji~_,L"'l\'r~Ji~ DATE SAMPLED, , 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •• , ••• 22-583260:---------D~A:TBHSTB~<r-:OT-'U--------~ 
IOBNT. , • , , , , , , , , QUANt'ITY,,, , • , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
SUBMITTBD BY .. SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, .. JAQ1(.SON 1 MS 











TOTAL SOLIDS, \ . 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
ENGINEER 
STRATOR 2 .,._...,-
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY - - ____ t_:_~~~~~~~ 
153 
STATB or LOUISIANA 
DI!:Pl\.RTMBIIT Or TRAIIIIPOM'ATION AND DIWBLOPMJ:IIT 
MATERIAL TaSTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION RBPORT FOR THI TEST or 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
~~~~~~~~~PJlQ.:!JtC'l'Ji!!M!ll!:~~~'!'~ DATI SAMPLED, , 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583261 DATB-TESTB~9;;.o3;;.9•3~~~ ~~~-~~~ 
I DINT. , , •••••• • , QUANTITY. , • • • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSB,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 











TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY 1 KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
MATERIALS ENGINEER 
154 
ITATB OF LOUISIANA 
D!PAHTMBNT or TRANSPORTATION AND DIVILOPMBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTBK 
IXCBPTION R£pORT FOR THI TEST or 




~~~-;DATE SAMPLED, ,08-28-92 
DATI~ta:s'fBD~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I DENT, , •• , • , • • • • QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
SPEC COD!., ... 3 PURPOSI,,SOURC£ APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE,,.LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC, 
REMARKS,,STR-92-027 AL 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FRIEZE THAW STABILITY 

























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
MATERIALS ENGINEER 
155 
STAT& OF LOUISIANA 
Dlli'MTMENT OF TRANSPORTA'UON MD DII:WLOPMBNT 
MATIRIAL TISTING SYSTIM 
EXCEPTION RBPORT FOR THI TEST OF 
RBGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-28-92 
Di\TBTISTID ••• 09~;;9"31~--------
I DENT, , , , , , , , • , , QU.!I.NTITY. , • • • • 2 QTS 
PURPCSB •• SOURCB APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCB,,,LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC, 
RBMARXS •• STR-92-028 AL 
SPEC CODB ••••• 3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, ME 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
MATERIALS ENGINEER 
156 
STATI OP LOUISIANA 
DBPARTM!NT OP TRANSPORTATION AND DBVILOPM&NT 
MATBRIAL TISTINO SYSTIM 
BXCIPTION MPORT FOR THB TBST or 
REGIONAL TIST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
~~~~~~P_RQJE'Lli\!!'IJ!Bb!'f.AT~I DATI SAMPLED, , 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •• ,, •• 22-583264 DATiPrli'rBD~09-03-93 
I DENT • •• , ••• , • • • QUANTITY., , • , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,.SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODI,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TBST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
u~ 
157 
STATZ OP LOUISIANA 
Dii:P.MTMII:NT OP 'l'IUINSPORTATION Alfl) DIWELOPMBN'l' 
MATERIAL Tii:STINO SYSTIM 
EXCEPTION lliPORT FOR THII: TEST OF 
llii:GIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
10-15-93 
~~~~~-~~. PRWIWT-Nl1M&l!lfh·..MA~ DM'L.SAMPLED, , 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583265 DATB TII:STBD-:~09-03~93~~-... -~~ 
I DINT •••••• I. I.. QUANTITY I I I... 2 QTS ' 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPIC CODI. , ••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCI ••• LINBAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY 1 KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY 1 KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




ITATI or LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or 'l'AANIIPOI\TA'l'ION AND DII:VELOl'lollllNT 
MAT£1\tAL TISTING SYSTII:M 
IIXCIPTION I\IPOI\T FOR THI TIST OF 
1\BGIONAL TIST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
~~--~--~PROJJWT.~BEP .. MI\TUB 
LAB NUMBII:I\,,,,,,22-583266 
~~~~~DATE SAMPLED, , 08-28-92 
DATBTESTBD ••• 09~03;;93 
IDBNT, , , , , •• • • • • QUANTITY·••••• 2 QT8 
PURPOSE,.SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY• .SASHTO I\IGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE.,.LINBAR DYNAMICS, INC, 
1\BMAI\XS, ,sTR-92-031 AL 
SPIIIC CODE,,,,,3 
FACILITY 1 JACKSON, M8 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - MEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE TRAW STABILITY 




























STATB or LOUISIANA 
DBPAaTKBNT OJ' TRANSPORTATION AND DBVBLOPKBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTIM 
BXCBPTION REPORT roR THI TEST or 




LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-5S3267 DATI TISTID ••• 09-03-93 
IDBNT I I • I • • • • • • • QUANTITY • •• I • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSI,,SOURCI APPROVAL SI'BC COOB,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCB,,,AEXCBL, INC, WILLOUGHBY, OH 
RBHARXS, , STR-92-033 AL 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 1 JACKSON, MS 
REMARKS 
LAB ENGINEER· ) 
ADMINISTRATOR ~ 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY :3~ 
160 
STAT& OF LOUISIANA 
DII:PARTMENT OF TAANSPOll.TATIOif AND DEWLOPMBNT 
MATBll.IAL TII:STIKQ SYSTBM 
EXCEPTION ll.BPOll.T FOil. THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-583268 




QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTI 
SPEC CODE .... , 3 
SUBMITTBD BY •• SASHTO RBGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE., ,ABXCBL, _INC• ____ _ 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MB 










TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 


























MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
161 
ITATI OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMBNT or TAANSPORTATION AND DIVILOPMEN'r 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TBSf OF 
REGIONAL TEST rACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
~~~~~~~-.P"'R,.,w"""liiC""'T. Nt!MBiiiRo;"MATLAJS llA'.a~lll)~·~28S.·-l9~2f...~~~~~~~ 
LAB NUMBBR •••••• 22-583269 DATI!i TBITBD ••• 09-03·93 
IDBNT • •••••••• , • QUANTITY., • , • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSB •• SOURCB APPROVAL SPBC CODI ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCiii ••• AEXCiiiL, INC. WILLOUGHBY, OH 
RliiMARKS •• STR-92·035 AL 
ITEM NO .. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS,' \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIM&, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY 1 KU 
VISCOSITY, KU • HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 


























STATE Or LOUISIANA . 
DBPARTHBN'r or T!WfSPOl\'fATION AND DBVILOPHBNT 
MATERIAL TilTING SYSTBH 
BXCIPTION REPORT fOR THE 'fiST OF 
REGIONAL rssT FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
~···············~~ ~~~~-...PROJTCT NUMBER, , HATLA.s-- DM'li-SAMPLI!h~:_<4<2~8,:-9:L2L~~~~~~~~-
LAB NUMBBR,,,,,,22-583275 DATI TISTBD,,,09-03-93 
IDBNT • , , , , • , , , , , QUANTITY, , , , , • 2 QTS 
PURPOSB,,SOURCB APPROVAL SPEC COD£,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCB.,,ABXCBL, INC. WILLOUGHBY, OH 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU- HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DifiTR:rcT LAB ENGINEER 
163 
STATI Of LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DBVELOPMBNT 
MATERIAL TBBTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT fOR THB TEST or 
REGIONAL TIBT fACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
~~~~~~~~ l'ROJECT tiUMBZI\.<MATUB DM'& 8~&14. ... 08·28·92 ~~~~-~~~ 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22·583276 DATE TBST&D ••• 09-03·93 
IDBNT,,.,,...... QUANTITY ••• ,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSE, • SOURCB APPROVAL SPEC CODI •• , •• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO RBGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCI, .. MXCBL,-INC. WILLOUGHBY, OH 
RBMARkS •• STR-92-042 AL 
ITBM NO •• 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAHB 





TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIMB, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
164 
ITATB OF LOUISIANA 
DBPARTMU'l' 01' 'HWtSPORTATION AND DIIVILOPMBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
IXCBPTIOM REPORT FOR THI TEsT or 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
10-15-93 
~-~~-~~1'RQJ~,_IIl1M!!BRulfATLAB DATI SAMPLID,. 08-28-92r~-~-·~--~~ 
LAs NUMBER •••••• 22-ss3277 oil'.riTiiiiio ••• o9-o3-93 
IDINT,,,,,,,,,,, QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSJI,,SOURCI APPROVAL SPIC CODB,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE,, .ABXCBL, INC, ' . WILLOUGHBY, OH 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 



























STATB or LOUISIANA 
DIPARTHBNT or TRANSPORTATION AND DBVSLOPMJ!NT 
MATIRXAL TISTING SYSTIH 
EXCEPTION RIPORT FOR 'l'HB TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
-------~Pt>IR~O)JJrJI~C'l.'-NUMIIB& •• wm.as_ DAn. SAMPLBD~~OB-28-92~--------
LAB NUMBBR •••••• 22-583278 DATI -ilsiiD~. o9-=o3-9-3 
IDENT,,,,,,,,,,, QUANTifY,,,,,. 2 QTS 
PURPOBB •• SOURCB APPROVAL SPBC CODB ••••• 3 
SUBMITTBD BY,,SASHTO RBGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCB ••• COOKSON PIGMENTS, INC. NEWARK, NJ 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY -
166 
STATB or LOUISIANA 
DI!:PAR'l'MII:NT or TRANSPORTATION AND DI!:VBLOPMBN'l' 
MATIRIAL TESTING SYSTIM 
IXCIPTION REPORT FOR THI!: TIST or 
REGIONAL TIST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
~1WM~<MA'1'Ll\ ~-SIIMPt.ID,, Q&,._2A,ll 
LAB NUMBBR., •• ,,22-583286 DATI TISTBD,,,Q9-03-93 
IDBNT. , • , ••• , , , , QUANTITY. , • , • , 2 QTS 
PURPOSB.,SOURCB APPROVAL SPEC COD£,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY.,SASH'1'0 REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MB 










TOTAL SOLIDS r \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 
REMARKS •• 





















. STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DII'AR'l'MENT OF TMNSI'ORTIITlOH liND DIWLOPMBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYBTIH 
IXCEPTION REPORT fOR THI '1'18'1' or 
RBGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC 1'11INT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJIC'l'~lll!:R;;~ ~Til: 811Ml!LII:D~~8~92~~~. 
LAB NUMBBR,,,,,,22-583287 DATI '1'18TBD,,,09-03-93 
IDBNT, , • , , , , , , , , QUANTITY,, , , • , 2 QTS 
PURI'OSB,.SOURCB APPROVAL SPIC CODI,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 

























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
LAB ENGINEER 
168 
STATB or LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMII:N'l' 01' TIWISPOR'l'A'l'ION MD DBVBLO!i'MII:NT 
MA'l'BR!AL 'l'BS'l'INO SYSTBM 
BXCIP'UON UPOR'l' POR 'l'HB '1'18'1' or 
REGIONAL TBBT rACILlTY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
-PROOJre'lLNUMBBRn~ tlA'U_IWIPLBfl._.j)8,aa,.j~ 
I.AB NUMBBR •••••• 22-583288 DATE TISTBD.,,09-03-93 
I DINT, ••• , , , • • • • QUANTITY, , , , , , 2 QTS . 
PURPOSB,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC 0001 ••• ,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCB, •• BNNIS/CBNTBRLINB, INC, ENNIS, 'l'X 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACJC. DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU • HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 

























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
.• u>J~~taiCT LAB ENGINEER 
MATERIALS ENGINEER 
169 
STATB OF LOUISIANA 
DKPMTKBNT OF TIWISPORTJITlON AND lliiWLOPHJI:NT . 
MATIIRIAL TESTING SYSTIIM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THI TIST OF 
REGIONAL TIST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
10-15-93 
~OJBCT-IWMB!m •. ,IU\TtAB ·~-~~ nATIISAMPLID,LOB~28-~~~~~~-~-~-~ 
LAB NUMBBR,,,,,,22·583289 DATI TISTBil,,.09-03•93 
IDBNT.,,,,,,,,,, QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSI,,SOURCI APPROVAL SPIC CODI,,,,,3 
SUBMITTID BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY 1 KU 
VISCOSITY, KU -HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZI THAW STABILITY 

























STAT& or LOUISIANA 
DIPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DIVBLOPMBNT 
MATIRIAL TISTING SYSTIH 
BXCIP'l'ION RIPOR'l' POR 'l'HI TIST or 
RIGIONAL TIST PACILITY TRAffiC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
-~-~~-~~ i'R~NUMBIIR, .wl-n.AB" DM'I SAMPl:.lmuJtS-28"92 
LAB NUMBIR,,,,,,22-583290 DATI TBSTBD •• ,09-03·93 
IDBNT,,,,,,,,,,, QUANTITY.,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSI,,SOURCI APPROVAL SPIC CODJ,,,.,3 
SUBMITTED BY,.SASHTO REGIONAL TBST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCI,,,INNIS/CBNTBRLINI, INC, INNIS, '1'1 
RBMARKS,,STR·92-058 AL 
I'l'IM NO, , 
--------------------------------------------~---------------------------------- . TEST PROPBRTY 
PRODUCT NAMB 





TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRAClt DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























ITATI 01!' LOUISIANA 
DIPARTHBNT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DIVILOPKINT 
MATERIAL TISTING SYSTBM 
IXCIPTION UPORT J'OR THE '1'18'1' 01!' 
RIOIONAL TIST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
10-15-93 
.. PROJECT .ltl!MBER.uMMLAB DATE BAMPLID, .08-28·92 
LAS NUMBER, ••• , • 22-583291 ~--iii\Ti--TiSTBD~.~o9·-o3-9.~3~~~~-~~~~~ 
IDBNT,,,,,,,,,,, QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSI •• SOURCI APPROVAL SPEC CODI ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SABHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCI ••• ENNIS/CINTERLINI, INC, ENNIS, TX 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HIAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 




WEIGHT PER GALLON, LB. 




















STATE Or LOUISIANA 
DIPARTMINT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DBVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TISTINO SYSTIM 
EXCEPTION REPORT WOR THI TEST or 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
~~~.~~~~~··PRGJII~·NUMBD.nMMt.AB~····~ llArlLSAMP.Llm.uJl.~-2.8-92~~~~~~~~~ 
LAB NUMBBR,,,,,,22-583292 DATI TESTED ••• 09-03-93 
I DENT • ••••• I I • • • QUANTITY. • • • • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSI,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPIC CODI,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 

























STAT& OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMI:NT or TIWISPORTATION AND DBVELOPMJ:II'l' 
MATERIAL TBSTING SYSTBM 
BXCBPTION REPORT FOR THB TBST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
~~·······-~·-DATILSMU'LII:D u.!:te,28·9~ 
DATI TISTBD ••• 09-03:93---~---·-···· 
~~~-~-~-"PROJECT -NUMBJ!R.~JWl!LAB.-~ .. -. 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583293 
IDBNT.,, •••••••• QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCI APPROVAL SPEC CODI ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURe& ••• ENNIS/CINTBRLINI, INC. 
~S •• STR-92-061 AL 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
ENNIS, TX 
ITEM NO .. 
---------------"---------------------------------------------------------------TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAMI 





TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY 1 KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 























STATB OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AHD DBVBLOPMiNT 
MATBRIAL TESTING SYSTEM. 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR TUB TEST OF 
RBOIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
10-15-93 
l'ROJI!C'rNUMBEI\, .MATLl'dl DATILSAMPLED~8,-2B-~~······~~~~~~~~~ 
LAB NUMBER.,,,,,22·583294 DATI TISTED.,,09-03-93 
IDENT.,,,,,,,,,, QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSB,,SOURCI APPROVAL SPIC OODI,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCB ••• ENNIS/CBNTBRLINB, INC. ENNIS, TX 









TO'l'AL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FRIEZE THAW STABILITY 


























MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
175 
STATI Of LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT Of TIWISPORTATION AND DIVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT fOR THI TEST Of 
REGIONAL TEST fACILITY TRAFFIC PAIII'l'(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJEC~NUMBn;,;MA'l'f;"l<~~~- t)ATJ!:, SIJ.MI>I.ED~QS,,aa~n~~~.~· ~~~~-
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-583295 DATI TESTED ••• 09-07-93 
I DINT. I • • • • • • • • • QUANTITY.. • • • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCB APPROVAL SPEC CODJ,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST fACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY 1 KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
MATERIALS ENGINEER 
176 
STAT& or LOUISIANA 
D&PARTM&NT 011' TMNSPORTATION AND DIWBLOPHICN'l' 
HATBRIAL TESTING SYSTIM 
&XCB:PTION REPORT FOR TH& TEST or 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
10-15-93 
~~~~~~--PROOitCT-NUMBBRoo~ DATI-SAMPLED ~OS~:.t2~S-"-19"'2~~~~~~-~-~ 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-5S3296 DATI TESTED,,,09-07-93 
I DENT. • • • • • • • • • • QUANTITY, • • • • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSB •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC OOD£,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST,FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY 1 - lW 
VISCOSITY, lW - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
MATERIALS ENGINEER 
177 
STATI OF LOUISIANA 
DIPARTMINT OF 'l'RANIIPORTATtOM AND DIVIILOI?MII:NT 
MATIRIAL TIIITING IYIITIM 
IXCEPTION RIPORT FOR THI TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
. DISTRICT 22 
-~·~~·-~--~-;>ROJBG'l'-NUMB.\m, , M.~.TLAB.---~-~~~---~-----.llA'l1J!IIMPLED, • 08-28-92 
LAB NUMBER ••••• ,22-583303 DATI TESTED-:-~-.ojj::o7:93 ___ _ 
I DENT • •••• , , , , , , QUANTITY, , •• , • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPBC CODB, •••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TBST FACILITY,. JACKSON, MS 










TOTAL SOLIDS 1 ' 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
178 
RIMARKS 
STATI or LOUISIANA 
DEPl\RTMIIilfT or TRANSPORTATION AND DIVBLOPMJINT 
HATIRIAL TISTING SYSTIM 
IXCIPTIOIC REPORT FOR THI TIST or 
REGIONAL TIST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
~RWECT~BIR••MM'bAB-----~~-~--~-DMIL~&n.~4!,U 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-583304 DATI TBSTID,,,09·07-93 
I DINT • • , • • , •• , , • QUANTITY, , , • , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCB APPROVAL SPEC CODI,,,,,3 
SUBMITTBD BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ... SAFETY COATINGS, INC, FOLlY, AL 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIKI, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU -HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAll STABILITY 


























STATB OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DIVBLOPMBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTIN 
IXCBPTION REPORT FOR THI TEST or 
REGIONAL TIST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
10-15-93 
~P~~JEC'l'IIURimf;~, MATLAB · ·~ ~SAMPLED •• OS-28,.9~L~ 
LAB NUHB£R,,,,,,22-583306 DATI TESTBD;,,09-07-93 
IDENT .. ,,.,,,,,, QU~TITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSB,,SOURCI APPROVAL SPEC COD£,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY.,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - MEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 




























STAT& OF LOUISIANA 
DIIPARTMENT OF TMNSPOR'l'A'l'ION AND DIIVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TISTING SYS'l'BM 
IIXCIIPTION REPORT FOR THB TIIST OF 
REGIONAL TIIST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
f>ROOBC'!'~~IJIIBBR .~MA'l'LAB DATILJiAMP~L~_Q'-,()~8 • 2~~~9 2 
LAB NUMBER,,., •• 22-583307 DATE TESTED ••• 09-03-93;-~~~~. ~-~ 
IDBNT .. ,,,,,,,,, QUANTITY...... 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCB APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTIID BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCB ••• SAFETY COATINGS, INC. - - FOLEY, ilL 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY 1 1W 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, 1W • FREEZE THAW STABILITY 

























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
_ .... ~~~~LAB ENGINEER 
181 
STATB OF LOUISIANA 
DII:PMTMBNT OJ' TIUUISPORTATION AND DIVBLOI'Mli:NT 
MATERIAL TBSTING SYSTIM 
IXCBPTION RBPORT FOR THB TIST OF 
REGIONAL TBST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
10-15-93 
PROJECT -.NUMBER •• MATLAB-~--~~·--~----~·-·~-DA'rL_BAMI>LJm~Ofi,.2.fl,.JU___ -~-·-· 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583308 DATI TBSTID ••• 09·07-93 
I DINT, , , , , • , , •• , QUANTITY, , , , , , 2 QTS 
PURPOSI •• SOURCI APPROVAL SPIC CODI ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY, , SASHTO· REGIONAL TEST FACILITY ;··JACKSON;· Ms-·-
SOURCI. , , SAFETY· COATINGS I. INC,·- FOLlY I . AL 
REMARKS •• STR-92-084 AL 
ITBM NO •• 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAMI 





TOTAL SOLIDS 1 \ 
NO TRAC!t DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY 1 KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY · 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT 01' TRANSPORTATION MD DII:VELOI?MBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TIST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC I?AINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
-~~-~--~---~-~~~---~1'ROOBC~-"NI!MHR,-oMATLAS.-------~·--~---~--~-~--DATlLJlAifi>I&tt._&8_::~~~~-9_2_ 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22·583309 DATI TBSTBD ••• 09·07·93 
I DENT, , , , , , , , , , , QUANTITY. , , , . , 2 QTS 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPBC CODB,,,,,J 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 










TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY 1 KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
MATERIALS ENGINEER 
183 
STATE OP LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OP TRANSPORTATION AND DIVBLOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OP 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(2S2) 
DISTRICT 22 
~~-- ······· -~··~···-~t>RO;Jfre'l'--NWBER~MA'rLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22·583310 
I DENT. , • , , , • • • • • 
PURPOSE,,SOURCB APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY;,SASHTO REGIONAL TBST 
SOURCB.,,SUN CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
RBMARKS,,STR-92-094 AL 
ITEM NO .. 
-~~~DATE -~~-P~~~-'-'~Q_II~~~~:-92.~~~~~~~~­
DATB TESTBD,,,09-07-93 
QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
SPEC CODB., ,,3 









TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HBAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREBZB THAW STABILITY 



























STATE OF LOUISIANA 
Dl!lPM'l'MIIiNT OF TIU\NSPORTATION AND DI\IELOPMIIINT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTIM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
10-15-93 
~~~·-~~~·~----;>ROOECT" NUIIBBR,-,MA'l'LAB ----~-~-- . _JlM'&.IIAMPL!IiD u OS-28-92 
LAB NUMBBR.,,,,. 22-583311 DATI TESTED.; .o9..."o7:9)--~~·-·-
IDENT, , •• , , , •• , • QUANTITY.,. , • • 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCB APPROVAL SPEC CODB ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• SUN CHEMICAL CORPORATION CINCINNATI, OH 
REKARKS •• STR-92-095 AL 
ITEM NO .. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------TEST PROPERTY 
PRODUCT NAME 





TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY, KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST JACKSON, MS 
185 
STATZ or LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST or 
REGIONAL TEST FACILITY TRAFFIC PAINT(252) 
DISTRICT 22 
~~-~---- ~EC'I)--NUMBER-. M~TI,I\.B 
LAB NUMBER,,,, •• 22-583312 
~~.DATE SAMPLED •• 08-28-92 
DATB~-iisTED :~-:-o9-=-o7-9 3 
IDBNT • • , , , , •••• • QUANTITY,,,,,, 2 QTS 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCB ••• SUN CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
REMARKS,,STR-92-096 AL 
ITEM NO,, 
SPEC CODE. • •• , 3 










TOTAL SOLIDS, \ 
NO TRACK DRY TIME, MINUTES 
VISCOSITY 1 KU 
VISCOSITY, KU - HEAT STABILITY 
VISCOSITY, KU - FREEZE THAW STABILITY 
























SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 












STR-91-001 LINEAR DYNAMICS 
STR-91-001 LINEAR DYNAMICS 
STR-91-002 LINEAR DYNAMICS 







STR-91-085 PAVE-MARK CORP. 
STR-91-085 PAVE-MARK CORP. 
STR-91-086 PAVE-MARK CORP. 
STR-91-086 PAVE-MARK CORP. 
STR-91-089 BRITE-LINE IND. 
STR-91-089 BRITE-LINE IND. 
STR-91-090 BRITE-LINE INC. 
STR-91-090 BRITE-LINE IND. 
TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 
**** TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE **** 
ORIGINAL TESTING IN CALENDAR YEAR 1991 I VERIFICATION TESTING IN 1992 






















SERIES A PERMANENT 
SERIES A PERMANENT 
SERIES A PERMANENT 
SERIES A PERMANENT 
INTERSECTION GR PERMANENT 
INTERSECTION GR PERMANENT 
PLIANT POLYMER PERMANENT 
PLIANT POLYMER PERMANENT 
PLIANT POLYMER PERMANENT 
PLIANT POLYMER PERMANENT 
HOT TAPE PERMANENT 
HOT TAPE PERMANENT 
HOT TAPE PERMANENT 




































































* BROKE UPON INITIAL LOAD 













































TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 
**** TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE **** 
ORIGINAL TESTING IN CALENDAR YEAR 1991 I VERIFICATION TESTING IN 1992 
FIRST IO NO. INDICATES ORIGINAL I SECOND IO NO. INDICATES VERIFICATION 
SURFACE 
PRODUCT FRICTION WEAR REFLECT. 
SOURCE NAME COLOR BPN INDEX 861.2 
LINEAR DYNAMICS PRISMO PLASTIX YELLOW 60 68 448 
LINEAR DYNAMICS PRISMO PLASTIX YELLOW· 276 
LINEAR DYNAMICS PRISMO PLASTIX WHITE 60 64 655 
LINEAR DYNAMICS PRISMO PLASTIX WHITE 621 
3-M STAMARK WHITE 67 50 758 
3-M STAMARK WHITE 724 
3-M STAMARK A420 WHITE 66 52 1309 
3-M STAMARK A420 WHITE 828 
3-M STAMARK N420 WHITE 63 45 1240 
3-M STAMARK N420 WHITE ** 
PAVE-MARK CORP. PAVE-MARK YELLOW 52 87 310 
PAVE-MARK CORP. PAVE.-MARK YELLOW 414 
PAVE-MARK CORP. PAVE-MARK WHITE 66 100 689 
PAVE-MARK CORP. PAVE-MARK WHITE 983 
BRITE-LINE IND. BRITE-LINE 100 YELLOW 58 196 1051 
BRITE-LINE IND. BRITE-LINE 100 YELLOW 1259 
BRITE-LINE IND. BRITE-LINE 100 WHITE 56 100 1120 
BRITE-LINE IND. BRITE-LINE 100 WHITE 1966 





















RTF I. D. 
NO. SOURCE 
STR-91-001 LINEAR DYNAMICS 




STR-91-085 PAVE-MARK CORP. 
STR-91-086 PAVE-MARK CORP. 
STR-91-089 BRITE-LINE IND. 
STR-91-090 BRITE-LINE IND. 
TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR: 1992 
**** TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE **** 
VERIFICATION TESTING FOR MATERIAL ORIGINALLY SUBMITTED IN 1991 
THICKNESS 
PRODUCT MILS 
NAME DESCRIPTION TYPE COLOR AVERAGE 
PRISMO PLASTIX SERIES A PERMANENT YELLOW 65 
PRISMO PLASTIX SERIES A PERMANENT WHITE 65 
STAMARK INTERSECTION GR PERMANENT WHITE 60 
STAMARK A420 PLIANT POLYMER PERMANENT WHITE 57 
STAMARK N420 PLIANT POLYMER PERMANENT WHITE •• 
PAVE-MARK HOT TAPE PERMANENT YELLOW 87 
PAVE-MARK HOT TAPE PERMANENT WHITE 94 
BRITE-LINE 100 TEMPORARY R YELLOW 42 
BRITE-LINE 100 TEMPORARY R WHITE 42 
** NO SAMPLE SUBMITTED FOR VERIFICATION TESTING 
REFLECT. REFLECT. WHITENESS 
86/.2 86/.5 INDEX 
276 257 
621 515 71.5 
724 595 73.3 
828 676 70.7 
•• •• •• 
414 354 
983 788 52.4 
1259 949 
1966 1496 63.6 
' TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY I 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR: 1992 I 
**** TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE **** 
""'J THICKNESS TENSILE RTF I. D. PRODUCT WIDTH MILS STRENGTH ELONG NO. SOURCE NAME DESCRIPTION TYPE COLOR INCHES AVERAGE LBF/IN WIDTH % ADHESION 
STR-92-001 ADVANCE TRAFFIC ATM-400 EXTENDED LIFE PERMANENT WHITE 4 80 29.5 24.7 183 
STR-92-002 ADVANCE TRAFFIC ATM-300 DURABLE PERMANENT YELLOW 4 57 21.4 
22.0 185 
STR-92-003 ADVANCE TRAFFIC ATM-300 DURABLE PERMANENT WHITE 4 63 22.9 
18.5 226 
STR-92-004 ADVANCE TRAFFIC ATM-200 TEMPORARY R YELLOW 4 49 22.9 
18.7 212 
STR-92-005 ADVANCE TRAFFIC ATM-200 TEMPORARY R WHITE 4 53 23.3 
25.7 197 
STR-92-016 LINEAR DYNAMICS PRISMO PLASTIX SERIES A-330 PERMANENT WHITE 4 62 19.2 
96.2 68 
STR-92-032 3-M STAMARK A-420 PERMANENT WHITE 4 59 32.4 
6.7 127 
STR-92-085 SWARCO/VOLARE DIRECTOR PERMANENT YELLOW 4 80 17.7 41.5 
87 
STR-92-086 SWARCO/VOLARE DIRECTOR PERMANENT WHITE 4 76 20. 1 303.8 
91 
STR-92-089 PB LAMINATIONS AZTEC TEMPORARY R WHITE 4 35 96.9 
11.6 71 
STR-92-090 PB LAMINATIONS AZTEC ENGR. GRADE TEMPORARY NR YELLOW 4 25 23.9 5.8 58 
STR-92-091 PB LAMINATIONS AZTEC TEMPORA.RY R YELLOW 4 37 95.2 10.6 52 
STR-92-092 PB LAMINATIONS AZTEC TEMPORARY NR WHITE 4 25 24.3 6.6 74 





























TEST RESULTS FOR REGIONAL TEST FACILITY 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR: 1992 




















































































STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST or 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
05-13-93 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 05-13-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583157 DATE TESTED ••• 11-25-92 
I DENT. • • • • • • • • • • QUANTITY', • • • • • 1 ROL 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS •• STR-91-001 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS 
RTF I.D. NO. STR-91-001 
SOURCE LINEAR DYNAMICS 
PRODUCT NAME PRISMO PLASTIX 
DESCRIPTION SERIES A 
TYPE PERMANENT 
COLOR YELLOW 
THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5) 65 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCB.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 276 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 257 
:\\.OF lOlftst 
------~;~~------------------------------------------------ .~~--~--~~ 
MICHAEL B. BOUDREAUX 
COPIES TO: REG. No. 24926 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS REGISTERED 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR IN 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
194 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION ANP DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,.22-583158 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 11-25-92 
05-26-93 
I DENT • ••••••••• • QUANTITY,,,,,, 1 ROL 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC. BALL GROUND, GA 
REMARKS •• STR-91-002 
ITEM NO., 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
RTF I.D, NO, STR-91-002 
SOURCE LINEAR DYNAMICS 
PRODUCT NAME PRISMO PLASTIX 
DESCRIPTION SERIES A 
TYPE PERMANENT 
COLOR WHITE 
THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5) 65 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC, LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG, OB.ANGL. 621 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG, OB.ANGL, 515 
WHITENESS INDEX (ASTM E313) 71.5 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583159 
DISTRICT 22 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 11-25-92 
05-26-93 
I DENT I I • I I •••• I I QUANTITY...... 1 ROL 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL 
SOURCE ••• 3M COMPANY 
REMARKS •• STR-91-076 
ITEM NO., 
TEST PROPERTY 






SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 








THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5) 60 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM 04061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG, OB.ANGL. 724 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG, OB.ANGL. 595 
WHITENESS INDEX (ASTM E313) 73.3 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THB TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583160 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 11-25-92 
05-26-93 
!DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY,,,,,, 1 ROL 
PURPOSE,.SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL 
SOURCE,,,3M COMPANY 
REMARKS •• STR-91-077 
ITEM NO,, 
TEST PROPERTY 






SPEC CODE,,,., 3 
TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 








THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.S) 57 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC, LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 828 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 676 
WHITENESS INDEX (ASTM E313) 70.7 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 




STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THB TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
07-22-93 
PROJECT NUMBER .• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-597911 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 11-25-92 
I DENT • •••••••••• 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL 
SOURCE ••• 3M COMPANY 
REMARKS •• STR-91-078 
QUANTITY •••••• 
SPEC CODE.,,,,3 
TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
ST. PAUL, MN 










THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS,(AVG.S) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL,, .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL,, .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 













~\.Of l0Uts4 e}~ -~ 'tt ------------------------------------------------------------------ ~----~-- . 
REMARKS •• ** NO SAMPLE SUBMITTED FOR VERIFICATION TESTING MICHAELB.BOUDREAUX 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
REG. No. 24926 
REGiSTERED 
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEE~ I 
C},. IN ,~' DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR "'{ \_<;>: 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY ~~~:~~1_- . 
198 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST or 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAP£(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-563161 
DATE SAMPLED,.OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED, •• 11-25-92 
05-13-93 
!DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY,,,,,, 1 ROL 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY.,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BRITE-LINE INDUSTRIES, INC. GOLDEN, CO 
REMARKS •• STR-91-069 
ITEM NO., 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
RTF I.D. NO. STR-91-069 
SOURCE BRITE-LINE 
PRODUCT NAME BRITE-LINE 
TYPE TEMPORARY R 
COLOR YELLOW 
THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5) 42 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE,)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG, ENTR.ANGL,, .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 1259 
66 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 949 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 







STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583162 DATE TESTED ••• 11-25-92 
05-26-93 
IDENT........... QUANTITY...... 1 ROL 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• BRITE-LINE INDUSTRIES, INC. GOLDEN, CO 
REMARKS •• STR-91-090 
ITEM NO •• 
TEST PROPERTY VALUE 
RTF I.D. NO. STR-91-090 
SOURCE BRITE-LINE 
PRODUCT NAME BRITE-LINE 
TYPE TEMPORARY 
COLOR WHITE 
THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5) 42 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 1966 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 1496 
WHITENESS INDEX (ASTM E313) 63.6 
REMARKS .• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 








STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DBVBLOPHBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
BXCBPTIOH REPORT FOR THB TBST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-583235 
DATI SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 04-29-93 
07-23-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY, , , , , , 1 ROL 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• ADVANCE TRAFFIC MARKINGS 
REMARKS •• STR-92-001 
ITEM NO., 
SPEC CODE ..... 3 











THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS,(AVG.S) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, \ (ABTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ,-FORCE/IN.OF WD,(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ABTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY {SPEC, LUMNCE,)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL, 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL, 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




STATB OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
HATBRIAL TBSTING SYBTBM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TBST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPB(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
DATB SAMPLED, .u~··~~ 
07-23-93 
PROJECT NUMBER •• HATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583236 
I DENT • ••••••• • •• 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• ADVANCE TRAFFIC MARKINGS 
REMARKS •• STR-92-002 
DATE TESTED.,,04-29-93 
QUANTITY,,,,,, 1 ROL 
SPEC CODE .... ,3 
ITEM NO •• 











THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, \ (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM DlOOO) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM B303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCB.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DBG. OB.ANGL. 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT POR THE TEST OP 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583237 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 04-29-93 
07-23-93 
I DENT, •••• • • , , , , QUANTITY. , , • • • 1 ROL 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• ADVANCE TRAFFIC MARKINGS 
REMARKS •• STR-92-003 
ITEM NO •• 
SPEC CODE ••••• 3 











THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, % (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM DlOOO) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG, OB.ANGL. 
WHITENESS INDEX (ASTM E313) 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 



















MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
203 
REMARKS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMJI:NT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THB TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-583238 
DATE SAMPLBD •• OS-13-92 
DATE TESTBD,,,04-29-93 
07-23-93 
I DENT • ••••••••• • QUANTITY,,,,,, 1 ROL 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE,.,ADVANCE TRAFFIC MARKINGS 
REMARKS •• STR-92-004 
ITEM NO,, 
SPEC CODE,,,,,3 










THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS,(AVG,S) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, \ (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ,-FORCE/IN,OF WD.{ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) {ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192,1) 
REFLECTIVITY {SPEC. LUMNCE,)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG, ENTR,ANGL,, .2 DEG. OB.ANGL, 



















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
204 
REMARKS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT or TRANSPORTATION AND DEVBLOPMBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST or 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAS NUMBER •••••• 22-583239 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-23-92 
DATE TESTED •• ,04-29-93 
07-23-93 
I DENT • •• , •••• , • , QUANTITY ••••• , 
SPEC CODE.,, •• 3 




SUBMITTED SY.,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 











THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, \ (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED,TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR,ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., ,5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THB TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583240 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-23-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 04-29-93 
07-23-93 
I DENT. • ••• • , •••• QUANTITY...... 1 ROL 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE.,,LINEAR DYNAMICS, INC, 
REMARKS •• STR-92-016 
ITEM NO •• 
SPEC CODE ••••• 3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
BALL GROUND, GA 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY 







THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.S) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, \ (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 





















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
206 
REMARKS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583241 
DATE SAMPLED •• 05-23-92 
DATE TESTED ••• 04-29-93 
07-23-93 
I DENT • •• , •• • • • • • QUANTITY,,,,,, 
SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
ST. PAUL, MN 
1 ROL 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• 3M COMPANY 











THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG,5) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM 03759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, \ (ASTM 03759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
WHITENESS INDE)( (ASTM E313) 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 



















MATERIALS ENGINEER BY 
207 
REMARKS 
STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER, , MATLAB DATE SAMPLED, , 05-23-92 
LAB NUMBER,,,,, ,22-583242 DATE TESTED., .04-29-93 
07-23-93 
I DENT • •••••• , , • , QUANTITY • •••• , 1 ROL 
PURPOSE, , SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE, , , , , 3 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE, , , VOLARE, LTD, JACKSON, MS 










THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS,(AVG,5) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN,WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, \ (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC, LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG, OB.ANGL, 
86 DEG, ENTR.ANGL,, ,5 DEG. OB.ANGL, 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 



















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBBR •••••• 22-583243 
DATE SAMPLED •• OS-23-92 
DATE TESTBD ••• 04-29-93 
07-23-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY. • • • • • 1 ROL 
PURPOSB •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• VOLARE, LTD. 
REMARKS •• STR-92-086 
ITEM NO •• 
SPEC CODE ••••• 3 










THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.S) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, \ (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM DlOOO) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
WHITENESS INDEX (ASTM E313) 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THill TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583244 
DATE SAMPLED, .Ul>·-~;:s 
DATE TESTED ••• 04-29-93 
07-23-93 




SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• P.B. LAMINATIONS, INC. ST. LOUIS, MO 
REMARKS •• STR-92-089 
ITEM NO,. 
TEST PROPERTY 





WIDTH 1 INCHES 
THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, \ (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED,TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., ,5 DEG. OB.ANGL, 
WHITENESS INDEX (ASTM E313) 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 





















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMBNT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THB TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• 
LAB NUMBER,,,,,,22-583245 DATE TESTED ••• 04-29-93 
07-23-93 
IDENT ...•• ,,,,,, QUANTITY,,,,,, 1 ROL 
PURPOSE,,SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE,,,,,3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• P.B. LAMINATIONS, INC, ST. LOUIS, MO 
REMARKS •• STR-92-090 
ITEM NO., 
TEST PROPERTY 







THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG,S) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN,WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, \ (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC, LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 




















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THB TEST OF 
RTF TRAFFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB DATE SAMPLED •• OS-23-92 
LAB NUMBER •••••• 22-583246 DATE TESTED ••• 04-29-93 
07-23-93 
IDENT........... QUANTITY.,,.,, 1 ROL 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL SPEC CODE. • • •• 3 
SUBMITTED BY •• SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
SOURCE ••• P.B. LAMINATIONS, INC. ST. LOUIS, MO 
REMARKS •• STR-92-091 
ITEM NO •• 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST PROPERTY 






THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, \ (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .5 DEG. OB.ANGL. 
REMARKS •• 
COPIES TO: 
SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 


















STATE OF LOUISIANA 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIAL TESTING SYSTEM 
EXCEPTION REPORT FOR THE TEST OJ 
RTF TRAfFIC STRIPING TAPE(253) 
DISTRICT 22 
07-23-93 
PROJECT NUMBER •• MATLAB 
LAB NUMBER •• , ••• 22-5S3247 
DATE SAMPLED~O~·~~~~~~~~~~­
DATE TESTED,,,04-29-93 
I DENT • •••••••••• QUANTITY...... 1 ROL 
PURPOSE •• SOURCE APPROVAL 
SUBMITTED BY,,SASHTO REGIONAL TEST 
SOURCE ••• P.B. LAMINATIONS, INC. 
REMARKS,,STR-92-092 
SPEC CODJ!:,,,,,3 
FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
ST. LOUIS, MO 
ITEM NO., 
TEST PROPERTY 






THICKNESS/WITHOUT ADHESIVE, MILS.(AVG.5) 
TENSILE STRENGTH, LBF/IN.WD.(ASTM D3759) 
ULTIMATE ELONGATION, t (ASTM D3759) 
ADHESION,OZ.-FORCE/IN.OF WD.(ASTM D1000) 
SURFACE FRICTION (BPN) (ASTM E303) 
WEAR INDEX (FED.TEST METHOD 141, 6192.1) 
REFLECTIVITY (SPEC. LUMNCE.)(ASTM D4061) 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL., .2 DEG, OB.ANGL, 
86 DEG. ENTR.ANGL,, ,5 DEG, OB.ANGL, 




















SASHTO REGIONAL TEST FACILITY, JACKSON, MS 
DISTRICT LAB ENGINEER 
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR 
MATERIALS ENGINEER BY ---
213 
REMARKS 
